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Confidence
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money in the bank while he has
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SCHEDULE OF MAILS
In

effect April 14, 1912.

From Wkst-7.18 r ro: 4.14,6.26 p m.
From Bast-11.06, 11.67 a m; 5.47, 10.62 p

Burrill National Bank 1
j|

OF ELLSWORTH.

MAIL CLOSES AT

hour before mail closes.
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instead of handing out cash, you make paymenta by the simplest,
safest, easiest
method—and avoid all possibility of making losses through mistakes. \Ve tender
you the services of this hank on most favorable terms: urge your immediate inquiry fot
details how YOU can easily open a check
account with us.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING

Fourteen new voters
Ellsworth last week.

in

Miss Margaret Paine is at home from
Boston for the summer.
Miss Florence G. Smith is at home from
New York for the summer.

:

Hodgkins is

Norris

home from the Bos-

ton Latin school for the

summer

vacation.

Sidney K. Bonsey, railway mail clerk on
Searsport-Bangor run, is home for a week.

CO,,

Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old Town, Machiaa and Dexter

F.

Mrs.

Thursday

Carroll

Mrs. Jason

visiting

Burrill

arrived

last

Portland, for the summer.
Leighton, of Cherry field, is
sister-in-law, Mrs. E. N.

from

her

Burke.
Miss

Higgins,

Lenora G.

| Woodfords,
| cation.

a

teacher at

is at home for the

summer va-

last week.

Correspondence Solicited.

Telephone.

Miss

vale,

Margaret Woodward, of Spring-

visiting

is

her

grandmother,

Mrs.

W. P. Woodward.

0. W.

Tapley,

M.
is

has

opened

soda fountain and

parlor

installed

an

ice-cream

E. Thibodaux, of the U. 8. 8. Tripp,
a furlough of five days in Ells-

spending

worth with his wife.
a regular meeting of Irene
8., Friday evening. Supper

There will be

FIRE INSURANCE,

chapter,

will be served at six o’clock.

York,

Amatite

summer

The families of Capts. Samuel and
Sidney Goodwin are in Bangor while their
vessel, the Harry W. Haynes, is discharging.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Anderson announce
the engagement of their daughter, Vera
Hazel, to Howard A. McLellan, of Princeton.

C. W. GRINDAL, Water St.

Sheathing Paper.

are

Moore and son, of New
in the city preparing to open for

Prof. Henry C. Emery,
tariff board, arrived in
spend a few days with
Cbief-Justice Emery and

“I

[your

not

Roofing.

Friday to
his parents, extown

wife.

was a

spend

you to think and ponder
home and business are protected by inDon’t let the demon FIRE catch you
Let's get together for mu-

or

c w. & F. L. MASON, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE

daughters in Boston, is
Harbor, where she will

her

at Southwest
the

with

summer

her

daughter,

Mrs. George Harmon.
Only a small party left Ellsworth to-day
for Jacksonville to attend the annual reunion of the Eastern Maine Veterans’

aWjcmsrmnus.

without protection.
tual benefit TO-DAY.

Card of Thanks
realizing

the value

of the Ellsworth Enter-

a

fewleft.

Will

prise,

on

sale

a

short time.

Topographical Maps
Auto and yacht Pennants.
I bite

J. A. THOMPSON,
Property

owners will

be

protected

Mountain district.

11

Main St.

from fire by

placing

their

Fire Insurance
with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

as

medium,

RUGS

only be

p.

which

they

proceeded to Bar Harbor

on

train.

m.

j

The pastor will preach at both services
Sunday at th^ Methodist church,
rhe morning theme is:
“The Re-emphasis of Religion.” The evening lecturelermon will be upon New York in the
leries on “Religion in Great American
Jities”. All are invited.

accommodation

Friday evening, at 6.30 oclock, the supper to close the contest in the “two ships
;o Palestine” in
the Methodist Sunday
ichool will be

given

in the

Methodist

MOUTH OF THK R1VEK.

Roy Ray,

Miss

Marion
in

an

L. Woodward, wrho is
institution for the deaf in

Friends of LaGrand Dodge
hear of

New

York, arrived home to-day, for the
Miss Phyllis Macomber, of
deal Harbor, who has just completed a
training course as teacher in the same institution, accompanied her to remain in
Ellsworth for the high school graduation.
William T. Moor, of Waltham, Mass.,

his serious

hospital.
Mrs. Byron Catlyn

summer.

At

morning service at the Congregalast Sunday, the pastor,

.Mathews,

Mrs. E. E. Race and

Hodgkins,

Bangor

her.

little daughter,

Daub and Mr. Anderson landed ten
past week. The fish seem to

salmon the

are

be

biting,

There
1

j

York and

13 closed

Mildred

Fullerton.

H.

to

Singing.By School
Salutatory, Legend of the Bells,
Mildred Fullerton

Day.Agnes Bowden
Somebody's Mother. Virgin Ray
One Thing Missing.Frances Closson
Modesty and Vanity.Gladys Pinkham
Our Heroes.Lester Bowden
Be true! Be true!.Guy Closson
Allinson.
Mary Had a Little Cold.Dannie Murch
The “Story of the Orient”, an "exercise Song, Sleep baby. Sleep,
called a song-story, is to be given at the >
Gladys and Viginia Pinkham
Baptist church next Sunday evening. It How Many Twos.Paul Patten
Town.Otton
The
Clough
Boyless
embodies parts for a reader follow ing a
Patience.Anna Murch
group of incidents referred to in the gos- Before it is too
Late.Virginia Pinkham
pel narrative, with music appropriate to If I Had a Little Girl.Beatrice Jones
the theme rendered by the choir.
A Daisies.Frank Ray
chorus of ten voices assisted by Leone We Separate, Valedictory.George York
Wilbur, tenor, will render the musical Presentation of diplomas,
Alice B Moore, teacher
parts.
The

semi-annual

tax

upon

Graduation

:

FOR Sale at

Parcher’s Drug Store.

Everybody

loan and

WKST RLLSWORTH.

can save a

Mrs. A. K. Guptill
seriously
pleurisy fever.
Lucy Ast bury, of Bluehill, is the guest
is

of Robert T.

tishing.

Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,
Paris Green,
Blue Vitirol,
White Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Carbon,
Moth Balls,
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,

The

did justice
pupils. Program:

decorations and exercises

are

Arsenate of

June 14.

graduates—George W.

two

w*ere

people

Bordeaux Mixture,
Lime and Sulphur,

suitable

building associations has been committed
to the State treasurer by the State assessors.
The Ellsworth loan and building
association pays the second largest tax of
any association in the State. The Dexter
association leads, with a tax of $70.53;
Ellsworth, $62.51; while the third, Sanford, is $45. All the others are far behind
—Casco, with a tax of $13.02, being fourth,
all the others paying less than $10.

but very few

atrocrtisnnRiiB.

GRADUATION.

district

daughter have gone

summer.

Arthur
Moore is seriously ill.
daughter, Mrs. Bert Spencer, is with

Her

returned with her.

School in

Bangor,

of

Mrs.

sorry to

in

S.
and

announced the-follow-

ing committee of the society to prepare a
acknowledgment of the highlyappreciated gift of an organ, and forward
it to the donor, G. Nixon BlAok:
Mr.
Justice King, J. F. Knowlton, Mrs. F. G.

Booth bay for the

;o

Fullerton, who has made an
extended visit with her son in Augusta, is
Her granddaughter, Miss Greta
home.

both teacher and

Rev. R. B

ire

Mrs. Celia

up the sale of his two houses on
One, the John L. Moor
homestead, has been purchased by W. G.

tional church

Ryder and daughter,
here for J uly.

Mrs.

with her parof Portsmouth,
H.,
ents, Capt. H. B. Holt and wife.

Fourth street.

the

are

illness

N.

closing

Brooks, the other by Willis E. Dunn. Mr.
Moor, on his return, was accompanied by
his wife, who has been in Ellsworth a few

GREKM LAKE.
in

employment

who has had

Ellsworth, is home.
Capt. F. N. Closson went to Bar Harbor
last week to take command of the schooner
C. Taylor, 3d.

ves-

try. *A11 teachers and members of the
•chool will be seated; the parents of each
icholar are invited also.

teaching

j
j

that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
will be accorded to you that is consistent with
possible
sound banking.

ill of

Financial
matter of

Carlisle and wife.

little at

a

time.

success is simply a
sticking to your sav-

ing plan—making

Mrs. Cora Grindle had a mess of wild
strawberries and cream June 15.

your

Character stronger than

Charles Carter, of Lynn, Mass., is visiting his parents, C. J. Carter and wife.

evening,
Mathews, of the Congregational
church, delivered the baccalaureate serK. B.

Temptation

any

Savings

mon

to the

school.

graduating class
Kizer, of

of the

Rev. E. D.

dist church, assisted in the service.

superintendent

of the

high

the Metho-

schools,

The

members of

school board and the teachers of the
high school occupied seats upon the stage.
There was music by a choir of mixed
the

Mrs. Rowena Carter will go to Bluehill
with her son Irving, for an ex-

Money to Loan

tended visit with relatives there and at ;

ON

to-day
North

Sedgwick.

School closed

advertising

an

I

did

not

put

any card in the paper.
JVow, I wish to thank
the Enterprise for the

advertising given
as
me,
being in the steam
heating business. I am in
free

do

good
work,
ready to
receive proposals from
any organization, city,
that

business,
and

am

individual for a
GOOD HONEST JOB.
J. P. Eldbidok.

town

kins, Mis. J. A. Cunningham, O. W. Tapley
Mr. Mathews
and J. A. Cunningham.
spoke from the text, “Pay Me that thou
□west.” His address was scholarly and

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Wednesday, after a sucCollateral and Commercial Paper
ten weeks; Emma Reed,

cessful term of
Miss Reed went
teacher.

to Castine to
attend the normal school graduation. Her
was
sister Rena
graduated.

ALSO DEALKKS

C. C. Burrill & Son
16 STATE

J

_______________

—

ernoon or
>n

account

Let none stay away
evening.
of the “white elephants”—they

tied.
If the day should be wet, the party will
The
>e postponed until the next day.
mblic is cordially invited.
Idvery memto send
>er of the parish is requested
looked food.
will all be

or

family

>t the town

hall,

une
,re

22.

reunion

Wednesday, Sept.

be held

of the family

STREET,

Percy

E.

ELLSWORTH, ME

Higgins,

agent for Maryland Casualty Co.

Surety Bonds
All kinds of state, county and
municipal officials’ bonds.
This company is on approved
list of Fire Insurance Commissioners of Maine.

i
24 and 25

Office over Burrill Nat. Bank.
~

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Saturday, June 22, at Franklin

IF YOU PLANT
—

Smith

SWEET

family.

You
You

Sixth

Franklin, Saturday,

All connections

cordially invited.

will

and

—Amherst fair.

The thirty-second annual reunion of the
Maine Veteran association will be

Smith Family Reunion.
The Smith

12—Eden fair.

Tuesday

IN

strength.

COMING EVENTS.
Wednesday, June 19, at Hancock hall—
Graduation exercises of high school in afternoon. Clasp play and ball in the even-

ing.
Tuesday, June 25, at residence of C. C.
Lawn Party Next Tuesday.
Lawn party by
Burrill on High street
Arrangements are completed for the Congregational society, afternoon and
awn party to be given by the Congregaevening. Admission, 10 cents.
;ional parish next Tuesday afternoon and
COUNTY.
evening on the spacious lawn at the resiMonday and Tuesday, June 24 and 25— i
There will be
lence of Col. C. C. Burrill.
W. C. T. U. convention at Winter
nany and varied attractions—music, illu- County
ninations at night, a sale of cooked-food Harbor.
ind ice-cream; also a sale of aprons. Tea
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, '■
will be served at 4 o'clock.
Sept. 3, 4 and 5—Bluehill fair.
The fortuoe-teller may be consulted afWednesday and Thursday, Sept. 11 and |
sloquent.

on

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained

of

voices from the several churches, with a
quartette composed of Miss Mary F. Hop-

Not

Just

the 6.25

and

to spend.
Donaqua lodge, K. of P., entertained
Georgia Meader, with her son Cecil, who
knights from Bangor and West Sullivan has been working in Mariaville, has reL.
Chester
Mrs.
of
friends
Ellsworth
lodges last Wednesday evening. Supper turned home.
Bailey, of Searsport, who has been seri- was served for the visitors at 6.30. After
Irving Carter, wife and family were
for
an
after
appendioperation
ously ill
supper, the rank of knight was conferred
of his mother, Rowena Carter, i
citis, are pleased to know that she is now on three candidates by a degree team from guests
Saturday and Sunday.
improving rapidly.
the Bangor lodge, in long form. The BanMrs. Josie Clark went to Bangor SaturMr. and Mrs. William Rogers, of Manor
gor knights have recently received new
Maine
Ellsworth,
to meet her husband, who has been
avenue, announce the engagement of their regalia, and this, with the excellent man- day
Commenced Business
in Benedicta.
daughter, Florence M., to Arthur I. ner in which the work was performed, teaching
May 1, 1873.
Richmond made the work beautiful and
The dance and supper planned for June
Studer, of Ellsworth, Maine.
impressive.
Hill (N. Y.) Record.
20, to raise money for new gates for the
There was a good-sized congregation at
cemetery has been changed to Aug. 15.
Mrs. J. T. Crippen, who has spent the
Hancock hall Sunday
when Kev.
now

whether

^NAVAJO

Augusta by auto,

from

here,

-Bank—-

cause

surance.

[eft

Hancock Co.

BURNING BUILDING
should

chairman of the

slight Are at the house of
Herbert E. Scribner on Elm street last
Friday forenoon. The damage was trifling, and is covered by insurance.
There

winter with

A

A.

their cottage at Shady Nook.
Dr. Charles C. Knowlton and wife, of
Hartford, Conn., arrived Monday to spend
a month in Ellsworth with their parents.
the

Lowest Rates.

Seed Oats
Fertilizers
i-1

Hoyt

Mrs.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

rrcmpt Adjustments.

O. E.

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
service—these four form the
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

E. C. Burleigh, of Augusta, was in
the city for a few hours last Thursday.
He was accompanied by ex-8ecretary of
State Byron Boyd and a friend. They

a

her store.

in

grand warden of the N. E.

wfeeks.

J. A. Thompson

Miss

as

spent from Friday to Monday in the city,

Foster and family, of Boston,
opened their bungalow on the Surry road
Stetson

ELLSWORTH.

CAPITAL,.$ 100,000
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
75.000
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,
100,000
ASSETS,.
1,400,000

were

few

a

next

registered

were

Allen and wife, of Portland,

W. A.

same

a m; leaves 5.20
Mail closes at p o for 5.20 train at 4.60 p m.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 8 to 10 a m.
m.

TEN PAGES.

WHEN YOU WRITE CHECKS.

!

f30 Western alumni scholarship at the U. of M.

Hon.

POSTOFFICB

Sunday train arrives at 8.11
p

Of1

awarded the

Ellsworth
D. P.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

an

now taking a course in electrical engineering at the University of $faine, was

to
m.

Going Wbst-10.30, 11.30 a m; 6.16, 9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.45,6 pm.

i

#nd

days last week of their
daughter, Mrs. Harry E. Rowe. Mr. Allen
renewed old acquaintances here, made
some years ago when he
paid several visits

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

jg]

encouraged at his condition.
Forrest R. Treworgy, an Ellsworth boy,
% graduate of the Ellsworth
high school

guests

MAILS RBCBIVRD.

I

Edmund O. Hopkins, who was so criti*lly ill last week, has improved gradually since the second operation, performed
last Wednesday, and his friends feel much

—

creates a friend in the bank to whom he can turn when he has little.
Having confidence in this bank begets it* confidence in you,
and we can't, any of us. get very far on the road to success without giving and receiving confidence.
This bank ha* fairly earned your confidence through twentylive years of square dealing and helpful service.
It will appreciate your account, check, savings or safe deposit

ii-onrmimmt*.

issociation, only eight tickets being sold
it the Ellsworth station.

NEW ADVERTISE HI ENTS THIS WEEK.
Admr notice— Est of Cynthia Carter.
Com inland fisheries and game
Pnblic
notice.
Frank 8 Lord—Motor boat for sale.
Bast Surry:
George H Wasson—House for sale.
South Brooksvillb:
Willie E Chatto—Stallion for service.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Watbrvillr:
Bluehill steam laundry for sale.

No. 25.

19, 1912.! T"" i‘I

JUNE

held at Dover and

Foxcroft, Wednesday,

Tickets will be on sale at all
the Maine Central railroad at
reduced rates, good from July 9 to 12.

July

10.

stations

on

j

can

wont

obtain

better) at tho

REAS

tbe best virietico aod tbc best
quality of seed.

Burpee’s (and there are none
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

_Telephone 48.
—■

HUB RUBBERS

winter

--

2BJbcrt uarant*

Iflntnat Btnttil (tolnmn.

3mong

COUNTY NEWS.

thr (Granger*.

EDITED

BT

“BUST

MADOf

“Helpful and Uopoful.”

ftM Motto:

The porp<^«* of this column are suocinct;?
state 1 la toe tUie and b hjo-U i* for the muta *
bene Hi, and alias in be helpful and nopef-f
Rein* f<*r tb« oomaoa good. it t* f«r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor ol information and -ugge-tioa, 4 medium for ibe Interchange of Idea®, in this capacity It solicit*

Week Beginning June 23, 1912.
Topic.—Heading that la worth while.—!
Edited by Rev. Sherman H. communication®, and Hsaueceeadepends largely
Tim Iv. 1-16
on the support given It In ml* re®pact. ComDoyle. D D.
munication* must be signed, but the oame of
If it could be said Id Solomon's time writer will not tie printed except by pern Jseen
that "of the making of books there is Communication* will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the coiamn. not none i
no end." what must be said upon this Will be rejected without good reason
Ad tree®
subject today? Tbe abundance of tbe hall communications to Tbe
amekica*.
literature that is turned out today Is
Ella worth. Me.
simply appalling Of the making of
newspapers, magazines, jiertodicals and

Prayer Meeting Topic por

j

THE TOVK or VOICS.

penuy may iy
make us better or
A

a

papei

make

Whether you know it or not.
Whether you mean or care,
Gentle ness, kindness, love, and hate,
Envy and anger are there.
Then would you quarrels avoid
And in peace and love rejoice.
Keep anger not only out of your words.
But keep it out of JK>ur voice.
—Y'outh't Companion..
seal bp Alexia.

worse

Libraries filled with books that may

blessing or a curse are at our
disposal. How carefully, bow wisely
prove

a

choose.
Books are
friends. We may read
what we would not dare to hear, and
tue printed page leaves an Indelible impress upon mind and heart and life. It
may be unconscious, but it is no less
real. Touth especially should be particular In their reading, as the young
are more easily impressed, and youthful impressions are more lasting. Let
us therefore not associate in our read
ing with scenes and characters that we
would never dream of allowing as real
scenes and real persons into our lives.
Reading that la worth while must
have a purpose. Reading for the mere
sake of reading Is a “weariness to the
flesh." just as much as aimless study
This purpose should always be a
is.
noble, a worthy one, and that which
is filthy or Impure can never accom
plisb a true and noble purpose. In the
literature of the world we may as
sociate
with the
world’s greatest
we
minds:
make
the
best
may
thoughts of the brightest Intellects
our own: we may associate with the
purest and noblest of the world's real
or fancied heroes and heroines.
Why.
therefore, should we choose the base
minds, the Ignoble characters as the
most Intimate associates of our most
secret lives?
Reading may be for entertainment. for instruction, for inspiration.
Distinctive religious purposes
should have a greater place Id our
reading and for the accomplishment of
the supreme purpose the Bible should
have the chief place. It is Interesting.
Instructive and inspirational above all
books, and we should make It "a lamp
to our feet, and a light to our path.”
then,

should

we

BIBLE

are

trying

worth

up with the times,” making home happy,
attaining social position, taking care of
our

physical being, developing our mena helping hand, overexercising charity and

ial powers, lending
coming bad habits,

patience for others’ weaknesses, working
for the betterment of
and

on

ad

There

ject

society,

infinitum.
two general

we can

take up.

daily

On the

so

on

of this sub-

views

are

those whose

and

one

hand

are

cares are so numerous

they have no time to make choice of what
they will do. One piece of w’ork or one
duty crowds upon the completion of the
one immediately preceding,
and sometimes, in truth, overtakes it. These may
be home

keeping

cares,

which include the house-

in all itf*

particulars, and the care
who so largely make up

of the children

like that.
On the other

hand, those with leisure
chance to choose the things they
consider worth while. Individual taste
have
has

i The

a

much

to do with

question

is:

these

selections.

Will these selections

stand the test of “worth while”?

F. L. C. writes

on a

post-card: “If you

and the nieces have not already done so, it
will be w’orth while for you to read 4Mr.
Pratt’ ”.
Here is

another coincidence.

member there

began writing

was one

You

last week.

re-

When I

—

471, SOUTH DKKB ISLE.
met June 8; eighteen
The third and fourth degrees

SEAGIRT,

Seagirt

grange

present.
were

conferred

candidate.

on one

Recess

The program consisted of reading* and discusi tioot.
was

called and fruit

served.

was

_

MARI A VILLA, 441.

Mariaville grange met June 8, with a
I good attendance. One application was
I filed and

!

candidate

one

instructed in

was

The literary
program was well carried out. The grange
circle, sale and supper Tuesday evening,
June 4, was very successful. Net proceeds,
the first and second

133.91.

degrees.

_

484, WEST EDEN.
The regular meeting of Mountain View
grange was held Friday evening; twenty
present. Tbe first and second degrees
were conferred on one candidate.
Next
Friday evening, the last regular weekly
meeting this summer, tbe third and fourth
degrees will be conferred.
MOUNTAIN VIEW.

HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met June 15,
James Carter in tbe cbair. After business,
the lecturer pro fern., Amy Astbury, presented a fine program of songs, stories,
readings and conundrums. There were
visitors from Rainbow and East Bluehill
HARVEST

granges.

_

LA MO INK.

Grange
seer

3IM.

by

called to order

was

in absence of the master.

tbe

over-

Home busi-

transacted, and plans were made
meeting. There was a good
attendance. Tbe program was short, as
ness was

for Pomona

tbe time
and that be held a patent rightgon the process
for a number of years.
8oon afterward I roe4 two men.
One of
them told me that he had known the man who
first smoked haddock in Smith's cove. I presume that finan haddie which we find in our
; market of the states, come from this section.
I like ttvem, but I would like to try some coming from Finnan, village on the coast of Scotland. that are smoked with green fir or spruce
boughs, and have the fish fresh-smoked. I
imagine that such finan haddie would be very
much finer than any we are able to proj cure here.
1 speak of meeting men on my walk merely
to show you how cordial every farmer is. He
wants to welcome every visitor and tell him
j about bis country. He wants to make him
feel at home; and I assure yon that Nova
Scotia was very much home to me.
The ninety-two-year-old man said that he
j believed our earth is a million years old. 1 did
:
not contradict him, for I am not sore but
what be is right. He also said that be believed that Annapolis basin (bay) was once a
fresh water lake; that rim of the lake was
broken by storma and tides of the Bay of
Fundy; hence, the present gateway to the
basin. This is a very plausible theory,and it
may be a fact.
\
Having met these men and talked with them,
I have obtained information and seen scenes
Such dole and dashes
pleasant »o recall.
makes one's life worth the living.
Scsa.v.

j

!

!

taken up in discussion.

was

MAflBAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUKH1LL.
Mass* pa qua
met
June
13;
grange
twenty-nine members and visitors present. The * first and second degrees were
conferred on one candidate. The program
was as follows:
Musical romance, Lizzie
Grindell'.recitation, Florence Heudncaon;
conundrums. Lulu
Candage; reading.
Flora Hodgdon; songs. Alice Eaton; question: “Which is more essential to make
a

successful

farmer—energy

HIGHLAND,

3U.

or

education?”

PENOBSCOT.

NORTH

June 14, with all
the
elderly people.
There was no business. An interesting
program was carried out. June 7 a young

Highland

grange met
chairs filled by tbe

psople’s meeting

was

much

enjoyed.

ALAMOOROOK. 409, EAST OKLAND.
Alamooeook grange held its regular

meeting June 15, with

twenty-eight.
were

grees

The first

conferred

attendance of

an

on

Hammond lost

E. C.

a

valrible work-

HARBOR.

Opt. \v. H. Parker, of the steamer
Scboodic, was a business visitor in Bangor
last week.
Mr*. Ir#oe Stevens and son Arthur, of
Columbia Falls, were recent guests at
Everett Smith's.
Andrew and Llewellyn Pendleton here
recently purchased a large sloop, the
in

Sioning-

noon, aged fifty-eight years. She had
been failing in health several years. She
was born in Seal Harbor, but had lived

complishments.

was a

parts

Miss France* Wood, of Ber Harbor
-j
goeat of ber aunt, Mn. George W. AUaa

Earl Tracy resigned.

John W.

Stinson, Jr., a atodent at c».
ctaasial institute, Watarviii. „
honf
tor the summer.

The steam yacht Firefly i* in commis-

burn

sion for the season, and is at the mooring
off Grindstone Neck, awaiting the owner,

P. W’elbrreH, who baa*
here.

Harvard Colwell and Norm«n
Sha*
students of Higgins classical
in,!:tute, are

resi-

summer

dence

Sunday

to

Scboodic made

home.

a

special trip

Mn. Joan Wakefield, of Bar
Harbor
Seturde; to visit relative, here be^
fore going to Steuben in Jnly.

accommodate parties coming to

arrived

Grindstone.

The village and high school* closed Friday, after profitable snd pleasant terms.
The teachers left Monday for their homes.
Two automobile parties from Lincoln
arrived here last Thursday and spent
several day* at Turtle island camp, where
they were joined Saturday and Sunday by
friends from her*. George Griffin and wife,
who were in the party, are guest* of relatives here.

Ensign Warren Shaw, U. 8. X., w&0 ha<
Just been graduated from Annapolis, i,
spending a few weeks with his parents.
Frank Sbaw and wife.

Miss Hazel McGown, of
Ellsworth. tnd
Oaliata Andrews, of Krycburg. wer>
of Mn. Harvey Bay at E. F. Raj

over

j

_

Friday

held at Hammond hall

ing to

well-filled house.

a

for

decorated

was

The

the

|

front 1

stage

occasion

with

stage in white letters on a background of gmn dotted with yellow
flowers, the class colors being green, white
All parts were interestingly
and gold.
the

rendered

and the audience

following

program:

enjoyed

E. D. Kizer, of Ellsworth, curat
and organized a
troop of
Boy Scouts. C. B. Colwell waa acletted u
scout master; Rupert Biancv, head *
out;
Philip Workman, second scout R< oert
Stanley, secretary; Arthur Cole, treasurer.
Thia organization la a splendid and unique
boys’ opportunity. In a word it i* an op-

Music

Essay, Three Martyr Presidents,
Philip R O’Reilly
Address to undergraduates
Martha E Young
Mask

Music
st La Ivor's Gate,
Marguerite Mac Kay
Valedictory. Essay, "At the Hilltop Lies
Success”.Sybil L Hasumond
Conferring of diplomas
Class Ode
Benediction
•Excused

•Essay. Honor Waits

Wednesday evening

N. L. McKusick wssseverely bitten
Friday evening by a dog, and*is in a seriMrs.

ous

graduation ball in K. of P. hall Frl-

day evening

ftas

a success

in every

way.

Edgar Blodgett

has

purchased

farm

*

horse.

Loring Young left this morning f : Jiar
Harbor, where he will be employvU
Vt.,
j Mr*. Myra Vaughn, ol Woodst
la spending the summer with her sligh*

|

condition.

The

C.

Richard Grindle and wife have r-tn in
Waterville the past week.
Hannah Perkins is visiting hr: ton,
Bentley Grindle, at Brooksville.

summer.

1887.

In her younger days she
successful school teacher in various
of tbe island. She was active in the

for tbe

Methodist

the

NORTH BROOKSVI LLh

j

WEST SULLIVAN.

employment

in

church; subject, “That Boy.”
June 17.

8.

Sundsy.

Tuesday

portunity suited to a boy’* need*, just
those reeds home and a boy's m•» cannot possibly supply. The secret sign* and
pass-words are good, taking the j
of
the often dangerous secrecies maintained
by companies of boys. The
tally
good* points arc the discipline arm the intelligent use of a boy’s surplus energy.
Dr. Kizer gave an interesting (return

Prophecy.Lenora B Tracy
Presentation of gifts.Donna L Hanson

Frank
Farron, ^of ^ Asbville, visited
friends in West Sullivan Saturday and

on for ab.»ut two
home Thursday.

Rev.

here

Music

June 17.

Alonzo Davia and wife and James Kindwife, of Mansfield, Mo* «j,o

later and

have been here off and

the

The class officers are lxnora B. Tracy,
president; LloydiL. Tracy, vice-president;
Sybil L Hammond, secretary, and Martha
E. Young, treasurer.

Mrs. W. F. Bruce entertained a
party at
Thursday fcr Miss Louise I>e*a>. Several additional guests for tbr
e^niet
made merry. Music was a special tea
lore.
tes

month*, left for

Prayer
Salutatory....Lloyd LTracy
History. Maifie 8 Pendleton

nas

and wife emertaiaed
a
perty of yoanf people trim Bar
Harbor lint week
ineir franddaufbterj,
Blanche and Loaiee Deasy, with (oar
friends.

j

even-

potted plants through the courtesy of j
Joseph MncKay. Tbe clasa motto, “At
the Hilltop Lies Buccess,” was arranged ;
over

SfUMlay.
l4ipt. Owm.v
bauee

orjCdiatiox exercises.
The graduating exercises of tbe class of
1912, Winter Harbor grammar school,
were

culture,

Frank D. Wakefield baa gone to
Ptem*.
tale for an idaflnite period.

Durrail Noyes has taken the position in
the New Kogland Telephone and Telegraph office as night operator in place of

8tearner

„„

PROSPECT HARBOR
Mis* Annie Handy went to Bar
Ban**
Saturday for the summer.

toa.

8.

*

from ,
yean’ stay in Honolulu, H. l. A
break i
her health
necessitated her g,Hu.
Hot Springs, Ark., where she
reeeitM
ranch benefit
After a visit with
re]*tjv
and friends in her old home in
Mam*
exports to go to Bermuda for the «iliu
>
to resume her work.
June 17.
jj

party, including the school faculty,
took an auto rid* to Franklin Saturday.

cou, where she

Ernest Emery died Saturday after-

here since

teacher of physical
returned some month*
ago

A

Belle, from parties

U

son

horse last week.

Ocean

a

last week of

Miss Minnie Bunker has gone to AstiBAR

Miss Mae Augusta Gibson was
Mn. T. H. Peters.

seph MarKay's.

candidate.

one

Small kindpractice of courtesy.
small courtesies, small considerations habitually practiced in our social intercourse, give a greater charm to the character than the display of great talents and acThe

nesses.

Mrs. Elmir* Higgins is employed at Jo-

and second de-

The third and fourth degrees will be conferred on three candidates at the next
meeting, when Highland grange is invited
to be present.

Mrs.

GOLDEN THOl’OHT.

j

!

ter, Mrs. A. A. Goodeil.
cotA. A. Goodeil is having the J
tage fitted up. It trill be emeu pied by
imGeorge Goodeil, of Wellesley, t
«

mer.

Rev. J. N. Palmer baa moved

t

the

place recently purchased of LeU Do> for
social life of Bar Harbor. She is survived
a
Mr*. Doyle aud Master
WEST EDEN.
parsonage.
Ernest Willey was) called home from !
by a husband, one aon—James N. Emery,
Damariscotta last week. .His little sou Ivan will reside in Portland.
Miss Agnes Hall, of Northeast Harbor,
and three brothers—James and Charles
Marion is seriously ill.
is visiting Miss Alice Ray.
Capt. Kenney Grindle aud wi:-.- visited
Clement, of Seal Harbor, and Amos ClemAX IDEAL.
Miss Mildred Mayo has gone to NorthMiss Ina Willey, who is employed in their daughter, Mrs. Hoy Savage, at iiiugJust to be good; to keep life free from deent, of Belfast.
iiam
grading elements, to make it constantly help- east Harbor for the summer; also Marvin
Bsngor, is visiting her parents, Ernest bam, and Mrs. Grindle’a brother,
ful in little ways to those who are touched by
N. Perkma, at Cornville, last week.
and wife.
Willey
it, to keep one's spirit always sweet, and avoid Mayo.
CA8TINE.
C.
J une 17.
all manner of petty anger and
Misses Sylvia and Madeline Mosley have
Mrs. E. F. Cliphaml returned
irritability—
Saturday,
Carlton Brown is in East Corinth, visitthat is an ideal as noble as it is difficult. To
after an absence of three weeks. She atseek to be true to our best insight, to express gone to Bar Harbor, where they have em- ing his
aunt, Mrs. Georgia Brown.
in personal life the noblest ideal we know, is
a&bmtfimrmg
tended the convention of the Eastern Star
ployment for the summer.
the highest possible service in the problem of
Philip Benjamin left on Saturday for \ in Portland, and visited friends in
social
reconstruction.
Edward
Mrs. Ida Rich, who is spending the sumNew
Howard
to visit his aunt fora few weeks.
Portland,
GriffS*.
mer with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Gonya,
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Edith Towle, of Boston, is spending the \
Yes, I have read Mr. Pratt, and can sec- is spending a few days at her home here.
About fifty member* of M. L.

“things worth while”,
I had not received the card. Now 1 will
give you what was printed on the reverse
side of F. L. C.’s post-card:

A

large

crown was

in

attendance.

—

ond

what

you say of

Joseph Lincoln's books,
ways enjoyable.

it.

It is

and his

one
are

of

al-

The remains of Henry Jellison were
brought here for interment in Mt. View
cemetery last Sunday afternoon. The funeral

You all remember the “talk” by Agnes
Edwards, of the Boston Herald, on being
so “busy”, which H. kindly sent to the
column.
Through the courtesy of her
hostess

(with whom Miss Edwards was
spending a week by the seashore), in
company with H. and Ford and a few
other readers of M. B. literature, Aunt
Madge had the pleasure of spending a

to stem

|
|

recently In-

express my

on

Dear Aunt Madge:
It is Jmy 14, 1911. I am still at Smith’s
Cove,
and shall go on my morning walk, as usual!
There are about four miles to the shore line
of said cove, which is really two coves, with a
long, wide point between.
Going, 1 met, by the roadside, an old man,
who was mixing a feed for his potato bugs.
Largs African Sociaty.
He bad a tub of water in a wheelbarrow;
There Is a large Christian Endeavor
8'jme parts green in a pail in which he did
society, numbering 200. on the west | the
mixing, and a sprinkling can into which
coast of Africa
all
do
the
teach
They
; he poured the stuff mixed. And having thus
lng In the large Sunday school. They filled the sprinkler, he proceeded to sprinkle
divide themselves Into bands, one for the potato tops as he walked between the
each day of the week, and take turns rows. As I came up he looked up aud said:
going out to preach Christ to those who “Good morning.”
Soou afterward I met a man ninety two
do not know Him.
years old, and he wanted to talk to me. I lei
him have his way; consequently we had a
In Training.
very pleasant chat together. He told me
Christian Endeavor Is training young that he was the first man to can finan haidie,
people to use their money for church

has

—

family life. There is no need to search for |
things worth w hile in these conditions. (
Everything is worth while in a sphere

them all to go to the second service,
then. Instead of commending It for
wbnt it has accomplished, the advice
Is given. “Disband It." “Dynamite It”
—General Secretary William Sbaw

One society

Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Penobscot grange.

while*-what would

the tide of worldliness that Is sweep very enjoyable bour in her
society.
lng so many from their moorings exAs another has been asked to write more
clusively responsible for the success at length about her and her writings, I
of the church prayer meeting and the make no extended article in
regard to her
If the so far-reaching influence through her “serSunday evening service.
ciety Is enterprising enough to attract monettes” in the Herald.
a company of young people to Its meetSCSAN’S TK1P.
ing. but not strong enough to compel

work.

DATE*.

I have a daugh13 years old who has always been
very healthy until recently when she
complained of dizziness and cramps every
month, so bad that I would have to keep
her home from school and put her to bed
to get relief.
“After giving her only two bottles of
Lydia El Pink ham's Vegetable Compound she is now enjoying the best of
health. I cannot praise your Compound
too highly. I want every good mother
to read what your medicine has done for
my child.”-Mrs. Richard N. Dunham,
311 Exchange St, Rochester, N.Y.
Stoutsville, Ohio. *‘I suffered from
headaches, backache and was very irregular.
A friend advised me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and before I
had taken the whole
of two bottles I
found relief. I am
only sixteen years
old, but I have better health than for
two or three years.
caiiuoi

Perfect housewifery, “keeping

they be?

READINGS.

who

things

The

Made by Its Atmosphere.
No one claims that Christian Endeavor has already attained or Is near
lng perfection. It Is a living, growing, developing movement, not a dead
method or stereotyped form of words,
and It can be adapted to the needs of
Like all other departany church.
menta of church life. It depends for its
success very largely upon the atmosphere that surrounds It If that atmosphere Is worldly. Indifferent, self
lsb or critical the society will probably
he weak and Inefficient
Whenever
you hear the question asked. "What
Is the matter with the Christian Endeavor society?" you will usually Bnd
equal reason for asking. “What Is the
matter with the church, the Sunday
school and tBe minister?”
Some re
cent critics of
Christian Endeavor
seem
to hold the little company of

people

Rochester. N. Y.

reason.

Friday June 28

The things worth while.
What are j thanks for what Lydia E. Pinkham's
they? If we each should write out for Vegetable Compound has done for me.
ourselves alone, those things which are to 1 had taken other medicines but did not
be done and we can do, that are worth
find relief."—Mias Cora B. Fosnauch,
while, what would the list contain? And Stoutsville, Ohio, R.F.D., No. 1.
1 wonder, if we were quite honest in comHundreds of such letters from moth,
paring the things we do with the things : ers expressing their gratitude for what
worth while, would we enjoy reading the
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comrecord? Then again, our standards are so pound has accomplished for their daughhave been received by the Lydia E.
ters
different; bow would our various lists difPinkham M edicine Company, Lynn, Mass.
fer, and in what points would tney agree.

Ps. ill. 8-10; Ixxxxlv. 12; cxlx,
105-112; Prov. L 1-7; IU. 13-23:
vilL 10; xl, 33-35; xxili. 23; Job
xxvtil. 12-28; Isa. viU, 19. 20;
Mai. lit. 16: Luke xvl, 29-31; Acts
xvii, 11; II Tim. tit 14-16.

young

munications will be subject to approval by
editor, but none will be rejected without

good

WINTER HARBOR.

is

tlic

to

the

The Experience of Two Girls
Here Related For The
Benefit of Others.

Dear M. B. Frienda;

most Intimate

[

—

But the tones leap forth from the inner self
And reveal the state of tbe heart.

mat

us

j

devoted to the Grange, e*granges of Hancock county,
Th* column is open to ail grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Mak letters
short and concise. AH communication* must
be signed, but names will not be printed esc*Pt by permission of the writer. All com-

Socially

ter

books of all kintis there seems to be It is not no much what you say,
literally no end. But tbe more appallAc the manner in which you aay ft:
ing fact concerning all this literature It is not so much the language you use.
As the tones in which you convey it.
is that some one reads it all! Borne one
reads some copy of every paper, every “Come be re I” I sharply said.
And the baby cowered and wept:
mag&zioe and every book that is published! And when we consider the “Come here?’' 1 cooed, and he looked and
•miied.
character of some of tbe literary outAnd straight to my lap he crept.
put of this age of printing the fact
The words may be mild and fair.
that it is all read is indeed appalling.
And tbe tones may pierce like a dart;
Tbe abundance of modern reading
as the summer air.
matter makes it absolutely necessary The words may be soft
And tbe tones may break the heart.
that we should exercise wise and pru
dent discrimination in what we read. For words but come from the mind,
And grow by study and art;
If onr reading is to be wortb while.
To read all that ts printed Is a phys
leal impossibility. We simply could not
do so. even if we so desired. In tbe
days of a few papers and a few books
little wisdom Id proper selection wxs
needed, indeed, there was little or no
choice. But today it is vastly different j

HOW GIRLS
MAY AVOID
PERIODIC PAINS

ThU column

|

institute.' Mr~kT~

Maine Central
*'
den’s many frienda an
gratified to k
oi his success, which he has
worked Mra
to achieve.
th*

—

There is

medicine that every family
should be provided with and especially
during the summer months; viz, Chamberlain’s Colic, Cbolera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is almost certain to be
needed. It costs but a
quarter. Can you
afford to be without itr For sale by all

vested In a printing press and will do
the church advertising: another has
bought a stereoptlcon. which the pastor will use In his Sunday evening
services.
dealers.

one

was

held at the home

in

Eden.

June 15.

winter in

Venner

Curtis is

visiting

his

trip

to

brother in

his

at

Mrs. Lydia Springer hts been visiting

her

daughter,

Mrs.

Mary Lord,

the

past week.
June 17.

R.

BUCKS PORT.

sermon.

in

after

successful year teaching.
Her many friends are pleased to see her
home sgain.

The teacher asked the class

w herein
lay
difference in meaning between the
wo’frds “sufficient” and “enough”. “Suf-

the

a

Tbe (?r»du«fion exercUe, of tb« Sullivan

high school were;very tine. Tbe school, !
•re improving
yearly under tbe nupervieion of A.
(Jordon, who U untiring in
hi.
J

17.

M

C. H. Abbott and son
Theodore
home from Bangor tor the
summer.

Mrs.
at

■m
n

];

N

J

12-W

Glorious Hair
For Women.

her

crutches.
June 10.

l&bcrifcmntts.

i

Ait Druggists.

Dnuoo.

^_

NORTH HL’LLIVAN.
Mrs. T. H. Peters] is
.{visiting at Bangor
and Bar Harbor.
Mrs. A. M. Moon entertained as

Mathew W. Welch, formerly of
guest Saturday and
Sunday Mrs. F. J.
place, died June 12, at Belfast.
Bunker, ot West Gouldsboro
ficient,” answered Tommy, “is when
News was received here Thursday of the mother
Mrs. Hattie
Gordon, who has been ilia
thinks it’s time to stop
eating long time of
death of John W. Snow’, of Brockton,
sciatica; rheumatism, is impud ling; enough is when I think it is.”
Mass., agtd sixty-six vears. a former reaiproving, to the gratification of her friends.
dent and native of Bucksport, who had
The many friends of Walter
Don’t think that piles can’t be cared.
been residing at Brockton for fifteen
Newman
years, conducting a leather business. He Thousands of obstinate cases have been cured regret that he is not gaining
rapidly. He
leaves a widow, two children and one by Doan’s Ointment. SO cents at
has been suffering from
any drug
blood poisoning
brother—G. H. Snow, of Bucksport.
store.—Adst.
in his
foot, and is;.still obliged to use
Mrs.

this

body.

Scott ft Bowne. Bloomfield

effort*.

une

Surry

Hubbard.

with plenty of oat-door tier- I
die, pare food nod air, will
arrest consumptive tendencies,
allay irritation in throat and
hugs, and build up the whole

Miss Bessie Gordon fhas returned from

Corinna,

last week.

week.

George H. Allen aud wife attended the

June 10.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Miss Marion Bartlett, of Ellsworth,
spent a few days at Henry Bartlett's last

Joseph Page sold his oxen and purchased
another pair last week.
Cunningham,

is here for the

Q,

Nelson Young visited

Surry

grand-

mother, Annie Closson.

funeral of his aunt, Mrs.
Brooklin lost Sunday.

j

Massachusetts,

June 17.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
a

with her

ardson.

summer.

M.

Kay Thurston returned from
Boston Sunday.

Stevens

aunt, Mrs. Charles Rich- ! lodge, K. of
P., metfst K. of P. hall and
marched to the
church|8unday. Rev. EdMiss Ida Crawford, who has spent the ; ward t. Wood
preached a fine memorial !

summer

arc

Mrs. Lucy
Billings; Kirkpatrick, of
Houlton, with ber^youuj? daughter, is vis■ting her
sister, Mrs/Arpo W. Wooster.
Mrs. Etta Dyer, ot
Brockton, Masa., who
IS
visiting her daughter, Mrs. E. H.
Hodgat
kins,
Hancock Point, visited Mrs. Arno
Bowden a few days last
week.
Arthur Hall made
parents Friday on his
the

short visit to his
way|ftom Harring-

a

Where *>e is

employed

on

H
* ^
Boston
A
Maine as fireman.
Ho‘““ ®°wden
returned home Friday
om
Pittsfield, where he graduated from

Nothing

Discovered so Hood to
Hair Lustrous and

Kv.r

Make

Fascinating.

Every woman, man or child can
easily have a beautiful head of radiant
hair by simply using PARISIAN Sage.

It’s a wonderfully efficient preparation that stops scalp itch over night,
kills all germs at once, banishes dandruff immediately and stops hair from

falling.

It’s a refreshing, invigorating and
pleasant hair tonic, and does not contain poison tus lead or any harmful ingredient.
A large battle can be obtained tor
9nly 50 cents at dealers everywhere.
The girl with ttie Auburn ban is 011
every carton and bottle. Sec that you
get the genuine; you cau depend upon getting it at G. A. Pareher’s.
_

Attention! Butchers and Fanners
YOU CANNOT STAND TO LOSE
Tou will git highest cash market price for
and beef hide*, calfskins, horsehldes
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers’ profits. We offer to
return all consignments free of expense, u
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory'he Bernard
Wbitefleld, !*• H*
cow

Tannery,

NEWS.

COUNTY

BLUKHILL.
Dunn, of Orono,

Is in

jaiU Charles J.
town for

days.

few

*

U. of M,
E Everett ('base, jr.,
summer.
home forlhe
of Boston,
Prt,i 0. HsverlSn,

13, is
was

a

visitor in town.

wMlt..nd

rated.
A sumptuous banquet followed.
Members of Marguerite chapter, of Vinalhaven, were also present. In the evening

and family, of New
Mrs. Helen McKay

York,"are expected this

week.

of Manchester, N. H.,
Ernest Wcaeott,
bia father, 8. B. Wescott.
is visiting
Edward P Tucker and C. P. Olovor, of
the week-end with Mr.
Bosion. spent
Tucker's family.
is at home from
Mies Nellie Douglass
she haa been an instructor
Caatine, where
school.
the grammar
Pine and wife spent the week-end
Pine was formerly Miss
in town. Mr*.
this town.
Lou Clough, of
Thomas' summer home, “The
Dr
in readiness for
j
Birches,” is being placed
of the family.
the arrival
and George 8. |
William 1>. T. Trefry
n! Boston, apeut the week-end
T A.

j

with Capt. Edgar Stevens.
Victor O.

at

arc

delphia,

ink”,

“La pahaw

for the

home

summer

was performed upon one candidate,
followed by an enjoyable entertainment.
A delicious lunch was served, followed by
ft social hop.
At a late hour the visitors
went to their several places of entertainment to what few remaining hours of rest
remained to them. In the morning automobiles and teams took the visitors to the
wharf, where they took the steamer
Boothbay for their homes. All declared it
one of the most
enjoyable times of their
lives.
June 1*.
Un* Femme.

Maggie
with her

GASTORIA

Carter is spending the
aunt, Mrs. Charles Law-

For Infants and Children.

son.

Miss Kita Bridges, who has spent her
parents, I. A. Bridges

vacation with tier
and wife,

Jane 17.

returned

to Boat

in

B.

HI

awbrrtfBimnttg
mmhm I
•I’"'' kumpi™
u
He will
say you have a
j |!| j j
good dinner if you servo \V£y
a piece of
flaky-crusted pie
for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—your muffins, rollsand bread
light, tender and wholesome.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.
(12)

^111

were

I Sptlman

summer.

M. H. Stanhope arrived here Saturday
!
Brooks, of Orange, N. J., with his artesiau well drill to sink a well
Mi„
for the summer. She
Cove”
“El.rin
iiat
for C. Kay and Harry Tapley.
\
by her parents June JS.
will be
Eleanor

Joined

Capt.

Ira W.

of the Old Domin-

WHITCOMB,

HAYNES
C. W. Q KIN DA"..

—

to

member of the

are

The first ball of the alumni association
of the Blue bill academy look place at the
Monaghan's
town hall Friday evening.
orchestra furnished music. The grand

M.

Basil Barrett

ts a

lod by the president, A. 8.
Wit bam. and Miss laura Hinckley. The
dance was a success in ^very way. The
committee is deserving of much credit.
was

Wear

James H. Jones, of Boston, and Fred D.
Jones, of Belfast, were guests of their sisters
1

ley.

Happened to Jones,” a drama in
A delightful social affair was the linen
three acta, was presented by the senior shower given in honor of Miss Stella M.
and
Wednesday
of
the
academy
dsas
Farnham by Miss Maggie F. Tapley at her
Thursday evenings to large audiences. home last Saturday evening.
waa
The
well
taken.
were
play
Ail pari*
Miss Blanch Snow, of Castine, is the
st*?ed under the direction of Mist Gallic guest of her aunt, Mrs. Maggie Blodgett.
Tnoae
N.
J.
Midland
of
Park,
E, Gelbart,
Miss Snow will graduate from the high
in the cast were: Maynard Grindle, Chea- school at Castine next
Wednesday.
Bowden,
ter Parker, Leroy Chattn, Edgar
A telephone has been installed in the
Beulah
Edward
Hinckley,
Luman Hatch,
residence of Capt. George H. Tapley.
It
Grindal, Olive Hettel, Abby partridge,
was ordered to be
placed there by his
Belle Davidson, Carolyn Snow man, Elinor
“What

nieces and nepbews, ail of whom
bound that be shall outlive the stars.

The

The hall

town ball on Friday.
tastefully decorated; the
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was as

fivT/jim SttJ~
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Ax. Stan
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Herbert and Miss
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Aperfect Remedy lorConsfipa-

lion, Sour Stomach.Dlarrhoea
Worms .Couvulsious.Feveriskness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
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in recent years.
A home product, well known
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throughout

M. Farnham,
evening at the
parents, Lewis O.

Stella

place this

which will take
home of the bride’s
Farnham and wife.
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flash*. )

rjg

winter

is one of remarkable service.
CLARIONS have always done
good work since the first one
in 1874 down
was issued
through the thousands made

seem

“Proceed not Recede,” was
Tomso.v.
June IT.
prominent. Each part was perfectly
taken. The school should be very proud {
of the class of 1912.
A whole family will tight to poke an
The music was furnished by Monaopen tire, but not one will offer to tend
ghan’s orchestra. Prof. A. W. Boston de- the furnace.
livered a fine address to the class. The
program

BrT

"0

THE CLARION RECORD

Tapley and daughters Grace
Mabel, of Hrooklin, are in town to attend the wedding of Mrs. Tapley’s son

claw motto,

Opium .Morphine nor Miami.
Not Narc otic,
j
-!

Exact

and

held at the

were

n<,ss;|iid IfesiContainsneitir

BHvejro/JiTrSMZUmm I

f»y.

CO.

HUB RUBBERS
1The only

Mrs. G. K.

COMMENCEMENT EXKRCI8K8.
graduation exercises of the academy

ft

i,

Hill;,

The Ellsworth American

Sunday.

Maurice L. Tapley, who has been sailing out of New York, is spending a few
days with his mother, Mrs. Emily 8. Tap-

.Howard, Koy Orlndie.

o-.°

^

Promotes Di^eslionjtheeiM

I
!

relatives here.

Merrill Arthur Farrow is home from the
C. I., Pittsfield, tor the summer.

graduating claaa.

march

visiting

gjr''
5 t

William
Tell Flour

Tapley*
Mr-" John C. Ruee and family, of ! ion steamship Princess Anne, arrived Sat“The Oaks" for the
Baltimore, are at
He
was
called here by the illness
urday.
They will tie Joined by Judge of his father, Capt. Thomas Tapley.
season.
Kose later.
June 10.
ToMflON.
*
E. C. Barrett and wife are in Walorvitle
Mrs. Carrie F. Smith and son Kenneth
of
exercises
commencement
the
atteud
Coburn.

1^1

|
^

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
The I. O. O. F. memorial services
held at Mount Rest June 9.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Friday.

Miss Lucy Hale Tapley, president of the
seminary, Atlanta, Ga., is at
home for the summer.

Strobe!*and family, of Phils- !
their

Miss

summer

work

in

Haleb,

SbfcfrffBrtnrnti
UUK
UJJlilHIIlD,

WK8T BROOK UN.,
graduation and bail; Saturday evening, alumni reunion and banquet.
Mrs. Isors Bridges is spending a few
Sixteen members of Lookout chapter, O. days In Rockland.
E. 9., by invitation, went to Deer Hie
Mrs. Gilbert Carter has moved to NaBWednesday to visit Harbor View chapter. keag for the summer.
At the wharf were automobiles and teams
Miss Gaynell Bridges, who has been atto take the visitors to their destination,
tending school at Hebron, is home.
where they were received by the comMiss Harriet Bridges has gone to Portmittee. A reception was held In the ri1 ind to visit her sister, Mrs. Koy Kstoa.
ce pt ion hall, which was beaut if ally deco-

u
THE HOME CLARION

|

your neighborhood, approved by good cooks
everywhere.
The CLARION is pre-eminently the Range for you to
buy.

Quick
Detachable

WOOD & BISHOP CO, Bangor, Me. |
P. ELDRIDOE.
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Established is39

j SOLD“BY*J.

■

Clincher

follows:
March

Prayer
Music
School
the Modern
What
Should do for the Modern Pupil.
Beulah Estelle Grindle
Class history..Cheater Robert Parker

Extension

Salutatory.

Malta
Class prophecy.Edgar Brooks Bowden
la Doing for
What
Education
Essay.
Agriculture
Maynard Charles Grindle

Just as superior to other tires
as

Mnatc

Valedictory. The Advantages of Domestic

T elephones

Science in Schools,
Olive Bettel
Address to claae.. W H Patten
Presentation of Diplomas-Prln A W Boston
Class Ode

Benediction
June 17.

H.

WATER ST.

Save

Mrs. H. M. Joyce returned to Brookaville Saturday.

from

Comforting

Newburyport, Mass., Tuesday.
G. Roy

Tapley

Brooksville,
H.

were

M. Pease

Mr.

called to

Chat to,

Invaluable to the business

Rockland Sat-

urday by the death of hit grandmother.

•eaaon.

Mrs. Charles L. Sturtevant and family,
Washington, D. C., have arrived for the
summer.

stairs to answer a telephone call
to send a message.

of

Miss

Ella Griffin is spending a few
South Bluehill with Katie and
Bertha Sylvester.
Herbert Brown, of Philadelphia, and
Charles H. Purdy and family, of Brookline,
Mass., have arrived for the summer.

weeks at

!

ttne piece of State road is being
Haven. The West End road to the
Eastern Steamship Co.’s wharf is being
travelled.
Miss Grace Tapley, W. F. Cousins and
Master Kenneth

are

at

lars call up the Local Manager.
charge for such a call.)

West

BrooksviUe to attend the Tapley-Farnham
wedding.
Ground was broken Wednesday for the
library building. The excavation is
Oearly completed, and work will be begun
on the stone work in

Following

|
f

about two days.

NEW ENGLAND

program for graduation week, beginning with Sunday, June 15
Baccalaurate sermon Sunday evening, ii
the Baptist church, by Rev. J. L. McKay
Wednesday evening, junior exhibition
concert

by

I TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

Common

wealth quartette, of Boston; Friday

even

COMPANY.

Whooping cough

the

is not dangerous whei
cough is kept loose and expectoratioi
bv

!
i

giving Chamberlain's Cough Rem
U has been used in many epidemic
01 this disease with
perfect success. Fo
sale by all dealers.

e<Jy*

(No

I

II

II

I

WONE

ECONOMY
AND
SATISFACTION

MADE
The

Real Old-fashioned, Old Dutch Process
WHITE LEAD. THAN WHICH THREE IS HONE BBTTBR.

The Choice oi Master Painters

Sd

I

General^,

WEARS BETTER than any other white

they have used.

LOOK FOR OUR LABEL.

IJvBesX®*.■
KLLS WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO PAT, NO WA8HR1.”
▲11 kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Good seal led tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Bstey Building, State St..

I

win te safe if
Lead.
PORTLAND Whiteyf»

■_

I flU RGEx.tl
I

^<Jo«TLAItRMAINe>^t.

is the

Thursday evening,

or

The convenience tremendously outweights the cost. Ask your neighbor
who has one, or, for further particu-

made

w‘f* and

who

Indispensable to the housewife who
downmay have to go up-stairs or

Mrs. W. T. Parsons and sons, of ProviR. I., are at their cottage for the

nce,

[

man

regards his time in money equivalents

Miss Alice Herrick and Mrs. Weston
Gott are employed at West End dining
hall.

A

to the invalid.

of

and
in town last week.

was

Time—Energy—Patience.

Convenient for the aged.

Miss Rachel Cole, who has been teaching in Dexter, is home.
returned

to

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works

tapt. Jad'son Freetby, who has been ill,
ii better.

Gladys Bridget

are

IN STOCK BY

BROOKLIN.

Miss

Michelin Red Inner Tabes
other tubes

For sale by leading merchants
sute.

ELECTRICAL
Pul

5

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND.IFIXTURES.
Wlrtaf end Supplies Ckeertelly dirts
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Kll3WortH
Estey Building. State St..

Estimates

as

Elat

of

Property

Owners Assessed
#100.

Recent

total commitment for this year’s
tax recently placed in the hands of ColThe

PUBLISHED

KVttI WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
At

lector

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

John H.

There Is

by m

an

increase of

assessed valuation

HANCOCK COUNTY PUHLI8BXNO C'»
F. W. E >LU¥i, Editor nod M&nB*er.
W. IT. TIT UR, AR.-todAte Editor.

JresnabaD

*12,385

is

added to the Ellsworth public library:
Heorv Vedder
American Writers of To-day
I- J Spem er
World's Minerals
W Q Mtlbam
Meteorology
Woods Hutchinson
Hand-book of Health
Albert Edwards
Panama
suggestion and Paycbotherapy Geo W Jacoby

*51,325.56.

in the

total

of Ellsworth real and

estate from last year.
The folio.ring table shows the valuation
of this year, with the figures of last yisr

personal

IMib«crlpticB Price—lift

a year; tl.Obiorelx
month*, » enu for three month*, If raid
■ttictly In hd^anet. t'« "A, 75 and S6 Ocuu
copies 5 cent*. AH %rreepectlYffiy
reaxfcirrs are rectoaca at tbe rate of
i*«
▼ear.

for comp tisou:

real estate,
Non-res retleetsls,
Resident p raoi.tl,
Resident

Joaial. Royce
of Religions Insight
J Alan If array
Economy of Food
Idle of Jobn Henry, Cardinal Newman,
Wilfred Ward
sources

1912

1911

*1.323,410 *1,216.671

Mus

Addition* to Ellsworth** K*-

rellent Public Library.
The following is • list of books recently

More Than

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

KUAWOBTH

NEW BOOKS.

ELLSWORTH TAXES.

®l)e tfllstoortl) American

SbfaniismtRtts

FALLS.

Mercy A. Pot end John Pox

to Welthem

««turtle; tor

•

viett of

went
•

few

PIANOS

weeks.

Edward Oosseltn is home from Boston,
w

here be has

been

spring.
j
Edmund Giles, of

Tuesday night,
and

the

since

early

Amherst,

3lran1ismint*,

in

was

;

tbe

here

j

VICTOR

guest of W. M. Davis j

wife.

and

EDISON

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

Mra. R. P. Bemick, of Bar Harbor, was
Saturday to attend tbe funeral of
Mrs. Cottle.
here

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

Robert Johnston and Lorenao Smith, of
Doggerels, John Galsworthy
J W Mc^padden Amherst, were here from Amherst over
•
W E Walling
Sociallyn; as It It
j Tuesday night.
10,023
Non-resident personal,
la the Amazon Jungle
Algol Lange
last week,
a;
Tremont
was
E. A. Flood
BaatneMComrnnnlatflOBe should beaddreeaed
jfot dak.
*1,992,553 *2,004,941 The Great Plateau of Northern Rhodesia,
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
several days with Dr. Thomas 8.
spending
A
Sheene
Publirhtbo
Gouldsbury
able to Thk Havouck Coujrrr
1.069
1.104
Polls,
Carl Skctts Berg Tapley and wife.
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
of
Wilds
Patagonia
The above shows a decrease in resident
Gamaliel Bradford
Lee. the American
W. M. Davis ard wife were in Amherst
real estate of *104,738, an increase in nonR 8 Holland over Sunday, guests of Mrs. Davis’ parHistoric Inventions
This week’s edition of The resident real estate of fli.H,325. a decrease
and
Recall
la
Initiative
Referendum,
America, ents, E. R. Giles and wife.
in resident personal estate of *2,177 and an
Ellis P Oberhottser
American is 2,475 copies.
Tel. »<.
Charles W. Smith was at Amherst Sunincrease in nor-resident personal estate ol The New History
Jaa Harvey Robinson
otor boat w kon a -» n. ion*.« ... >
There is a de- Brazil
Pierre Denis day and Monday, to look after the sawing
net
decrease,
ft2,38S.
of
*976;
for
the
horse. 1 cylinder.
beam, with •
1911,
2,352
in.
year
Average
W R Latrnby out of his season’s supply of wagon and Knot engine, cushions, light*, anchor and
Arch Hectare
crease of taxable polls of 35.
and
in firs*-clas* couHull
etc.
engine
road.
of
Bertrand
Problems
sled
stock.
Philosophy
Kusacl]
The assessment for the year, with the
rt it ion. Can be seen by applying to Khan* 8.
VUEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1912.
Peoples and Problems of India,
George Stevens and wife returned to Lord. Ellsworth,
figures of last year for comparison, is as
8if T W Holdernea* Rockland
follows:
Monday. They were called TJLACR—In Surry: a great bargain; house
R R Marett
Authropology
and other buildings and 28 acres of land;
1912
1911
1
here by the death cf Mrs. Stevens' sister.
Escott Lynn
Blair of Balaclara,
also farming tools, household goods and two
10
72
8,316
*
State tax............
fl2,468
Inquire of (1m H. Wasson.
young horse*.
Rulers of the Sort,
J W Mailer Mrs. Cottle.
East Surry, Me.
2,6fW38
2,096 38
County tax..
Pitching in a Pinch,
Christy Matbewsoo
John A. Scott, principal of the high
00
50
Oak
36,893
Pbtat, in Trenton. 18 miles
34,602
W'arren L Eld red school at Monson, has finished the term
City appropriation.,
Oak Street Boys* Clnb,>
below Rilsworth. with good-aixed lot;
The Primaries.
1.368 18
1,419 60 Handicraft for Handy Boys,
A Neely Hall
Overlayings..
for
summer residence.
location
fine
Apply to
and
and
two
chilMrs.
Scott
there
joined
Maine bas bad its first trial of tbe
Tbc Missing Pearls,
E B A A A Knife
Ellsworth Loan A BsttoiH Asa**, Ellsdren, who have been visiting Mrs. Scott’s worth. Me.
Total tax. *51,133 28 *51,325 58 The
direct primary election for nominaF
T
Barton
Fancier.
Boy
The State tax this year shows a decrease Elinor's Junior Hop,
parents, George E. Davis and wife.
mouth of Union river, in EllsO B Cody
tion of candidates for office. Tbe
worth. 9ht acres, with shofre front, dwellof *4.152.62 from last year, due to the lower Miss John Bull,
Yosbio Markino
The Sunday morning hour of worship i
and outhntlfling*. good well. For parsystem wag disappointing in some re- State tax rate.
ing
F A Talbot at the church was given over to the priThe New Garden of Canada.
j ticulars apply to F. L. Mason. Rilsworth.
spects, particularly as to the smallThe Ellsworth tax rate thia year is .024, Scientific Feature* of Modern Medicine.
!
organ; In first cits* shape.
; mary department of the Sunday school
ness of the vote, but on the whole it
8
Lee
F
is
Will be sold cheap.
which is same as last year. No discount
Inquire of K. F.
The chit- ]
for its promotion exercise*.
Ellsworth.
W’it
and
Humor
Colonial
of
Robinso*.
Jr..
was satisfactory.
Days.
allowed this year, and interest at one-half
dren sang tbe songs they have learned in
Carl Holliday
The result of the primaries was of one per cent, will be charged after
recited script are and a \
Paul Bernkoff Sunday school,
Life of Tolstoy.
%lcIp fZlantrt.
Hancock Ang. 1.
generally
satisfactory.
Abram 8 Isaacs catechism, and the following parts were 1
What is Judaism,
Following is the list of Ellsworth tax- Earth Features and Their Meaning.
well taken: Salutatory, Dana Salisbury; !
county republicans are keenly disapopportunity is offered
one or two young women to learn the
t
Wm H Hobbs valedictory, Dorothy Shack ford; address
pointed at tbe failure of Col. H. E. payers who this year will pay over *100
trade of typesetting.
Apply at AMSRtca*
Walter E Weyl to
The New Democracy.
upper grades, Josephine Severance; re- office
Hamlin, of Ellsworth, to receive tbe into the municipal treasury:
the Third and Charles Fox,
George
60
A
beautiful
feature
132
Sadie
Kane.
Fred
j
B.t
sponse,
Aiken,
nomination for Congress, but will be
table-girt*, one chamber maid
Sir Geo Otts Trevelyan
and one kitchen girl. Good wage*. Adof tbe service was the baptism of two j
264 40
none the less loyal in their support of Bank, Hancock Co Savings.
W Warde Fowler
dr e*a Ocraj* View Roots. Swan’s Island. Me.
Rome,
children who are to join the church, and j
Alexander B. heirs of. 194 40
his successful opponent, Hon. Forrest Black,
History of French Literature, C H C Wright
To learn printer's trade. Apply at
tbe dedication by baptism of five babies.
Brady, Edward E. 153 60 The Making of W'estern Europe,
Amnaira* office.
of
Goodwin,
Skowhegan.
135
w
Patrick.
C
R
L
Fletcher
died
Bresnahan,
Mrs. Victoria Cottle
Thursday,
Tbe nominations of Hon. Edwin C.
Burnham, Albert F.-T. 1*4 72 One Look Back,
Right Hon W E Russell June 13, at the age of fifty-five years. {
CSIantrD.
Burleigh, of Augusta, for United Burriil, Charles C. 991 78 Saints and Heroes,
Geo Hodges Mrs. Cottle bad been an
invalid
for |
bu*tler. for Ellsworth and viStates
Senator, and William T.
Mrs Charles C. 119 04 History of Our Own Times, Justin McCarthy a
of
long time, but suffered an attack
cinity. to sell lubricating oil* and
Star Lore of All Ages,
Wm Tyler Olcott
Charles R. 139 20
Haines, of Watervilie, for governor,
Write W. H.
on
big commission.
pneumonia recetKly from which she did j
Beginnings of American History.
freuses
Nonas. 12 Masonic street. Rockland, Me.
are undoubtedly satisfactory to tbe Darts, Henry E. 151 80 European
Cottle was an rstima- j
Alice M Atkinson not recover. Mrj.
great bulk of the republican voters of Dorr, Charles F. 167 40 Tales of a Great Island,
J D Dragoumis ble woman and had many friends. She
Sprtfal >'oi;us.
H H Knibbs bore her long illness with fortitude, and
Hancock county as indicated by tbe Dutton, George P, heirs of. 146 40 Lost Farm Camp,
278 40 The Matador of the Five Towns.
Ells Foundry A Machine Works
was well cared for by her son and wife,
returns.
The table printed elsewhere
HTATK OF MAINE
10152
John F..
Arnold Bennett with whom she lived. She leaves besides
in this issue tells the story of the re- Eldridge,
A D Sedgwick
Ellis, Ambrose W. 351 43 Tante.
her son
Frank A. Cottle, her mother,
sult in Hancock county. The conM A Taggart
Emery, Lncilius A. 500 88 Six Girls and Betty,
who resides in Lelapd,
Wash.; four
In conformity with the provision* of
tests were in several instances close,
Payne Erskine
480 00 The Mountain Girl.
First Nal'l Bank Building Aas'n
brothers
George. Augustus and Fred sections 36 to 30 of chapter 32, of the reMeredith Nicholson
particularly in both the republican Gould, Frank H. 268 92 A Hoosler Chronicle,
and William, of Port vised statute* of Maine, and
Gueshrof Hercules,
C N A A M Williamson Thomas, of Leland,
upon the peand democratic contests for nomina- Greely. Misa Mary A. 178 18
Alice Louise Lee Townsend; also four sisters—Mrs. John tition of five or more citizens of the State,
Cap’n Joe's Sister,
tion for county commissioner, and Grindal, Charles W. 250 48
Mrs.
of
Mariam Alexander Jordan,
Ellsworth;
George and deeming it for the beet interest of the
Beyond the Law.
there are talks of recounts being de- Hate, Eugene.2^83 64 Jean Christophe in Paris,
Romain Holland Stevens, of Rockland; Mrs. Lena FreeState, the commissioners of inland fish00
Mrs
C.
Palmer
Frederic
1,272
Over the Pass,
Hale,
Mary
manded.
man, of Belfast, and Miss Annie Thomas, eries and game, after due notice to all perMorris
Gouverneur
123
90
M.
It,
of Boston. Services were held at the sons interested in the subject matter of
The ticket nominated by the repub- Hall, Henry
Jay Cady bouse
Mra Pbronia. 372 24 The State.
Saturday, Rev. E. D. Kixer, officiat- said petition, and public hearing thereon
licans of Hancock county will receive Hagerthy,
C L Marshall
The Girl Ranchers,
660
86
Hannibal
E.
Interment was at Juniper cemetery. in the locality to be affected, and deeming
the support of loyal republicans, tbe Hamlin,
Owen Johnaon ing.
Stover at Yale,
92
Alexander
C...1,139
Hagerthy,
it neoeaaary and proper for the protection
Gene Stratton Porter
The Harvester,
little differences arising from the
Hancock County Pub Co. 144 00
Emma C Dowd
and preservation of the inland fish of the
Polly of the Hospital Staff.
ELLSWORTH FALLS CHURCH.
primary contests being forgotten.
214
80
Haalem, Wellington.v..
Carolyn Wells
Patty's Motor Car,
The annual roll-call and business meet- State, hereby adopt the following needful
160
37
M.
Higgins, Joseph
An Uncomfortable Term.
Raymond Jacberns
ing of the Congregational church here waa rules and regulations relating to the time*
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Higgins, Andrew J, heirs of. 126 36 The Children in the Little Old Red House,
held last week. The reports of tbe various and places in which and the circumstances
A
M
heirs
of.
115
20
Thomas
Douglass
J,
The Lewiston Journal prints a cut and Holmes,
officers and committees showed tbe work under which inland fish may be taken in
A
E
McFarlane
Great
Bear
Island.
Bernard
3.
113
97
the following sketch of Seth W. Norwood, Jellison,
Tbe the waters of Blunt’s pond, so-called, in
to be in s flourishing condition.
Scouts of Birch-bark Island.
Boy
heirs
of.
133
20
of Southwest Harbor, who has blossomed Jordan, Dyer P,
R S Holland treasurer, Mrs. A. W. Ellis, reported all U»f town of Lamoine, county of Hancock.
Arno
W.
279
00
King,
out as a playwright:
A E Baker
The Captain of the “8 I G’s,”
bills paid and s substantial balance in the
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
King, Peters and Moore. 144 00 The School.
J J Findley
The publisher and those having iu charge
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any pertreasury.
80
John
F.
103
Knowlton,
Landmarks in French Literature.
the production of the play entitled
Ths
Tbe Sunday school has a total enroll- son to fish for, take, catch or kill aay kind of
No 91, I O O F. 144 00
G L Strachey
Setting of the Sun”, written by Seth W. Lejok Lodge,
ment of nearly 300, of whom thirty-eight fish at any time in Blunt's pond, so-called, lu
A G Bradley
Norwood, have decided to present the play at Maine Central R R Co. 175 20 Canada.
the town of Lamoine, in the county of HanA F Pollard are on tbe “cradle roll”, and twenty in tbe
Southwest Harbor, the home of the writer, in McGoe n, James A. 128 88 History of England,
home department.
Tbe average attend- cock, from October first of each year to the
the early fall.
Follerton.
273
48
Merrill,
first dsy of May of the following
ye^rance increased during tbe year front fiftyThe play is of the repertoire style, and will
Col. Hale for National Committee.
Moore, Augustus E. 250 44
Section t It ebsll be nnlnwfnl for nay perbe placed on the road for the season of 1913one in 1911 to 147 during the last quarter.
Edwsrd
G.
106
20
son
to fish for, take, catch or kill any kind of
Moore,
Col. Frederick Hale, of Portland, was
Mr. Norwood has drafted in the groundwork
have signed decision cards in fish in said BluaFs
pond on Sunday of each
Morang, Charles L.1,004 28 chosen a member of the new republican Twenty-five
j
of this drama some facts from actual life.
week, during the time It is lawful to fish in
Samuel J, heirs of. ISO 80 national committee at a caucus of the determination to lead a Christian life.
Part of the characters are of the rural type* Morrison,
A feature of the meeting was tbe voting said pond.
Monday
The lines include sufficient comedy to appeal Parcber, George A. 285 60 Maine delegation in Chicago
into membership of fifteen—a part of tbe ! Section S. It shall be unlawful for any perto the patrons of the stage.
Peters, John A. 935 16 night.
results of the past year’s efforts.
Tbe son to take, catch or kill more than twelve
While the production of the play at South- Phillips, Hoaea B. 410 52
fish in all in said pond in any one day, during
church enters upon the new year with enLAKKWOOD.
west Harbor will not have the cast that will
heirs
John
of.
182
40
Redman,
B,
the time it ia lawful to fish in said pond.
thusiasm and with the expectation of even
handleitinrepertoire.it is understood that Reliable Clothing Co. 132 00
Section «-%lt shall also be unlawful for any
School closed Friday, after a successful better things.
“Maud Smith’’ and “Snickers” will be played
Rowe, Elmer E. 106 00
person to have ia possession nay kind of fish
term of ten weeks. The friends and parby the same people that will play it in reperTbe following officers were choeen: taken in violation of
Mra
heirs.
238
20
Ann,
Stuart,
any provision of these
toire. The remainder of the cast will be
ents came in daring the afternoon snd Deacon for two years, Otis
Giles; dark, regulations.
Otdar W. 123 24
taken from Rockland and Bar Harbor. The Tapley,
tbs closing exercises.
enjoyed
Mrs.
E.
Section
5.
C.
A.
These
Mrs.
shall take efCochrane;
treasurer,
regulations
Mias
J
A.
144
00
play is in four acts and has eleven characters. Thompson,
Mrs. Mary Q. Brown, with son Garland, W. Ellis; auditor, E. P. Lord; superin- fect on May t?. a. d. 1912, and shall remain in
The romance and moral tone are of a high Treworgy, Charles J. 449 42
tendent of the Sunday school, Mrs. Ger- force for n period of four years.
character. The principal parts of the play Union Trust Co. 108 00 returned Tuesday to Livermore Falls,
Dated this 19th day of May, a. d. 1912are
as
follows: “Harry Wendall,”
who Whitmore, Charles and wife. 133 20 after a visit of twelve weeks with her par- aldine Moore; business committee, E. P.
J. 8. P. H. WiLaos, Chairman
knows better bnt is not able to keep oat of Wesoott, Horaoe F. 136 68 ents, James Garland and wife.
Lord, B. B. Whitcomb, Hev. U. W. CooBuivb 8. ▼ LIB,
difficulty; “Senator Fisher,” who is fall of Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.2,018 06
B. Walker Mc&een, lecturer of the ley; finanoe committee, Mrs. Harriet
P- E. Macs.
•go, yet has doubt of re-election; “Bill CornC.
M.
Mrs.
Hastings,
Whitcomb,
John
F.
Abby
152
78
Maine
state
was
Commissioners
the guest of Marof Inland Fisheries and Game.
Whitcomb,
grange
cobb,” the village undertaker, who has a
Has Lam, J. O. Whitney, Mrs. A. W. EUis.
John
0.
60
Garland
165
tin
A.
Sunday.
fondness for peanuts, “Snickers,” reporter for Whitney,
CARO OP THANKS.
the
two
committee,
Samuel
8.
Standing
deacons,
P.
244
80
K.,
the Evening Herald; “Edison Farwell,” who Whiting,
A representative of the New England
the derk, superintendent of the Sunday \|TE wish to thank all who no kindly m
slated ui in our late bereavement and
Just happened around; Dr. Clarmond,” who Wiswell, Andrew P, heirs of. 177 60 Telephone Co., Mr. Herrick, was here last
m
Mrs. Hastings, Mrs. B. B. Whit- for the kind and loving words of sympathy;
recommends water; “Jndson M. Dixon,” the W is well, Emma G. 208 80 week
As the school,
soliciting subscribers.
also for the beastiful floral tributes.
new minister; “Hi Smith,” who keeps
comb, Mrs. Fred Marden, Mrs. Mary
the B H A U B Power On.2,780 00
Fa an O. OacoTt.
requisite number was received, it is probvillage store; “Maud Smith,” Hi’s daughschool advisory committee,
Was vow B. Class.
XOBr-nBSIDKKT8.
able the contemplated line will be built Flood; Sunday
Mas. Missus Class.
ter; “Annie Orover a school teacher;” Mrs.
Mrs. Annie L. H. Guptill, H. A. Ash, Mrs.
F.aslb Class.
Hazel Bressett, the woman of mystery.
Black, George N. 678 24 soon.
Has lam, Mrs. Martha Witham, Bertha L.
Gao sob Class.
John.
362
40
Garland
home
West
eras
from
Franklin.
Cassidy,
Me.
Aby
Sunday
Joy.
Clement, Alanaon E. 108 00 Ellsworth, where be has employment on
EMETERY LOTS
Those wishing their
Organist, Mrs. Mary E. Joy; assistant,
The Late Mrs. L. W. Tolman.
lots
at Woodbine eared for,
Fred
A.
192
00
cemetery
the
Eddy,
postoffioe job.
Miss Basel Hamilton; music committee, snould
In The American of May 29 extended
notify C. C. Bcisiu or Gsosos A.
Jordan, Horace W, heirs of. 136 80
Mrs. Alice Jellieon, J. O. Whitney, Mrs. Pabcsbb, Ellsworth.
reference was made to the recent death in
Mt. Desert Transit Co. 201 00
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Lillian Salisbury, M. H. Haynes, Mrs. STALLION—For service, season of i»ia. My
Washington, D. C., of Mrs. L. W. Tolman.
O French oolt st his owner's stable, Bouts
Since then further biographical facts have
Hamlin Maddocka and wife are with his Mary E. Joy; benevolent committee, Mrs. Brooks ville, Ms.
Wilui K. Csatto.
B. B. Whitcomb, Mrs. Fred Marden, Mrs.
been learned which will doubtless be of
MANBET.
parents, H. F. Maddocka and wife.
E.
C.
Cochrane.
interest to the older residents.
XotircB.
{political
Lyle D. Newnian arrived yesterday from
Fred Moore, wife and infant daughter
Living in Ellsworth the first twenty a business tnp to Boston.
have gone to Bar Harbor for the season.
A Letter of Thanks.
of
her
Mrs.
Tolman
knew many
years
life,
WEST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Etbel Newman and son Lawrence
Mrs. Alpheus Nason is spending the
Bar Harbor, Jane 18,1912,
who are still living.
Among her school- have been visiting Mrs. Newman's sisters week in
The State road is staked oat, sad bids To
Bangor with her niece, Mrs.
My Friends and Supportere:
mates were Mrs. A. W. Clark, Mrs. A. M.
are called for.
in Lincolnviile.
I desire to extend
Harry Johnson.
my heartfelt thanks
Hopkins, the Tinkers, the Duttons, the
In spite of the cold weather, cottagers
Eugene ButleAxeturned to his station on for yoar assistance daring my recent canMrs. Nellie Nevells and daughter Hazel,
Fraziers, the Somerbys. Mr. Tolman first
The Stanley house and of
are fast arriving.
vass for the
republican nomination for
met his future wife in 1866, the only time
Ellsworth, were week-end guests of lightship 73, Friday.
Ocean house will open about June 26.
Mrs. Eugene Moore.
Charles E. Smith has gone to Northeast county-sttorney, and for your support at
be was in EilBworth.
the polls last Monday.
Harbor for the stUBmer.
Isabel Dolliver, a graduate of the semThe fact that I
On her mother's side, Mrs. Tolman was
did not win the nomination in no
of the Warren family, of which Gen. inary at Bucksport, class of 1906, left SatM’KINELY.
degree
• Miss Blanche Cater is working for Mrs
lessens my appreciation of your services,
Joseph Warren, of Bnnker Hill fame, was urday for commencement week there.
Egypt.
McKinley lodge, F. and A. M., attended N. G. Hardison
nor renders me unmindful of
one.
The oldest of a family of ten, she
my grati*
The large motor sloop Bessie, Capt. George the Congregational church Sunday, where
'Pearl Day and wife visited relatives in
tode toward you.
survived four. Her brother, Charles E. Hamilton, arrived from the Cape Shore it was addressed
by Rev. Charles Robin- town Saturday an 1 Sunday.
Hoping thst the whole republican ticket
lllaley, 1st lieutenant 11th Maine infantry, yesterday with 3,000 fine mackerel; sold to son.
George and Jol3 Coombs went to Bar wins next September, and again
recruited a company of three-years’ men J. L. Stanley A Sons.
thanking
Misses Urace Qott and Tena Robinson Harbor Saturday, to go ou the
sloop Island you for your endeavor in my behalf, 1 rein Ellsworth, after enlisting in the threeMrs. Kate Smith returned Saturday have returned from Higgins classical in- Belle.
main
months’ service in April, 1861. Another
Respectfully yours,
from Pittsfield, where she visited her son stitute.
June 17.
Ch’e'er.
Gf.orge K. Goooivs.
hrother, Hollis C., entered the 1st Maine Franklin, who has a position there as
School closed Friday.
Thursday evencavalry band, and died in Augusta, after bookkeeeper in a large poultry concern.
a
was
tendered
the teacher,
ing reception
Deafness Cannot be Cared
only one week in service. A sister was
Sub.
June 17.
3tehrrtiftfmmtg,
Miss Edna Day. A charming program by Uocal applications, ss they csnnot resell
Sarah E„ widow of Osgood B. Webb, who
the diseased portion of the esr. There is only
was arranged by Mrs.
Richardson and one
was one of six brothers of the Civil war,
to
cure
and
deafness,
way
that
is
18 YOUR
A8HVILLE.
by conMrs. Stanley and successfully rendered by stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by
all musicians, and all at rest.
an inflamed condition of the mucous
Robertson ha- employment on the scholars. It is
of
lining
Ralph
regretted that Miss the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
Two other sisters survive
Mrs. Mary
inCalf island.
”
Day has ended her work here. She has flamed you tu^re a rumbling sound or imE. Drippe, of Cleveland Park, D. C., and
Mrs. Moses Bartlett, with her mother, been greatly appreciated by both pupils perfect nearing, and when it is entirely closed
Deafness is the result, snd unless the inflamthe youngest, Ida B., wife of Frank
All Kinds of
mation can be taken out and this tube
Mrs. Rowe, visited East Dixmont recently. and parents.
Repairing.
Warren Paine, of Walla Walla, Washingrestored to its normal condition, hearing will
was called to East
is very ill of typhoid be
Mrs.
Qott
Joan
Augustus
Sargent
nine
and
at
one
time
its
The
cases
forever;
out
ton,
of ten
mayor.
only
destroyed
DAVID FRIEND.
are caused by Catarrh, which is
nothing but Main Htrwt,.ElUwortt
surviving brother is Fred F. IllBley, for Franklin to help care fo> her great-grand- fever.
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Mrs. Tolman's child, who is ill of pneumonia.
The McKinley Fish Freezer Co. is remany years in Alaska.
case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that
mother died at the early age of forty-six
Milton Johnson and Walter Donnell are ceiving as many fish as it can manage. cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Bend
at Harrison. A cousin, Frank M. Warren, soon to move their families to Tank Pond, Large trips were received last week, and for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY A OO.. Toledo, O.
for The Americas
one was turned away.
was lost on the Titanic.
He was a promi- where they have employment.
Bold v
by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Piila for constipation.
June 17.
nent citizen of Portland, Oregon.
Phcebe
P. M.
Jane 17.
adrertl^lBg R •*-*-At« rraeoaable *r»d will
made known :> Application-

be

263.125

144,800
515.296
9,047

Talking Machinss

Moods, Sungs and

513,119 Opera Synopses

—

Co lit.
R SI8 H B d"c«T?AOK^TX|1?C^''w
Frmonth
P1m.hu Beach. TtmS? ®J
dottlMte
the
»•
or

one

«>r

< ot s»*r h...

season.

Including 4 chambers.
All well
Fine well water piped to house VowSSf^

dress

Shvtb.

Abtwcs

Ellsworth,

_
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TEN PAGES.
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HOUSE-At

_

1>LACE—Near
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PUBLIC NOTICE.
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SPRING

—

COTTAGE—At

Surry.

uff1*

An ft-room

/COTTAGE
\y condition; city
—

tSqoIf'of

ton

««

Maine._

C.rr A.
st., Ellsworth.

Vv
*

cottaee-

water.
For
Hi t a™,

OFFICES—Suite ortrO-L.

in

mmiJR*

*i"
*"*•

MoranriTCT
fJ, ?‘‘

tn.-atorr, Main at. tmltabl.
tor'*. lawyer', or Insurance oIBcr
I n„ai
,0‘" *
C. U Mon.no. Kll.worth
......—orer Moore's drn* aiorr 1..1
rated be 8 T. Bowl*; hot water
rt.
Inquired E. (i. Mooaa.

aPPICKK

_

h«V.nl

P.ilmonh

legal Notitrs.
.nb«l7b*r neteny

cm|« -.ho
ah* ha. teen duly appointed admi.u
THK
trstrli ot the eatate of
CYNTHIA CARTER, late of BftOOKUX
In the oonnty of Bnncock. deeeeMd. ud
rlren bond. a. lb* law direct,
a:; ».
•on.
harm* demand. acaiot the mu,
of uld drcMawl are deal red to crewi
the Mme for settlement, and all ir.dr *x J
thereto are requested to make parmeatiiJ
Lull. E. gr„,„
mediately
Brook 1 In. Maine. June 16, 1611

—

AGENT—A

—

East Sorry, fle* roo~
tage. with woodbouse and h*rn
and porch screened In.
Will rent bv
month or for the summer season 7>r»« L?
soaable
Inquire of Mast H. 8t»mm p,v

c“e»Sier

SUIT

ajmtrtisnnnite

Success with your Chicks
tbia
season
depends upon tbs
proper food. There is nothing better than ff-O-Stearn* Cooked
t hick Feed. Try a bag and vour
chick troubles are over.

I Have m Complete Line of Poultry and Dairy Supplies and
can quote the lowest

prices.
H-O-Stearns Cooked Chick Feed.
H-O-Bpecial Hcratch Feed.
H-O-Pry Mash Feed.
H-OMilk Feed.
Beef Scraps.
Bone Meal.

Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Grit.
Chick Grit.
Oyster Shells.

Charcoal.
Alfalfa Meal.
Dr. Hens' Poultry and Stock Remedies.
Dr. lleaa’ Instant Louse Killer.
Kow Kure. Garget Remedy.

AUSTIN H. JOY, &n:i«

Bluehill Steam Laundry
Bluehill, Maine

FOR SALE
BUILDING

AND

Laundry Doing

a

FULL EQUIPME.NT
good paying BujioMS

MUST BE SOLO AT ONCE
To Battle

an

Estate.

Enquire of COLBY OETCHELL
Waterville, Me.
Telephone 517-13,

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLE8
•IAMTOKTM,

MAIN!

•earchea mda and abetracte
an- oaplaa fkirnlehad an ahert
notice, an— at KHWKi NCtt
ernoii

NOKMSON. JOY 8 CO. BLOCK,
—▼ATM ITtllT.
P. A

(—Dine. 1»-2

ta. NL

THE—

CLARION.
Whether It's a range or a f»>nace—if it la a •‘Clarion", it t*
sure

to meet every

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street.

Don’t Make

a

Mistake

i“
but breed to one ol the beet-bred bor»e*
Maine when yon can get him (or

nothing. 1 will stand

LEAVITT
until further notice at Ellaworth for
by the season.

This will give every farmer an opportuto raise trotters or brood maresWithin a month a Col umbo colt sno
Maine Todd colt have been sold for
That kind cannot be raised from poor ««»•
of this h»h
A
and

nity

description
pedigree
some, Kentucky-bred horse furnished
application to E. H. Gbbely, Bllswortn,
Maine.
■'

1"

_
111

ERFECT
RINTING
FM

ARTICULAR
E 0 P L E

Tnai»

jet

_ni
wbwj-

should y°“

feel in T°ar
moet eonl »de«i«
for cieeej. bigb'

grade printing

Subscribe

■

w«r

HUB RUBBERS

^

For Sheriff :

THE ™MAIUES-

873

377

Hlg Gathering

296

TICKETS NOMINATED For County Commissioner:
Davis.
BY THREE PARTIE8.
Doyii* ....••••.

rNTY

1

DEFEATED—CLOSE VOTE
jqL HAMLIN
COMMISSIONER ON
FOR COUNTY
AND DEMOREPUBLICAN
B.VTH
CRATIC TICKETS.

ing

•Heath.
For Repn'sentati

•dberman,

aurally disapointlng
it undoubtedly
jjndidatea, but
the

to

to the verdi-t

will submit gracefully
was small compared with the

The vote

at a regular eleotion-ap'
(nlt pwrty vote
30 per cent, -but tbia la larger
ptoximately
the estimate made by many of those

primary
The pr.ncipal

cause

assigned for

the
small vote is that

place

tor

I

primary

independent

he

this

has

voter—the

no

refuse* to put himself on record as a
or that political party.
member of thle
ie e large one.
Thu independent vote
The defeat of Col. H. E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth. tor the nomination for Congress-

88

x

•Jordan, class 3.

186

x

class 4.

128

115

112

28

Farrow, class 6.
•Littlefield, class 6.
Sargent, class 7.
•Small, class 7

26

86

85

60

12
69

57

•Fray.

30

x

For Register of Probate:

•N«*h.
•Leland.

32

x

29

x

•Higgins.

32

For Representative:
•Chaney, class 1.

x

20

x

Nominated,
No contest.

lass

OMMEN( EMEN I

DAY.

1912, of the Ellsworth
High School.
This Is commencement day in Ellsworth.
tike 1,500.
in the district ol something
Bright skies shine upon the class of 1912
Hancock county also gave handsome
of the Ellsworth high school, and as thi9
majorities to Gov. Burleigh for Senator is
printed, admiring parents and friends
and Mr. Haines for governor, end these
the vote of throng Hancock hall, giving encouragegentlemen were nominated by
ment and well-deserved applause to the
the State, with liberal pluralities.
The large number of candidates in eaob
for The
party makes It Impracticable
American to print a table showing the
complete vote of the county in deThese returns, received
tail by towns.
from town clerks throughout the county, are on file in The American office,
lor inspection by candidates or others
interested. The returns ere completo for
all parties, with the exception ot Long
Island plantation, from which no returns
have Been received. It is unofficially reported that no election was held there.
The American has received no information to thtt effect direct. It la not likely,
however, that the vote of Long Island
womd affect the results.
The vote for county commissioner on
both the republican and democratic tickets is decidedly does. By The Americans returns, which have been carefully
compiled, and the columns footed up upon
an adding machine, Capt Joy, of Ellsworth,

of

graduates

as

grown

a

courts in the

State,

convention that ranks among the
in the State, and has received

recognition from the high court and the
supreme court of the order, and which
bids fair to extend wherever the Independent Order of Foresters is known.

prominent

those who have been

work

in the past is Dr. 8. 8. De-

lleck, of Franklin,

for

who has

they deliver their class parts

and essays.
The hall is

in gala dress for the occasion,
class colors, apple green and
white, and the class motto, “Finish What
Yob Attempt,” prominent in the decorative scheme.
There are thirteen in the graduating
class, all having parts in the afternoon
program, which is as follows:
with the

Music

Prayer
Music

Salutatory—Floral Emblems of the Nations,
Adelia Wilbur Barron
Essay. Helen Kellar.Lorens Fli Sargent
Fred Charles Scott
Essay. The Speed Mania
Class history.Eva Pauline Gerry
Music
Essay, Literature and Life,
Madeline Mabelle Moone
Essay, American Education.
Marion Bernice Rideout
Address to uadergradnates.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Chester Clement, of Camden, called
on her parents Friday last, leaving her little son there, while accompanied by her
sister Helen she went to Bar Harbor to fit
up rooms for the summer. Har husband
is employed there.
Miss Addie

Hodgkins,

teacher of

the

grammar school, who had expected to return for the graduation exercises, was de-

tained in Bar Harbor by the serious illness
of her mother,

Mrs. Rufus McKay has been critically
several weeks. Her daughter, .Mrs.
Alice Hodgdon, is with her.
ill

The delegates to the county W. C. T. U.
convention at Winter Harbor, June 24-26
elected by the Willard union are Mrs.
A. W. Clark, Josephine Stanley, A. M.
Lawton, Lizzie Holmes, Miss M. A. Carroll, Katherine Freeman and J. M. Mason.
Mrs. Hobie Norwood met with an accident one day last week—a severe strain
of ligaments ot a limb—which has made
her a shut-in for a week or more. She is
now nearly recovered.

several

years served on the State high committee as high physician, and who was early
one of the district chief
rangers for Han-

He
was succeeded
county.
fc#
Edward F. Clapham, of West Sullivan,
also a deputy of the high court, while for
the last eight years Percy L. Aiken, of

give

The commencement exercises of the
Southwest Harbor high school Thursday
evening, were in every way a success. The
decoration of the stage, the class colors
red and white
very effective.

chiefly

in

evidence,

rates

the

position
prominent

he

chief

county
now

holds.

among fraternal
because it is one

benefit orders, not only
largest orders of its kind in the
world, having a surplus of over |16,000,000
but because it was tbe first order to
abandon the death assessment plan, nearly
forty years ago, and to go on a table of

complied

from

mortality

the

statistics and much like that of all oldline insurance companies. It was, too,
the pioneer in introducing many of the

benefits which

are now

fraternities, among

taken up

the most

by many

prominent of

which are its Foresters’ Orphans’ Home,
which takes care of all Foresters’ children,
and the Foresters’Tuberculosis Sanitarium,
in the Adirondacks in New York, where
many of its members have fully recovered
from this disease.
There will be present at the convention
in Ellsworth the high chief ranger of
Maine, T. T. Corey, of Portland, who
has held this position for several terms;
the high vice-chief ranger, Charles F.
Mann, of Lisbon Falls, who is probably
the best informed man in Maine on the
rela*ive advantages of old-line and fraternal insurance; the high secretary, William 8. Lewin, a prominent attorney of
Houlton, who has been prominent in Forestry for many years; Hon. Fred Hogue,
of East

Macbias,

who is the

high

coun-

of the 8tate. and it is confidently expected that William J. McMurtry, of Toronto, Canada, who holds the position of
assistant to the supreme chief ranger of
the entire order, will be present at least
during the early part of the convention.

selor

Many

visitors from courts in other

Music

Honorary Essay, The Power of Music,

We have arranged with
the Wilson Freckle Cream Co.
of Charleston, S. C. to make
this splendid offer.
Don’t miss it.
E. G. .tiOOKE, DRUGGIST
Ellsworth, Maine.

Miss Knowles
Presentation of Gifts
Miss Florence Parker
Class Poem, Schooldays, Miss Louise Johnson
Music
Presentation Speech.John Ward
Valedictory, European Influence on Longfellow..Miss Nellie M Robinson
Presentation of Diplomas,
Mr L E Williams, Supt of Schools
Benediction
Music
—

Friday night the reception and ball
given by the sophomores fittingly ended
the series of festivities.
The receptiQH
was held in Odd Fellows hall.
Supt. L. ;;
E. Williams and wife, Principal Stuart,

Reduce the Cost

YOU v£in
by making

►

your

J
’>
ii
iI
<

<

>

Sugar

*\

Plu-

Address to class.Justice Arno W King
Presentation of diplomas.Superintendent

rality.

•Burleigh.

I860

1438

Heath.
Power*...

422

for the

119

commencement ball in the

30t*

the

..

•Haine*...... ..
Shew......
For State Auditor:
•Callahan.
For Congressman:
Goodwin.
Hamlin.
For State Senator:
Chat to.

1823

1514

229

evening,

which

follow the class play, “At the End of
Rainbow.” The cast of characters for
t he play follows:

1970

Preston, s lawyer.Bryant Moore
Douglas Brown, a football player,
x

2178

Stanley Palmer, “Hawkins, the Butler,'*
1987

475

1294

384

Crabtree.
Ooogina.

853

878

•Maeou.

963

206

2,125

x

535

For Register of Probate:

•Mahoney.

Harold Gould
Dick Preston, the groom,
Lawrence Bresnahan

209

•Patten.
Savage.
For County-Attorney:

For Sheriff:
566
Banker.
1,704
•Silaby.
For County Commissioners:
379
Daria.
354
Eatey.
251
Haalam.
429
•Joy.,.
421
Page.
389
8cott.
”WO

music

Robert

910
1385

•Hagerthy.

for

furnishing

afternoon, and will play for the

will

For Governor:

Boutbby

Pullen's orchestra is

1149

8

Harold Hswkes
Ted Whitney, captain of the ’Varsity team.
Walter Allen
Jack Austin, Preston’s secretary,
Percival Wescott
Marlon Dayton, a ward of Preston. Eva Gerry
Nellie Preston, a bride .......Madeline Moone
Louise Ross, known as Miss Grayson,
Marion Rideout
Phyllis Lane, a football enthusiast,
Erva Giles
Kathleen Knox, chairman of the rushing
committee,
Vera Anderson
The Imp. s Freshmsn.Jessie Morang
Emily Elliott, with a conscience,
Carrie Morang
Jane, a maid with a taste for literature.
Hazel Giles
Mrs Brown, step-mother of Douglas Brown,
Rena Sargent
Polly Price, of the Theta Phi. -Christina Doyle
Rena Sargent
Elsa Ernest.
W in if red Doyle
Marjorie Arnold
Fenette Foss
Marie Swift
Adelia Barron
Molly Bruce

....

County

SALISBURY DOVE.

Treasurer:

•Hlaiadell.
Joy.
for Representatives
•Morriaon, claw 1.....

1129
1068

71

260

x

claaa 2.

271

x

•Peter*, claaa 3.
•Babaon, claaa4...........
Aiken, claaa 6.
•Hrajrdon 44

564

x

177

x

•Kicker,

Smallidge

180

..

80

6......

157

44

Heath, claaa
•Hutchin* 44

•McBride,

146

claaa 7

Kichardaon

34

189

12

250

175

DEMOCRATIC TICKET.

for U. S. Senator:

•Gardner.

860

x

940

x

816

x

847

x

492

86

808

196

for State Senators:

•Harnman.
.Ober.
Waagatt.
for County
Attorney;
•Graham...

843

788

in

a

June 15.

8PBC__

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Miss Sarah Pickering, of Deer Isle, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Charles Scott.
Irving Barbour, of Kenosha, Wis., called
his aunt, Mrs. Diana Hatch, Sunday.

on

407

x

f°r Register
of Probate :

•Cunningham.

few minutes.
She was seventy-eight years old, a lady of
of
and
estimable character
quiet and retiring disposition, ever a friend to the poor
She leaves besides her aged
and needy.
Mrs. L. C.
husband, an aged sister
Moon, who has the sympathy of all.
taken ill and died

—

for State Auditor:

•stevena.
for Congressman:
•Gould.

_

was

for Governor:

•Plaieted.

Bangor last week.
Miss Margaret Koch, former Held secretary of C. E. for Maine, now of the
Bethel Bible school, Spencer, Mass., began
her duties as pastor for the summer
months last Sunday morning.
R.
June 17.

Ashpeline, wife of Thomas Emery, died
suddenly at her home here May 19. She bad
retired in her usual health, but soon after

77

44

Miss Madeline Strout, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting relatives here.
Florence Trott, Alliene Thompson and
Sue Deiaittre, who have been attending
the spring term of the normal school at
Castine, are home.
Irving McFarland spent a few days in

x

Capt. Cyrus Browm and wife Came from
Camden Sunday and visited Mrs. Diana
Hatch. Miss Lina Haskell accompanied
them on their return.
H.
June 17.

graduate of the L\ of M. lawschool and an ardent and well-informed
Forester; the chief ranger of the county,
Percy L. Aiken, and several other prominent men from other sections of the
county, whose subjects have not yet been
lin,

a

recent

announced.

Visiting Foresters will be welcome at
the entire convention, and all who intend
to be present should write P. L. Aiken,

Sorrento, that arrangements may be made
for their accommodation. The committee
of arrangements are Percy L. Aiken, Sorrento; T. T. Corey, Portland, and Charles
F. Mann, Lisbon Falls.
The Westerner's Ideal.
The westerner’s willingness to fire
op home, neighbors and old associations
tor the sake of a “claim” on the prairie
la not sordid. His stern preoccupation
with "getting ahead” la a part of his
Inherited passion for personal Independence. X have seen a gray hue steal
over the face of the settler when speaking of some one who had ”loat his
farm" and “had to go out by the da/.”
For the wage earner’s lot the true born
westerner feels a dread quite Incomprehensible to cities and to old communities. If he ruthlessly sacrifices comforts and culture, It Is that he may win
a footing of his own and so call no man
Once he has cleared off the
master.
mortgage. Improved bis place and gained a soothing sense of financial security, he will provide books, piano, music lessons, travel and college education for his children, even If In the
meantime his own capacity to enjoy
bus been atrophied.—Professor Edward
Ala worth Boss in Century.
Women and the Violin.

distinguished violinist of this
city,” writes Philip Hale In the Boston
Herald, "was talking recently about
"A

Who fiddled and now fiddle.
He complained that nearly all of them
classed as great erred in this—they
tried to play like a man; they wished
it said of them that they had a virile
tone. He did not except Lady Halle,
‘The
Maud Powell or Miss Parlow.
only great woman violinist I remember was Tereslna Tua, and her greatness consisted In the fact that she always played like a woman. She was
womanly and fascinating.’ Saint-Sasaid apropos of Augusta
ens
once
Holmes that when a woman wrote for
the orchestra she was noisier than any
man because she wished to show that
■he was not a poor, weak thing on account of her sex."
women

Carl
Harbor.

gone

to

Sid June 15, schs Marion RTurner, Robert W
In port June 16, schs Perfect, Rozella, Anna
L Sanborn, F H Odiorne; ga ss Nickerson,
Alert, Evelyn G. Carena

Meal and Cracked Corn, $1.72 per bag.
Cocoa (Runkel Bros),
lb, 20c; '£ lb, IOC.

These are just suggestions of what I am offering in other lines—
Groceries, Boots and Shoes, Clothing for men and boys.

off
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SATURDAY SALES
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J

BORN.

a

ON YOUR

t,

I: EYES

daughter.

HOWARD-At North Brooksville, June 11, to
Mr and Mrs John Howard, a son.
WOOSTER—At South Penobscot, June 10, tc
Mr and Mrs Ralph J Wooster, a daughter.

It is wisdom to consult an optometrist of experience and standing.
MABK1KD.
| It will save, your eyes and prevent
From
BEAM—PARKER—At Stonington, Jane 18, by your making a bad bargain.
Rev H R Eaton, Miss Azua Beam, of East
Machlas, to Edward J Parker, of Deer Isle. our eighteen years’ experience in eyeBUNKEB-JOHNSON-At Prospect Harbor,
Miss Addie
testing and the fitting of corC C
June 11, by
Larrabee, esq.
of
Bunker to Arthur I Johnson, both
Gouldsboro.
West
Brooksville,
FARNHAM—TAPLEY-At
June 17, by Rev Charles F Atkins, Miss
Stella Maud Farnham, of West Brooksville,
to Herbert Whitney Tapley, of Brooklin.
ROBINSON—DORR—At Southwest Harbor,
Jane 16, by Rev George O Richardson, Miss
Nellie M Robinson to Sylvester W Dorr,
both of Southwest Harbor.

sight
rect

glasses,

we

in a

are

position

to

very best course to
take. You can consult us with confidence. We absolutely refuse to
advise

as

to the

supply glasses

in any

case

that does

COTTLE—At Ellsworth Falls, June 18, Mrs
Victoria L Cottle, aged 56 years.
EMERY—At Bar Harbor, June 16, Mrs Ernest
Emery aged 58 years.
J ELLISON—At Eden, June 7, Henry E Jellison, aged 85 years, 8 months.
At
Stonington, June 11, Mrs
JUDKINS
Livonia C Judkins, aged 46 years. 8 months.
KENT—At Swan's Island. June 10, Capt John
C Kent, aged 67 years.
MILLIKEN —At Surry, June 14, Henry J Milliken, aged 81 years, 5 month, 17 days.
ORCUTT-At Franklin, June 9, Amy E. wife
of Fred G Orcutt, aged 22 years, 11 months,
27 days.

A. Allen

Telephone

—

3tturtuK(ktnta.

cause

debility, without
causing any breaking out.
They are expelled and the whole system Is renovated, strengthened and
toned by

petite,

or

general

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Get It today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

ALICE

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uulon Dale Deposit St Trust Co., ol Portland, tor furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Bta. (over Mcore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

JULIA A CHATTO
SURRY, MAINE.

orders for

Bread, Cale and Pastry
at short notice.
Everything made clean, baked
clean, wrapped clean, and sold
clean at the Sanitary Bakery.
X have en route from the faca

Lynn superior dough-

mixer which will be installed at
hands can
once.
No human
mix as well. Call and inspect.

HOLZ.

Me.

products on
leading grocers.
Our

the

Day

or

APPLY

AT

Hour.

PLUMBING’
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

sale

by

all the

Lamsonfe
Hubbard
Straw hats for 1912
At the head in style (
A style for every head

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention
or mall orders

all de»
s.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5-5.

•

Reliable (Mien Co.,

Dr.H.W.OSQOOD
New Location Manning Blk. IRA
Office Day: FRIDAY
Banger Office

:

w-r

12 Grove St.

HUB RUBBERS

FOR SALE BY

Kllswortli, Me.

CRUELTY TO

CHILDREN.

an

Franklin st., Ellsworth.

AGENT FOB

PREVENTION OF

addition of 17 x 26 feet and
20x20 chimney, I am now
prepared to take care of all

by

a new

P. ,W. Alley’s Livery Stable,

ProftBBional CartJB.
H.

BAKERY

200.

Automobile
Service

pimples, boils, hives,

eczema or salt rheum, or some other
form of eruption; but sometimes they
exist In the system, Indicated by feelings of weakness, languor, loss of ap-

my

_•

Blood Humors By
Commonly

Optical Co.,

Street, Bangor,

28 Main

Having enlarged

tory

not need them.

DIED.

EAST

._

Others in

$4.

ar-icJ

ey have
paid
buyer and seller.

H. P. CARTER.

;; Main st.

AMBROSE—At Deer Isle, June 9, to Mr
and Mrs William J Ambrose, a son.
BLAISDELL—At Orland, June!ll, to Mr and
Mra Alpheus H Blaisdell, a daughter.
CUNNINGHAM—At Penobscot, June 11, to
Mr and Mrs Harland
D
Cunningham,

Northeast

E. C. Long spent a lew days last week in
Portland with his son, A. I. X<ong.
H.
June 18.

Joy building.

vester

MRS-

EAST BLUEHILL.
Urindle has

at my store in the
For instance, you can buy

purchases

Corn,

—

Total
Vote,

of High Living

(>C per tb.

at

I shall continue
for some weeks

<

Ellsworth Port.
Ar June 16, sch Catherine from Boston
Hancock County porta.
Southwest Harbor—Sid June 11, sch Har-

not

It is soothing, cooling
and of dainty, delicate fragrance. Harmless, and will
not make hair grow.

coun-

Percival Leon Wescott ties have signified an intention of visiting
Music
apparently wins the republican nominathis county for this meeting, and the largtion by eight votes over Mr. Page, the Essay, The Panama Pacific.
est attendance is promised.
Harold Wilbert Gould
present incumbent, while Mr. .Haddocks,
The evening session will be public, and
Class
Maude
prophecy.Jessie
Morang
ol Ellsworth, apparently leads Mr. Doyle
interesting papers will be given by the
Ambition.Vera
Hazel
Anderson
Essay,
lor the democratic nomination by the
high officers present, as well as by Dr. DeMusic
narrow margin of four votes.
Edward Moore Heck, of Franklin, a past high physician;
Essay,
Flight.Bryant
Following IS the vote of the connty in Presentation of Gifts,
8. 8. Scammons, also of Franklin, and a
full:
Margaret Louise Coughlin past officer of many years’standing; EdREPUBLICAN TICKET.
The History of American Music
Valedictory ward F. Clapham, of Sullivan, a deputy of
Erva Lucille Giles
For (
Slates senator:
the high court; Percy T. Clark, of Frank-

did

hum and restore the natural beauty of your skin,
blonde or brunette.

Music

MARINE LIST.

we

positively guaranteed to
freckles, tan and sun-

Is

oration, Relation of Education to Vocation.Donald Mayo
Class History.Miss Lunt—Mr Marshall

Spray.

make this liberal offer if

remove

Class

June 17.

not

Wilson’s Freckle Cream

Music

Miss Straw, and the full line of graduates
received.
After a social hour, refreshments were served and then all went to
Masonic hall, which had been profusely
decorated, where Kelly’s orchestra continued the music for dancing.
The high school commencement, the
first in its history, will stand as a series of
finely-managed events.

Freckle Cream. Beginning this day, we will
jar this exact size to the first 5 O ladies who ask.

We could

was

Prayer.Rev C W Robinson
Salutatory, Progress of the age,
Edward Sawyer
Class Will.Miss Pauline King
Class Prophecy.Miss Bennet— Mr Somes

been

a

know that a trial of Wilson’s Freckle Cream would establish it permanently on your toilet table.

The hall was crowded
with interested friends.
Music was by

of the

has

ranger, which
The order is

June 22, drop in at
and get, FREE, this jar of Wilson’s

□^Saturday,
store

our

GRADUATION.

Kelly’s orchestra. The papers were all excellent and finely
rendered. The little
floral attendant, Miss Elsie Phillips, presented a bouquet to each girl graduate,
and to the principal and assistant. The
sophomores acted as ushers. Program:

Sorrento,

For County Commissioner:

<

flourishing

from this county came the custom of
all the courts In a county holding, once a
year, a convention.
From this custom, originating with the
courts- in Franklin and Halliv.m, ha*

cock

For Sheriff :

(

the most

in this
x

Ells-

in

and

Among
32

Expected

worth Next Week.
At fills worth on Friday, June 28, will
be held the largest convention ever called
by the Independent Order of Foresters in
any county. This order is too large and
too well known to need extended
description, though it may not be a* well known
that this county has more than a dozen of

largest

For State {‘enator:

•

to the

>,

•England.

x

disappointment

13

1.

•Bowdc
dans 5.
Kobe as, class 5.

re-

i* » sore

x

es:

260

and Hancock
puhllcans of Ellaworth him a handsome
count'-. The county gave
2,000 votes, but the
plurality Ot close to
and Waldo
vote in Somerset, Kennebec
in the discounties, the other counties
a majority
trict. give* Forrest Goodwin

man.

x

SOCIALIST TICKET.

man

who

862

For Governor:

iban

active in the campaign,
Who have been
In many states where the
md larger than
has been tried.

4

class 1...

•Harmo

some

reflects

will Of the voters of their party, and

t#ev

321

•Gross, class 2.

Bridge*, class

candidal

n

317

For County Treasure)1:

ol Hancock county
Tt)e voters
method o', nominattbe direct primary
* for State and county office.

The vote ia

251

•Maddox s.

have tried

j

FORESTERS’ CONVENTION.

•Jellison...
Leach...

B. HAOAN,
Civil
Land

Jr.,

Engineer,
Surveyor.

CvnmiiMci WtrltW
wlittci

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

—

aiibrrt

11 jrrtutirtmt*.

i

anomiVemmt*

$5,000,
DAYS

IX TWELVE

$5,000

LI

\

armin's

T W E L V E

I N

1

DAYS

CLOTHING and FURNISHING GOODS SALE
THE

GREATEST

ELLSWORTH

THAT

‘_EVER SAW_
Look

Have

This shows you what the cold weather
has caused us to do. When we are willing
to sacrifice on good reliable merchandise
right in the season of the year when you
need it most, you know we mean business.

You any children? This sale will give
you the opportunity of fitting them out
in new suits at a saving that you cannot
afford to miss.
We have about fifty boys’ suits in ages
10, 11 and 12, that formerly sold for
$4.50, 5.00 and 0.00, that we are bound to
sell out during this sale We do not want
a
single one left.

25 Dozen
Men’s Balbriggan underwear, the best
50c. value in any store, Necessity price,

Thirty-five

$4.50 values,

cents

$5

and

...

$0 values,

One Dollar

82.48
83.95

25 cent values
25 dozen men’s white handkerchiefs, while

Nineteen cents.
Are You

they last,
Men’s linen

Going Away?

If you are, now i6 the time to buy your
dress suit case. We are going to place
on sale Saturday morning a lot of suit
cases that are easily worth $1.25, for

Seventy-nine
BRING your
it to your

pocket book;
advantage.

cents.
you

can

use

collars,

...

is

going to do

in
Ellsworth during the
next twelve days than
it ever has before, or
ever will again.
Men’s Pants
for

.03
.10

Don’t
to

are

you

need

not

doing this simply because
goods. Its because we

the

want the money.

10 dozen men’s cotton work shirts, assorted patterns, good full sizes, never
sold any where for less than 50 cts.

NECESSITY PRICE, 35c.

bring

Is

something decidedly

time of year:

Forget

your

pocketbook.

Our Store
Will be closed two days, Thursday and
June 20 and 21, to get
ready
for this sale.
Wait for this sale, for it will be the best
opportunity you will get this year to buy
your season’s outfit.

Friday,

All of

unusual at this

our new,

fifty-eent neckwear
this

Necessity

up-to-date
during

will be sold
sale for

Thirty-five cents.
Twenty-five cent neckwear

for

Nineteen cents.

during this sale

98c, $1.19, $1.29, $1.69,
$2.49, $3.25, $4.25.

You Can be Certain
We

more

Here

Right Here
Is

something

of interest to every

one

in

Ellsworth or any other place who values
his DOLLARS.
We know the overcoat
season is
past, but who would not buy
Gold Dollars for Fifty Cents even if he

did

not

need them

to-day.

HERE THEY ARE

Any winter
sold during

overcoat in our store will be

this sale for
$<7.49
A few small sizes in
overcoats
spring
that sold for $10, $12 and $15.
Your choice for
$<5.98

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO..ell^erth’
BOSTON

SPECIAL.

CLOTHES

SHOP

1 p. m., and
other man.

WHEN I SAILED UNDER
THE ENGLISH FLAG.
(Written

lor T*« Aw MICA* by t'njit. M
Bnbbldg*. of (lett’e Island.)

December, 1NW, I

Id

til

I

of tbe eight

wae one

V.

before

men

In tbe

Conway, a

One tallow, whom 1 liked

crew

wae

William

one

ex-

us

that

sbe

due In

was

one

week
WIU (onway, as we called him, beHe told me to
longed n Newbury port.
go and loll tbe captain that be wanted a
cbaooe for I be pair of us. I was to write
him when tbe bark arrived and when she
would he ready to Mil, in time for him
to Join her. I did as be desired, and bad
uo difficulty in getting a berth for each of
us.

through some technicality
kept under the English flag,

she
and

was

j

char-

by the firm of A. 8. A U. W. Lewis,
said for the terra of ninety-nine
years, who ran her as a packet to Cape
Haitian, taling out general cargo, and returning with logwood and coffee.
The l«rk was fast being loaded, and
Monday rooming I asked Capt. Lorsen
when h’- would need my chum, Will Conway. He told me to write for him to be
I wrote him
on hand Thursday morning.
waa

Seaman’s

would

be services

ol which

on-

f J*
[y<t
jjV
■
^,°^Q
W H. °H'6uld

37
38

r

will

we

ing

total ol 11,1100 votes.

a

;uling of the Scriptures,
captain, closing with

the

total ol

al

extra votes will

be

given,

pat
began.

ere

.m
■w

but

ed to

a.

j

l“v

would be
lor

tome

come.

unknown

on

that

reason,

he

were

on

All the tailors

who in-

cjxcept William, the
me to go in the Springbok, instead
he Kace Horse. Our captain waited
one

d

siuuu tx.

again to keep from driftdropped
ing foul of other vessels. Just then a boat
put off from one of the gunboats and came
under our bow, and passing up the end of
a large
hawser, they sang out to us,
“Make that fast ’round your foremast,
heave away on your anchor.” As we had
auebor

expected

their mail

ed

they

the way.
bar, and we

on

Ai'jrttxtnurua.

breeze
lu

as

it

were

anxious for

They steamed out
were ready to catch

total ol

are as

came

one week we

the

a

puot

ou

as

the

sea-

mgu ugm,

de«da that prove true

deeds of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
Ellsworth kidney sufferers,

was:

“Did you

ship,

of votes.

were

Boston

the date

on

placed

last

initial trip

named.

Since

were

nominated, but

as

j

the

steamers

on

engaged

in service hereabouts.
to

fol-

the attractiveness of
is

the

summer

fact

that

suit of white.

fore been

these

they
They

beautiful

craft, and

a

dicted for

them,

most successful
as

they

will

than

season

surely appeal

yet have

as

versary of Hancock county
the best in its history.

Uray.24,700
Edythe Joy.15,375

W. C. T.

W l ST

;

|

11

Helen

Cousins.8,075

12

Nellie

13

Mrs Jas L

Treworgy.6,'50
Floyd.5,176

The woman of to-day who has good
health, good temper, good sense, bright

Donnell...3,850
Salisbury.3,475

eyes and a lovely complexion, the result of
correct living and good digestion, wins tbe

statement on,
endorsement
riven on February
“I was annoyed
I
is in my back.
he trouble at tirst,

mysteriously
getting better I
as

felt at times

as

if it

hard
not sit still. The
ight when I began
Pills, which were
doore’s Drug Store,
this remedy made an
nued use cured me.”

light,

after

Price 50

New York,
; Buffalo,
United States,
ne—Doan’s—and take

as

I

did

under the English Hag.

a

cents,

Prince, and

middle 14
not want to be down there in the
15
of the summer, I told the captain that he
In ! 16
to
take
man
new
a
my
place.
must get
17
was shipped, and
a short time a new mate
Then I 18
as
needed
not
ship-keeper.
was
I
19
bid Capt. Larsen goodby, but I must say
21
most
the
of
experisome
pleasant
that
I sailed 22
ences of my sea life was when
23

>ove

mer

/ay

au

24
25

j

j

Bilious? Feel heavy alter dinner? Tongue 26
coated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow? f 27
Liver needs waking up. Doan’s Regulets j 28
bilious attacks, as cents at any drug
cure
i
store. Adel.
__

attended

The uniform success
Cholera
use of Chamberlain’s Cholic,
and Diarrhma Remedy has made it a
can always be
It
favorite everywhere.
dealers.
depended upon. For sale by all
the

I

Anna Clark

Christina

Doyle.3.U60

Mrs. Frank E.

Gray.1,575

Myrtle Monaghan.1,425

time is

were

the

sold.

coats of

The

proceeds were

closing contest, the judges will carefully lock or seal ballot box and take same
to a bank, where the same will be in a
place where voting can be done during

to

hours and locked in

a vault at
contest, when the
take charge and count the
votes and announce the namns of the ladies

business

night until
judges will
winning

close

of

in their turn.

The last ten days all voting must be
done in
do not

a sealed box at the bank.
If you
wish anyone to know whom you

voting for, place your cash for subscriptions, together with your coupons, in
an envelope which wTill be furnished
you,
are

seal it and put same in ballot box.
This
will give every one a fair and square deal.

graduation.

Combination Manicure and Toilet Set.
VALUE, f6.00
DONATED BY

E. G. Moore,
DRUGGIST.

June 10.

at

a

purchase.

25-vote coupon

with each
Ask lor

DIAMOND RING.

PRIZE:

?1.00
coupons.

VALUE, J20

JEWELER.

VALUE, $5.00

PRIZE:

it.

a

purchase.

ful

S HILLS

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladle*! A*k your DraacUi for
I hU-bM-ler'a
Pills In Ktd And bold
base*, sealed with Woe Ribbon.
Take »»«» other. Bur of your

A

/a\
Dii-jn<>ndTlrnnd/#V\
n>ctallic\W^/

DntMfctt. AskforClIM IIKW-TEMS
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for SA
as Best. Sa est. Always Reliable

years known

SOLD BY DRUGGIS1S EVERYWHERE

We

Pedestal Table.

;

25-vote coupon with each $1.00
Ask for coupons.

give

a

cash

purchase.

CARVING SET.

PRIZE:

being

HARDWARE.
We

give

a

cash

purchase.

at

made

on

the

town-

few

a

days

Castine,

are

underwent

a

success-

Belfast hospital Friday.

H. B. Woodward and grandson,
Fairley, are at Maurice Gray’s

hotel.

June 15.

with each
Ask for

$1.00

coupons.

PRIZE: SUIT OF CLOTHES. VALUE $12.
DONATED BY

Smith &

Hagerthy,

We

25-vote coupon

give

a

cash

purchase.

with each $1.00
Ask for coupons.

ROZIER.

and wife of

Gray

25-vote coupon

Clothing and Men’s
Furnishings.

/

Gray,

VALUE, $5.00

H. F. Wescott,

S. P.

Whiting,

are

operation

Mrs.

CHICHESTER

g ft. Round

DONATED BY

Dark Harbor.

Lincoln
take any

VALUE, $5.00

BARREL FLOUR. VALUE, $8.00
DONATED BY

Mrs. Albert

For sale by

useless to

25-vote coupon with each $1.00
Ask for coupons.

VALUE, $10

visiting C. M. Gray.
Jesse Gray has rented his house for the
summer to New York parties.
Edward Collins and friend arrived at J.
S. Blake’s Saturday for the summer.

If your digesChamberlain’s Stomach and

Liver Tablets will correct

We

DONATED BY

25-vote coupon with each $1.00
Ask for coupons.

give
cash

Clarence

L.

faulty

give
cash

purchase.

Mrs. B. R. Dyer is Bpending

admiration of the world.
tion is

We

a

To be announced.

house.

A tine

Whitcomb.50

Mova on Now!
street crowd, and
a policeman to a
whack* head* if it doesn’t. ‘’Move on now.*’
bowel
say* the big. har*h mineral pill* to
Dr. King’s
congestion and suffering follow*. the
bowel*.
New Life Pill* don’t bulldoze
They gently persuade them to right action,
and health follows. 26c at all druggist*.

a

purchase.

CAPE

Giles.125 medicines internally for muscular or i
Bessie L. Patten.100 chronic rheumatism. All that is needed
Lena G. Camber.75 is a free application of Chamberlain’s
Frances Seeds.50 Liniment. For sale by all dealers.
Jordan.50

PRIZE:

give

$1.00

C. H. Leland,
Confectionery, Periodicals,

to

Hazel

Annie

days in advance of closing. The right to
postpone date of closing is reserved if
sufficient cause should occur.
The contest shall close on a day which
will be announced later.
Ten days prior

cash

with each

26-vote coupon with each $1.00
Ask for coupons.

give

Repairs

_

Charlotte

run not less than 90 days.
of contest will be announced 25

Closing

Ask for coupons.

We give a 25-vote coupon with each $1.00
cash purchase, except grain and sugar.
Ask for coupons.

reported.

200 ail dealers.
Ruth Treworgy.
Mary Holmes.125
It is worse than
Helen Shute.125

aaya

that has

Clow.9,775 defray

Marion

the contest.

Contest to

GROCERIES, MEArS.

mother, Mrs. Eliza Lufkin.
An entertainment was given
at the
schoolhouse in district No. 5 by the
Ice-cream
teacher and the pupils June 8.
and cake

VALUE, $6.00

STOVE.

cash

S. K.

SURRY.

Beasie

to load for Port

OIL

PRIZE:

C. Bowden, of Brewer, was called
here last week by tbe illness of his grand-

10

After

during

tee

DONATED BY

We

W.

Bellatty.9,575
A Haynes.8,950

Mrs

purchase.

PRIZE:

U.

Marcia

permanent.”

We

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by the governor recently announced were the following in
Hancock county:
Agent for the prevention of cruelty to
animals, Bewail E. Nickerson, Amherst.
Justice of the peace, Fernando F. Morse,
Swan’s Island.

Elaine Donovan.35,600’
Susie E Jordan.28,450 j

a

has been

Alice

een

going

J. P. Eldridge, H. C. Austin & Co.
Plumbing, Heating, Stoves. Furniture and Undertaking.

W. C. T. U. Convention.
Owing to a confiiction of dates of the
engagements of the convention speaker,
Hancock county has changed its convention day. Mr9. Livingstone can give the
entire day of June 25, instead of the 26th,

9

not

are

for before eomingtothe ballot box,
as the editor or any other person
positively
will not give you any information on the
subject. The keys of the ballot box shall
be in possession of the awarding commit-

DONATED BY

points beyond.

num-

25-vote coupon

give
cash

is pre-

8

has

you know whom you

sure

E. F. Robinson,

PRIZE:

ever

St., Ellaaltered
cers were all musicians, and nearly every
s Kidney Pills, i
Bvening would render some; very fine
the best kidney
music, which we enjoyed very much.
The cure they
a while the vessel was chartered
icock

Be

to vote

J. A. McGown,
Harnesses, Boots and Shoes.

coastwise

7

a few weeks ago, as she
* to The American
us.
The offilay just across the dock from

con-

DONATED BY

We

to the army of discriminating travelers
from Boston c&stined for New York and

Vera Q Holt.25,350
Annie E

PLUSH ROBE.

painted black.

splendid ships are more
representative types of modern

Harry Maddocks.11,400
Gertrude Dorigan.10,725

6

suspended during

DONATED BY

appear in a
have hereto-

These

pleased

4

are

will add greatly

Another feature which

them.
Remember to have your friends trade
iving coupons. Their
with merchants
| advertisements appear in this issue in
I
connection with our offer.
j
Following are the candidates:

3

connected with this
allowed to becomes

one

be

test.

purchase.

PRIZE:

inside staterooms have been equipped
fans, this provision being a

decided innovation

i
!

2

25-vote coupon with each $1.00
Ask (or coupons.

a

cash

with electric

5

cutworm

We give

room; a hurricane deck cafe and the addition of many attractive staterooms. All of

1,500

are interested in this contest, BDd
with every
give twenty-five vote coupons
dollars's cash purchase.
Those who don’t fully understand the
rules and regulations of this contest can
call at this office, or write us, and we will
to go over the proposition with
be

1

commissions

nery, Boots and Shoes.

season

ships

in

will

candidate in this contest or work for contestants. Votes after being voted cannot
be transferred to another.
All agents’

A. E. Moore,
Dry and Fancy Goods, Milli-

in

«**■

greatetl gain

publication

about

chants

was assassi-

beautiful

season.

; Charles Luting, mentioned by Capt. Rich1
d to stay cured. ardson, of Deer Isle, in his correspondence

ij oi

era.

the rail

stay with me.
We well remember the

f **®ir loC*1 rHPuUtion-

it

over

President Lincoln

add, centipedes and scorpions—was discharged, as there was no freight ready to
ship, it was thought best to lay off a while,
Our mate was discharged for getting
beastly intoxicated while we were in Cape
Haitian, and I was to keep ship while she
for freight. My
was lying by waiting
wife and I had been making our home in
Charlestow n, and as I had to be on board
as ship-keeper, my wife volunteered to

Proof of Deeds at Home.

iMI'oi

came

nated?” You may imagine our great consternation on learning the lacts.
We were soon in Boston, and after our
I might
cargo of logwood and coffee—and

iworth People Have Absolute

not words but

he

bear that

Bunker Hill

service for the

previously announced.
received no votes. These young ladies
The opening rally will be on Monday
should by no means be considered out of
evening, June 24. It is hoped that delethe running, as all have been doing some
in- gates will make no change in their plans
work, and they will make the contest
for attending, as the full summer schedule
teresting for those who already have a of boats will be in effect June 24.
Every |
good start.
w hite ribboner who can attend should be
Remember that ten of our leading mer- at Winter Harbor to make the silver anni-

Cape Cod, and the first question he asked

leeds Not Words.

who makes the

ber

Others

in.
got

one

No

this contest.

—

2.

The Massachusetts made the

Remember to have your triends trade
with merchants who are giving coupons.
Remember the fl5 in gold goes to the

to be

us

over

chusetts and

from

These coupons may be collected from
in the conany and all merchants who are
test.
The names ol the merchants who are
handsome prizes and helping to

middle of

j

m., and 1
there early

American’s

(The Following Merchants Give Valuable Prizes and Coupons.

in all.

April, 1865, one morning,
four gunboats came in sight. All were

on, and work ol clearing
We were to meet at the

Phooae at 11

The

The piano and
1. ANNOUNCEMENT
popular ladies’ voting contest will be
conducted fairly and honestly on business
principles strictly, with justice and fairWith the above
ness to all concerned.
principles, it iB an assured success.

day Evening.

subscriptions,

a

OUR

standing of votes will be issued after thirty
days. No votes accepted at less than regular price of the newspaper concerned in
Plano

Voting Contest.

Graduation Exercises Held Last Fri-

p*/^0iCapt.

II,

Governing

CASTINE NORMAL SCHOOL.

11,500 votes.

publisher

familiar seaman's sacred song, that
ail might join in the singing.
While we were In Cape Haitien, about

IN

RULES AND REGULATIONS

these great shifis
have bad
£100,000 expended upon them for
and rearrangement of their
For every seven back subscriptions 6,000 equipment
passenger carrying facilities.
extra, a total ol 8,800 votes.
The changes involve provision for the
For every lorty merchants’ coupons
use of oil instead of coal ;as fuel; for an
brought to this office and counted by the
enlarged and improved main deck diningor his assistants, a bonus ol 500
renew

seven

a

OFFERED

Prize Voting Contest.

Alley.50

No coupons on subscription account
whether back, new or renewals, will bi
given unless application is made for them
at the time the money is paid.

I

nvauciua;

Mrs. Geo. W. Whiting.50
Mildred I Moore.
50
Winnie F Falls.26
Sophie Walker.25
Mrs David C Linnehan.26
Hazel Moore.26
Grace Smith.25

36

fAi^^duappointed

l^tfing

Louise

32

35

justly proud.
yearly new subscripgive 10,000 extra votes, mak-

decked throughout with American flags
at every place where a flag could be set.;
***>1 feet soaked, if you We knew that some important event had I giving
make this contest a big success
told him that Will taken place; and we soon received the joylows:
<ra* all right, and he ful news that Qen. Loo had surrendered.
A E Moore
sail together, and: The officers went on shore and got a perJ A McGown
if I should mit to tire a salute the next day at 12 m.
J P Eldridge
The gunboats lay only a short distance
C H Eeland
would have shipped at from us and we wore completely envel8 K Whiting, 8 P
Searles, and also Mr. oped in smoke from the guns.
E G Moore
The next morning we hove short, then
who was the captain’s
E F Robinson
we made sail, in order to get out before
H C Austin & Co
we got our
of the Springbok was the sea breeze came in. Before
H V Wescott
•
anchor, the land breeze died out and we
“I II

31

34

seven

tions

For every
] 8,000
extra,

some

corn-

kiiL-

Carrie P. Eatey.60
Mrs. Minnie McFarland........50

33

we are

For every

sarced

would consist of

services

The

taken down to the head

Ik. kloiinif

30

29

possible

been

Bethel

board, that all who wished might attend

the

8

a

that there

know

aoug, prayer,
exortation by

Jbe captain wanted
*im. The mate said

had

He

tlag, which, when
in port Sundays away from Boston, he
he would fly from the top gallant mast
truck to let the crews of other vessels
with

While the
singular incident of ray life.
Spring ok was being loaded, the bark
Race H-rse, the one I and my chum had

land the stevedores

church.

Bethel

presented

them.

I

for the next count is fast ap-

The time

PRIZES—The capital prize will be an
Also other
The graduation exercises of Castine nor- | Obeimeyer & Sons piano.
valuable prizes to the amount of many
mal school were held last Friday
evening.
much
winner
that
lands
the
secure
this
aud
was
raltar,
never heard from after.
An Ellsworth girl, Miss Julia H. Barron, dollars which are announced herewith.
My chum had induced me to go in the nearer success at the finish when the was salutatorian.
3. CANDIDATES—Young ladies in this
Another
Hancock
is
There
will
be
awarded.
nothing
piano
and
he himself went in the
Springbok,
county girl, Miss Addie M. Guptill, of and adjoining towns are eligible to enter
Race Horse, which vessel must have been worth while obtained in this world withthe contest, and the party receiving the
Gouldsboro, delivered an essay.
lost with all on board, the crew consisting out energetic and thoughtful effort, and to j
The graduating class numbered thirty-] largest number of votes shall receive the
become victor in this contest and to reof twelve men all told.
two as follows: Guida L. Allen, Flor- beautiful |400 Obermeyer & Sons piano,
When we were paid off for the trip, ceive the reward that goes with it is cerence H. Ames,
Bucksport; Bernice Ashley, and additional premiums will be distribwhile.
worth
tainly
Larsen
said he would like for us all
Capt.
Seal Cove; Julia H. Barron, Ellsworth; uted in accordance with the contestants’
If your efforts heretofore have been
to go again; and as we knew the vessel
Edith E. Boss, Foxcroft; Abbie M. Buck, standing at the final count.
would he in port only a week or ten days, spasmodic, from now’ on make them conLouis B. Butler, Bluehill; Ernest
4. TIE VOTES-Should any of the conmen j Orland;
Enlist
the
tinuous
and
determined.
we told him we would be glad to
go. We
L. Cookson, Albion; Maude V. Cummings,
j
The Publishers’
testants tie in votes,
in
behalf.
folks
women
as
well
as
the
your
hung around the vessel while she was be
Vernie
O.
Rockland;
Dawe, Brockton; Music Company will award a similar
ing loaded, and would be down to her They w ill enjoy The American, and will Clara B.
East
W.
Clarence
Day,
Eddington;
prize according to standings at final count.
be glad to help you along to victory. |
every day. One daj, as we were standing
Dickey, Monroe; Sarah A. Emery, South
5.
VOTES CLASSED
Votes will be
on the wharf, one of the men, a Russian
Speak to vour friends and neighbors and
Elvira
P.
Fitield, Stonington; issued in the following denominations:
One of Bristol;
Finn, said to me: “You are going second see how quickly they will respond.
Clara F. Furbish, Belfast; Addie M. Gupare
raste this time, are yon not?” “Not that the beauties of this contest is that few
New Subscriptions, 600 votes.. .f 1.50
It till, Gouldsboro; Katherine B. Haley
1 know of,” I replied. He
said: “Mr. disappointed; there are twelve prizes.
500 votes.
1.50
Prospect; Agnes Hughes, Winterport; Renewals,
can ask your friends to
a
when
is
time
you
Land, our mate, told me you were.”
Renewals,
Ruth
K. Kimball,
Emma A,
Lovell;
a substantial way
in
more
than
one
show
votes
1.50
their
friendship
year,600
I was the only yankee on board. Just
Matthews, Grand Lake Stream; Margaret Back
Subscriptions,.400 votes 1.50
then the captain came out of the cabin by assisting you.
E. McCurda, North Whitetield; Clara M.
The count of July 9 will be decisive as
5 years new subscript ions, 5,000 votes 7.50
and called me in. He asked me if 1 would
McIntyre, Margie T. McIntyre, Bluehill; 10
must not be
years new subscriptions,
like to go second mate, and I told him 1 to the fl5, and its importance
Rena V. Reed, West Tremont; Bernice
on that oc12,500 votes 15.00
would. He said he would give me |50 a overlooked, for your standing
M. Rich, Bradley; Amy K. Richardson,
to your fol20 years new subscriptions,
month, and he handed me a f&O treasury casion is a sort of barometer
Flora
M.
Castine;
Seeley, Searsport; Myra
30,000 votes 30.00
of friends, and, if you win, it will
was
note bearing
interest. That
my lowing
J. Springer, Ellsworth; Hattie E. Tolman,
6. INSTRUCTIONS
Results
as
to
efforts of yourself and
month's advance, which it was customary be the result of the
Clara F. Webster, Vinalhaven; Miriam C.
friends.
to pay a man when he joined a vessel.
Isle
au
Haut.
Turner,
X. XI r,
The captain told me I could go on duty
bition lo improve right along, and go
the next morning. The next morning I
New Boston-New York Water Route.
regularly to every home in Hancock
went
to work, and although under a
The Eastern
Steamship Corporation
Hand for and promote those
foreign tlag, there was nothing unpleas- county: to
lor the good ol the started the service of its al!-the-way-by- PRIZE: To be announced. VALUE, $5.00
ant.
The captain was a fine Christian things which will be
water route to New' York on June 10,
DONATED BY
and to wield as great influence
man, a member of Rev. Phineas Stow's community
when the great steel steamships Massalor the upbuilding ol the city
as

and mailed the letter that forenoon.
Now comes what 1 think the most

was

GREAT PRIZE

IS THE

.T.Unil—-

tered

~

Bonus Inducements.

—

still

was

A $400 Piano

Making the Largest
Count—Special

—

England for a blockade-runner with a
full cargo of contraband of war, and was
captured off the Etentbera island by the
gunboat Sanorna, under command of RearAdmiral Charles Wilkes, when she was
trying to get into some southern port. A
prize crew was put on board, and she was
sent to New York and confiscated, but

sailed in last

In Gold to the Candidate
Gain in Votes Since the

$15

9.

Tuesday, July

]

I was somewhat surprised to learn that
the captain, both mates, the ate wards and
one man before the moat
were NorweThe vessel looked to me to be
gians.
what sailors would call a diving bell—288
tons burden, British register; was under
the English flag, hailing from Turk'* IsItnd. I looked her} thoroughly over, and
1 learned that she was built in Falmouth,
Eng., for a yacht, with any amount of
braas work to be kept shining.
She had been fitted out by parties in

U

Second Count

the

A few days before we arrived in Boston
he asked me which way 1 intended to go
for tbe next voyage. I told him I bad
thought nothing about it. He Mid: “Let’s
yon and I ship in the bark Springbok.”
He Mid he bad been in her tba voyage before, and that sbe was a tine vessel, and
bed the uest man for a captain be ever
Mtled under. She ran aa a packet between Huston and Capa Haitian, on tbe
island of Ifayti.
When we arrived in Boston, we went to
tbe oBct of tbe owners of tbe Springbok,
A. 8, A G. W. Lewie, on tbe south side of
Rowe's wharf, to ascertain where tbe vessel wae. end when she was due.
Tbe
told

an-

reading of the scriptures; then a prayer by
and with it interest in the recaptain. And I, one who had always proaching,
had great regard for Christianity, said sult is growing daily more keen, with
to myself: It is good to be here.
friendly rivalry among the contestants for
In seven days we got a pilot to take ns first
place. The remaining days will witinto Cape Haitien. The people are nearly
ness an active campaign for more votes.
ftU colored, and speak the French lanNew subscriptions are coming in, and the
guage. We were In port but three weeks.
Cape Haitien was a rendezvous for Yankee merchants are having wide and active degunboats during the Civil war, and their mand for the merchant coupons.
mail was sent to Boston on the Springbok.
If you are not a subscriber for The
We completed the trip in forty-seven days.
now is the time to start, or if
On arriving, the owners told me that American,
the time to’pay. You
my chum came down to the office when you owe, now is the
we had been gone about two hours. Find
have, no doubt, a friend among the coning we bad sailed, he went on board testants who would be delighted to have
the Race Horse, and the captain wanted
your votes.
him to go second mate, and be shipped
Fifteen dollars in gold is worth considand went in her. She was reported when
she passed tJ) through the straits of Gib- erable effort, and the energy put forth to

ceedingly well.

owners

ship

to

dock
short
time we were out past Boston light. At
four bells (6 o’clock) I took the wheel.
At 7.30 stria bulls were struck. This was
something I had never known on shipboard before, and every man excepting
myself at the wheel and the officer ot the
deck, filed into the cabin. In a few moments they were singing a
beautiful
sacred song. After the song, there was

wn

the mast.

obliged

At 3 p. rn. a tug took us out of the
and the pilot took
charge, and in a

returning to
Boston from Smyrna, Asia Minor, in tbe
bark Face Horae, with a cargo of Age and
retains.

was

G.

MAN COUGHS AND BREAKS RIBS.
After a frightful coughing spell a man in
Neenah, Wis., felt terrible pains in his side,
and his doctor found twu ribs had been
broken. What agony Dr. King's New Discovery would have saved him. A few teaspoonsfui end a late cough, while persistent
use route obstinate coughs, expels stubborn
colds or heals weak, sore lungs. “1 feel sure
it’s a godsend to humanity”, writes Mrs. Effie
Morton, Columbia, Mo. “for 1 believe I
would have consumption to-day, if 1 had not
used this great remedy.” It's guaranteed to
satisfy, and you can get a free trial bott'e or
60-ceut or 91.00 size at all druggists.

SAVE THAT MAN!

Get for him the proofs that we can free him
from the desire for intoxicants in three days*
time. We have scores of letters from people
that have been freed by our Three Day treatment, and we have the permission of the writers
to show them.
Three Days
is the title of a
book giving a true story of a business man’s cure.
It is Free, it proves that the

DRINK HABIT
can
be overcome
THEATMKXT. No

by the NEAL 3-DAY
hypodermics used. Results
Call upon, address or phoue
The Neal Institute, 05 Pleasant Avenue*
Portland. Me. Tel. 4416.
absolutely certain.

Drug Habits Specially Treated
with Great Success.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
for those who
HAVING
support and
need assistance
the next flve
to

may
years

care

during

and are legal residents
llsworth. X
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them- at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drcmmkt

w~

HUB RUBBERS

winter

good wife and mother. The
husband and daughter have tenderly

COUNTY NEWS.

cared for her in the many months of her
borne so
been
suffering, which has

EAST BLUEHILL.
Harold Vinal of Boston, is the guest of
A. J. Grindle.
Miss Leila Hidlon, of South Portland, is

patiently.
Roy Travers is home from a coasting
trip, and is very ill at Leander Allen’s.
Mrs. Lydia Welsh, of Prospect Harbor,
visiting here.
Stinson.
Mrs. Ernest Mclntire, of Bluehill, is is visiting her sister, Mrs. George
Mrs. Annie Stinson will leave Friday
visiting her parents here.
Luther N. Bridges is home from Bar for Dirigo island to get the cottages ready
for occupancy.
June 13.

Harbor.
in

visiting

is

Cousins

Mrs. Hattie
Brooksville.

BLUEHILL.

Mrs. Nellie Ridlon is here from South
Portland.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has. in His
infinite wisdom, seen fit to call to the better
land our beloved sister. Ernestine A. Macomber, be it
members of
That
we, the
Resolved,
James A. Garfield woman’s relief corps. No.
24, express our sorrow at the loss of a faithful
interaud^loyal member, one who was deeply
ested in the corps and ever willing to lend her
aid tofts work.
2 That we extend to her bereaved family
of a dear
our heartfelt sympathy in the loss
oue whose life of unswering truth and integ-

H. P. Long has bought a sloop of
Creek parties.
Miss Henrietta Conary is home from
Lincoln. She is accompanied by Miss
Aurilla Towle.
Miss Ethel Bridges and W. W. Gilman,
of Hudson, Mass., were married May 28,

Chpt.

Otter

by

Bluehill

at

Hargrove.

Rev. Charles

left May 29 for New York.
Prof. Harold Pender and wife,of Boston,
are at their cottage here for a few weeks.
Mrs. Pender’s mother, Mrs. M»thews, ac-

They

companied

them.

Mrs. Ella Stansfleld
Maine general hospital, Portland, where
she has been for surgical treatment.
R.
June 10.
is home from the

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Bain has

Lucy

Mrs.

returned from Bos-

ton.

Clarence Lurvey is employed at V. R.
Smith’s store.
Sulley is employed
laundry.

Fred

bookkeeper

as

Virginia

Gordan Graves and Miss
here for the

Graves

summer.

Mrs. Ethel Wilson, of Boston, is visitNathan Fennelly.
Dr. Matthew Du Bois and

cupying

family

are oc-

John Fait cottage.

icas.

in The Ellsowrth AmerFlorbnce J- Mrrriix,
Christie C. Osoood,
Carrie Snowman,
Committee.

DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Charles Pressey, who has spent the
winter in Brooklyn, N. Y., is home.
Mrs. Nellie Saunders, who has spent
week in Boston and New

London,

a

is home.

Jack Beck, a law student at the University of Maine, is home for his vacation.

Charles Burr, who has been attending
University of Maine, is home.

The American express office will be removed from S. N. Graves’ store to Main

this week.

Heze Richardson and family have
returned from Boston, where they spent
the winter. Dr. Richardson
his offices here.

has

reopened

trained

a course as

Harbor View chapter, O. E. S., entertained the Vinalhaven and Brooklin chap-

Wednesday.

The graduating exercises of the high
place at the town ball Thursday evening. Ten students received
school took

diplomas.

Miss

Dr.

to take

nurse.

June

Sampson, of Foxcroft, arrived
Monday. She will have charge of the
local telegraph office during the summer.

Gray left this week lor the

Bangor hospital

ters

the

street

they be published

Miss Essie

ing Mrs.

the

rity is so worthy of emulation.
8. That our charter be draped in mourning
for thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions be sent the sorrowing family and that

A.

at the steam

are

|

10._Rkx.
OCEAN VILLE.
and wife

Thomas Greenlaw

are

visiting

in Camden.
Mrs.

Means

Frances

Kate

and

Green

have gone to Southwest Harbor for the
summer.

V.

June 10.
COREA.

Mis9 Geneva Young is employed at
Murch’s restaurant. Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Ernest Harding, with two little
sons, of Newport, is visiting her sister,

George

Mrs.

Hatch.

closed last week.

School

Pupils

not ab-

Annis.
Gardiner, Beulah
KenI Gross, Frank Gross, Georgia Gross,
health.
neth Gross, Margaret Gross, Stuart Gross,
Mrs. Ethe] Noyes has gone to Hancock Robert Hatch, Forrest McDonald, Charlie
|
Point, wuere sue is employed for the sum- McDonald, Katherine Morey, Elma Stanmer.
ley, Hattie Sellers and Norman Webb.
A.
June 14.
lloilis F-irren and wife have gone to
Cberryfield to visit Mr. Farren’s brother,
ISLES.
CRANBERRY
who is seriously ill.
Tunk

Young
gone
Pond this summer, for the benefit of her
has

Mrs. Waiter

There will
church

ba

a

to

dinner at the

Baptist

for the

benefit

Juiy 4; proceeds
Alma S uart

is home from

Hig-

gins classical institute, where she has
been attending school. In a speaking
contest in her class graduation week, she
won

pii

firs,

treasurer.
June 14.

the

HAfiBQL.

suit mer.

employment
east Harbor.

i

Ralph Perry

have

Mrs. A. W. Howard and daughter and
Mr. Harrison, of Caelsea, are guests of
Mrs. Howard’s sister, Mrs. W. A. Urann.

Herbert

at Isles-

Spurling

left

Saturday for

Bangor, for ten days.
Richardson, of Eden, is the
J. Spurling and w ife.

Mrs. Harriet
guest of L.

Mrs. Sadie and Carrie

Trussell

are

at

Harbor.

Schools closed

Friday,

after

a

successful

taught by Mrs. Perley Stanley and

term

Miss Addie Bates.

Spurling and daughter Barspending a week in Bar Harbor,

Mrs. Edna
are

guests of M. P. Cleaves and wife.
Rooney.
June 10.

the

EASTBHOOK.
Miss

an

with A. S. Wilson at North-

Arthur

Wedge is employed

Mary

E.

Dyer

has gone to

North-

east Harbor to work.

Miss Nancy Dyer, who has been working at East Shiiivan, is home.
Freddie Joy has gone to Bar.Harbor tc
work.

E. L. Clow is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Blake, in Bar Harbor.
C. Motimer Gott will leave this week
for Southwest Harbor to attend to hie
boating business.
Gem.
June 10.

Tbe pupils of the school in this district
a sociable at the hail Saturday evening. Tbe program consisted of music,
recitations, a dialogue and tableaux, after
which games were enjoyed. Proceeds, |5,
for the benefit of the school league.
There was a large attendance at the

S. G.

Sunday afternoon to liBten to an
interesting baccalaureate sermon by Rev.
E. F. Wood, to the graduating class of the

J. Lufkin, who fell on the icc
last winter, is yet unable to walk.
Joseph Crowley and wife, of Buck&port,
are visiting Mr. Crowley s parents, F. C
Crowley and wife.
The Corea boys played ball with the

held

church

high

school.

Music

by

members of the

school, under the direction of Mrs. W. H.
Russell, was very pleasing. Graduation
exercises will be held at the church Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.

H.

June 10.

COREA.
Mrs.

M.

Prospect

Harbor

Henry E. Jellison died

eighty-five

Jane

7, aged

years.

bert.

Mrs. John Taylor and child, of Bar Harare occupying Mrs. Washington Leland’s cottage.

bor,

season.

J. Arthur Jellison, who has been in
town the past week, has returned to his
home in Gloucester, Mass.
V.
June 13.
_

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Naomi Eaton, of Thomaston, is
visiting here.
Mr. and Mrs. Seekins, of Swansville, are
visiting their son Walter.
Mrs. Benjamin Fogg has gone to Sunset
to open the South worth cottage.
Judkins died at North
Stonington June 11, aged forty-six years.
She leaves a husband and daughter, who
Mrs.

Richard

Makes the Nation Gasp.
The awful list of injuries on a Fourth of
July staggers humanity. Set over against it,
however. Is the wonderful healing by Bucklen’fl Arnica Salve, of thousands, who suffered
from burns, cuts, bruises, bullet wounds or
explosions. It’e the quick healer of boils, ulcers, eczema, sore lips or piles. 25 cts. at all

druggists.

S.

pleaded not guilty ic
municipal court to the charge ol
carrying on a livery business on Sunday,
and waived examination. Judge Bensos
imposed a tine of $6 and costs, from which
the respondendeot appealed and gave flOC
Arno W. Cleaves

the

bail to appear at the October term of the
supreme court. This prosecution undez
the old “Dlue laws” is a chapter in the
auto

wwr.

C. C. Ladd and family, of Bar Harbor,
have rented Mrs. George W. Richard’s
for the

Score

BAR HARBOR.

Mrs. George Dority, of Mariaville, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sheridan Gil-

place

boys Saturday.

10-7 in favor of Prospect Harbor.
June 10.

EDEN.
B. V. Grant is ill.

It’s Best
To Have

RESPECTFULLY

JOSIAfl

Hanob^

sign

ready

digestion.

®{

IB»«g

something
universally admitted

BEECHAM’S
PIUS

ftrees

preventive

Joseph

bowel,
They bring

regular, natural,
through

body—in

actions, vigor
—

spirits—you

quickly,
yourself suffering

turn*

Ready On Hand

Keene, of Lynn, Mass., whe
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Julia
Mrs. G. A.

Hutchins,

has returned home.

M.

June 10.
BROOKSVILLE.

Hattie Cousins, of East Blue hill, is
niece, Mrs. F. H. Billings.
The road machine has been used with
Mrs.

living
good

with her

effect in this section.

June 10.

A.

Ends Hunt for Rich Girl.
Often the hunt for a rich wife ends when
the man meets a woman that uses Electric
Bitters. Her strong nerves tell in a bright
brain and even temper. Her peach-bloon comand ruby lips results from her pure
plexionher
blood;
bright eye# from restful sleep; her
elastic step from firm, free muscles, all telling
ol the health and strength Electric Bittern
give a woman, and the freedom from indigestion, backache, headache, fainting and dizzy
sp# '.Is they promote. Everywhere they are
woman's favorite remedy. If weak or ailing
try them. 50c at all druggists.

••-

....

*«J»'>•»

Jamb*

J*««

ibU“£*!,

b*jL“

AnjMd

lAteof Bden. In **J2^®*»*J.
**Se*ih"HArdln*.
decnoed.
certnln tnetromecl
A

be the I**t will *nd leA!*"'*1
rented, together wtth
AbtAAt. the
thereof, preernted by Mr*. Id*
ecntrlx therein nAtnwl
__
.....
HArrirt Bennett. I*te of •>*»'**■ ,B«1d
A certAin
county, deceneed
nill
"•
porting to be Ihe l**t
Mo*
decneed. together with
b*te thereof nod for the AppolullAAA J:,.
» tk tke wUl Au.
ton Beckwith, edroml.i reto.
l>
uexrd. Preeented by Pert
re
D‘
mid
cf
end
eon
legAlee
*• a WUi bayHennetc the e*ecu»«r n*»* «*■->
tog declined to accept t * ****'■,.*__.
of
0
Ephraim O. Smith, late
Elliott
Petition
Mid county, dseeaaed.
M. Nye or tome other suitable pmnmmt sp*
**”.”*•
pointed administrator of the
ceased, presented by Merritt T
oflaaid deceased. Also pettiioa JWPrank
said
the
for
H. Cartis, praying
«• the «s.
Prank H. Curtis* as administrator
tate of aaid Ephraim O. Smith
worth* ta
Henry Whiting, late of E lie that John said
A.
Petition
county deceased
Peters or some other suitsh-e perasa t* ap»•*»**•*
pointed administrator of thehdeceased, to succeed Hamuei
make* Susan
signed, presented by Mary V
W. Cushman and Samuel k. Wbttl*®. *lster*
and brother of said deceased
in said
Fanny Newbury, late of Tienmat*
»
RumUl
county, deceased. Petition that I*
or some other suitable person be appelated
said
of
estate
decease-.,
of
th*
administrator
of the
presented by L. W. Humill. chairman
board of selectmen and of orerasers of the
count
Hancock
y.
Tretnoct.
town
of
poor of the
State of Maine, said town of Tremoot being a
creditor of said deceased.
Martin O. t'unningham. late of Parry. in
First and ijai ac*
said county, deceased
cout of Alfred Condon, administrator, fts*d f«r
to

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

I

May

..

IH.

......

ln*‘rJ“'"1.'I“r:
t?**1
P*"1**."?»
.**•

Uld

►"'.•.''Tt

b,J2PSmi

#»[****»eir

appoJnt»<ytof

settlement.

John T. Rea, late of Castine. in al4 «ouaty,
Final account of t bail** 1 Medeceased.
Cluakej, administrator, filed for Mtthrthtut.
Henry I). Averlll. of Eden. in Mdd county.
First acount of Mary h. Avertll. fsardisn,
filed for settlement.
Gilman Jordan, late of WallhtSS. 1» said
county, decease^ Third ac-> aid
B. Jordan, administrator, filed for «ttif ent,
Martha J. Sumner, late of Verc-aa. »* *iid
First account of Alhtoa J.
county, deceased
Whitmore and Herbert A. WhitmSI* cxecutors, filed for settlement
Gilman Jordan, late of Wsithsta. la Mid
county, deceased. Petition 6 *d by Wulcrd
B. Jordan, administrator, for license to veil
certain real estate of said din-eased. ** dethe
scribed In said petition
■

proceeds,

ss

personal property.

Kd*o la «aiJ
Henry 1) Averitl, late
Petition filed bv Mary Eatcuniy, deceased
telia Avert!1, widow, for sn allowance M of
•be personal edate of said decr»*edMartba J. Sumner. 1st* of Verona in said
county, deceased. Petition filed ©y Albion J.
Whitmore and Herbert A Whitmire, c*f Bangor, Maine, praying that the appointment of
said petitioners named aa trustees in the *«t
will and teatameet of said deceased* may bo
confirmed by as id court.
Caroline L>. White, late of Oriaad. le said
Petition filed by George
county, deceased
W. White, executor, that an order b* Mused io
distribute among the heirs of *vi4 deceased,
the amount remaining in the hands of sild
executor, upon the sculemvat of bit in' ac-

—

of

count.

Lora an Warren, late of Burktport, )a said
county, deceased. Petition filed by TV dore
H-Bm it h. administrator of the «U’» of as id
deceased, tha- the amount of ttiheriuse* tax
upon said estate be determined by Us .‘*e
of probate.
Maitba J. Sumner. late of Yeroae. la said
county*deceased. Petition filed by f ca J.
Whitmore and Herbert A. Whitmore, etecators of tbe last will and testament of said 4eceaaed, that tbe amount of inhrr;U£<-< »t
upon said estate be de-ermiued by sbs judge
of pronate.
Iva A. Treworgy. Angie M. Tree orgy. Augustus W.
and Villa V. Tfew -:gy.
minors of Barry, in said count*
Petition
I filed by Kdsa M Treworgy. gu&r-Lis, 5 *r lcense
to selt certain real
estate of
said
minors, as described in aat.i pet Ulna.

Treworgy

>

i

JEROME H. KNOWLKB. Judges A
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. I MaSOX:
STATE OF MAINE.
Hakcock ss. —At a probate cool
Ellsworth, in and for said county of
on
the fourth day of June, in
of our Lord one thousand nine uuo
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purportk
a copy of the last will and tea
REGINA M. KNOTT, late of !<AI
CITY, and STATE OF MARYL
deceased, and of the probate thtreo
city and state, duly authecttested,
been presented to Ibe judge of probate1
aaid county of Hancock for the purpe*
iug allowed, filed and recorded in the |
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be
ail persons interested therein, by puhm
a copy of this order three weeks euccvfl
in tbe Ellsworth American, a
newJ
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
cock, prior to the second day of July,
jy
that
IMS.
thev may appear at a probate oourt*
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and tor said
county of Haucoek. at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show cauae, if any they have,
against the same.
JEROME U. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A tiue copy of the original order.
Attest:-T. F. Mahoney. Register.

A

gil

..

I

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.
Way.

EGYPT.
Frank H. Jordan has been promoted tc
chief engineer on the steamer Pemaquid.

un

l» •"b,r •* the ».
*11 perueu* Inter#*!*-!I
iawi herelnufler n*mwl
<n. In »M
At » prob*l* court held
«a 'At
fourth
for the county of HabcocA.
•1*. of June, a d l»'l
....... w..
***» p*.
ciAtler*
following
q-tllE
A .ented for ihe Action
»»
After IndtCAted, It li
tlce thereof be fteen to All PAWgf *lV'*,*d
£«bby cAutln* * copy of
B.l*ilthed three week* iACcee*it*ly
worth Amerlcwn. * Dew.pAper PAMrthed M
K' "“' *»•
F.llAworth, In uld couuty. lbAl
l» *
*>>»•
peer At a probAte court
d»
worth, in nld ntintj. onUA
1*11. Al
of July. a. d.
thereo* if thej
In lb* forenoon, and be beard
To

Elision! Loan aid BuildiiAss’i

...

Titnayenis, of *>oston, is here for

'‘WiHiirn Southard

were:

ford.

bara
S.

SULLIVAN

*

Fifleld,

Miss Lena

Seal

The ladies'ai l society has elected new
officers as louows: Mrs. Cora Crowley,
p Mdent; Mrs. Ida Crowley, vice-president; Mrs.. Lettie Lufkin, secretary and

D. S.

Mildred

Mrs. Millard

of the church.
Mi

for the term

sent

STATE or MAINE.
To the supreme Judicial court next to ;»«
holrien st Ellsworth, in the county of Han- Hancock *acock and State of Maine on the second Tues«*
Jo.lab N. Davidson va. CharlesF.
day of April, a d. 1913.
-»
ala.
To the nv’Mt Judicial court.
represents Joseph B.
Carter, of bullivan, in said county and
KquUy.
State; that the record title to certain real es
N. DAVIDSON, of Plttabnrgh. in
"'*1* ol
tale situated in the town of Lamoine. in th«
the county of All<*b«ny and
county of Hancock and State of Maine, is in
complains agamal CharrsF
Bannayltanla,
of
the
vonr petitioner; that said real property ii
coanty
In
of
Danforlh.
Hanger.
of trouble
to use at first
Concha, of
hounded and described as follows:
KOI and State ol Mam.. Jam*.D.
of »ald BanA certain lot or parcel of land situated in
■aid Bangor. Joaeph Deo t oomb*.
the best corrective for any disorder
said
of
Bangor,
the town of Lamoine. county of Hancock and
D.
Emery,
gor. Carmellta
The
State of Maine, and bounded as follows, to
of the organs of
Haul. s. Darling, ol said
wit: Beginning at a tree marked for a corner, Hunt, of «ald Bangor, ^barlm
easier
the
earlier you seek relief
thence running north three and one-half de- Chicago. In the county ol too*
it—and the more
grees east sixty-four (91) rods to stake snd
Illinois, Florence H. taylor. ol aald! ChUmgcs
it will be to
Of
stones at the town road; thence by said town
Mary D. Taylor, of Mellon n
road northeasterly to the line of the old mill Oiford and state of Maine. Howard RTAjlor,
certain it will be that the trouble
road, so called; thence on the line of the said of Unity, in the county of Waldo and State or
worse.
will not lead to
in tba
old mill rosd easterly to the southwestern Maine, Harold W. Darling,
f* LUbon.
that
line of land now or formerly of Isaac N. Salis- county of Androscoggin and State of Maine.
It is
bury; thence by said line or land now or for- Huby E. Pal von. off How land. In thecounty
merly of said Salisbury one hundred and fifty- Penobacot and State of Maine. Adelaide I>.
two (182) rods, more or less, to the shore at
Merrill, of Stonlngton. iu the county of Hanlow water mark; thence southeasterly follow- cock and State of Maine, Clara E. To*a«, of
ing said line of low water mark in its various BluehUl, in aaid county of Hancock. Annie L~
turnings and windings, eighty-five (86) reds, Grin die, of aaid BluehUl. Harriet V. Clough,
more or less, until intersection is made with
of Hcdgwick, in aaid county of Ha»®OCk, Wi 1
the line of land now or formerly of Everett Ham Henry Darling. Joseph D. Danforth.
Me Far Is ml; thence about south fifty-fix de- John B. Furey. John B. Forty, Jooior, Gladys
grees weft, but following the line of said A Furey and Marguerite Furey, whose rest
land of said Evernt McFarland, one hundred drnces are unknown, the heirs, deviaeea, or
and fifty (IM) rod*, more or leas, to a stake assigns of France* M Putnam, formerly of
and stones; thence aboot south seventy deBuck*port, io aaid county of Hancock, the
west, bui still following the line of said heirs, deviaeea, or aaaign* of Haniuel Annear.
as well
are the safest
and now or formerly of said Everett McEar- formerly of aald Blnebill. persona unknown
and formerly of Jacob McFarland. »o the first claiming by descent, purchaseor otherwise
as the most reliable corrective of
O. B. Darling
bound, containing eighty-one by, through, or under
mentioned
acres, more or less.
or liver troubles.
and William H. Darling, both tomerly Of
stomach,
That the source of the petioner’s title is as aaid Bangor, and the Bangor and BluehUl
about
follows:
Copper M ining Company, a corporation duly
(1) By wsrranty deed from Eliia Brooks organized under the lawa of the Btate off
the
healthful action. All
and George F. Brooks, to Lydia Young, dated Maine, and with Its principal place of busiJune n, 18ST, and recorded io Hancock county ness now or formerly at said Bangor, and aaya:
every organ, every nerve
registry of deeds in volume 172. page 280.
First: That said Harold W. Darling ia a
and
—in
(2)
By warranty deed from I.ydia A. Young minor not under gusrdiananip.
dated August 14, 1008, and
T.
to
Young.
Ralph
That said Grace Hunt ia an insane
geconri
will feel the benefit of Beecham’s
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds person not nnder guardianship.
in volume 380. page 248.
and
too.
You
Pills
Third. That aald John B. Furey, Junior,
(I) By warranty deed from Ralph T. A oung Gladvs A. Furey and Marguerite Furey are
if you
will save
to Joseph B. Carter, your petitioner, dated mino'rs. but whether or not under guardianNovember It, 1911. and recorded in Hancock ship is to the plaintiff unknown.
have this matchless aid to health
county registry of deeds in volume 488, page
ruunn.
»'*•*■*•*
gent inquiry but is unable to ascertain the
That said ml eat at* U encumbered by an
residence* of said Joseph D. Danforth, John
undischarged mortgage given by George F. B. Furev. John B. Furey. junior, Gladys A.
Brooks to George M. Herbert and bis succesPurer. Sfargoerite Purer and William Henry
«<w* as treasurer of the Bucksport Savings
Darling, or lue names of the heirs, devisees,
la boiH 10c- 28a.
Sold everywhere
Bank under date of Ma-ch 24. 1873. and re
or assign* of said France* M. Putnam, Samuel ;
of
deeds
in
Hancock
in
corded
county registry
Annear. Joseph O. B. Darling and William H. I
volume 144. page 806.
Darling other than tboae hereinabove named
That the said mortgagor and those having as defendant*.
bis estate in the premises have been in uninFifth: That said Bangor and Bluehill Copterrupted possession of such real estate for per Mining Company i* practically no longer
twenty years after the expiration of ihe time in existence; that no officer or agent of aalJ
the
full
the
for
limited i*
perform- corporation can be found within the county
mortgage
is what your money will earn if
snce of the conditions thereof.
where such corporation is established or
invested in shares of the
That the mortgage** named in said mortwhere Its records or paper* are by law reare
as
unknown
as
their
residences,
well
age,
to be kept; that Albert R. Conary. of
quired
to your (Rlitioner.
aaid Bluehill. is a member thereof.
WhereTor, he, the petitioner, asks that noSixth: That for more than four year* prior
and
named
to
the
herein
be
ordered
tice may
For more than
to the date of this bill, to wit:
to all persons claiming by. through or under
twenty years, the said Josiah N. Davidson or
A NEW SERIES
I hem as provided in section 87 of chapter 92 of
those under whom he claims title have been
and
of
further, in
the revised statutes
Maine,
open, notorious, exclusive, continued and
Is now open. Share*, Ml each; monthly pay
that the court may enter a decree setting
uninterrupted possession of a certain tract or
rorth the necessary facts and the finding of
mcnt.*. Ml per share.
of land, hereinafter described, claim
parcel
in
relation
thereto.
said court
ing and estate of freehold therein, to wit, an
Dated at Sullivan ibis twelfth day of Febru- estate in fee simple.
WHY PAY RENT
ary. a. d. 1912.
Seventh: That said tract or parcel of land
Joseph B. Carter. Petitioner.
wheu you can borrow uu your
is aituated in Biuehill. in the county of HanBy W. B. Blaisdell, his ait'y.
shares, give a first mortgage and
cock and State of Maine, and is bounded and
reduce it everv month? Monthly
described ns follows, vit.: Beginning at the
BTATK OF MAINE.
centre of tbe highway leading from Bluehill
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
at a point north 61 degrees west
County ok Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial to Sedgwick
than you are now paying for
from a red oak tree standing on the eastern
a. d.. 1912.
Term.
Court.
April
rent, and In about ten years you
T.
said highway tn land of Alden
of
side
That
ordered:
the
forgoing petition,
Upon
will
Conarv and Emma M. Candace; thence south
personal service by cony of the petition and 61
degree* ea«i to said tree; thence by land of
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
this order of notice be made upon the supt'onar.v and Candage south 61 degrees
posed claimant whose name is known, to wit. said
the Bucksp* rt Baring* Bank fourteen days at east thirty-three rods ami fourteen link* to
For particulars Inquire of
75
least before the October term of this court a. *take and stone*; thence by said land south
O. W. Taplry, Scc’y.
d. 1912. and that notice upon other persons degrees east twenty- five rods to a red oak tree
thence
continuof
Bluehill
tbe
*hore
at
bay;
unknown, claiming a* heirs, devisees or asPlrsifN&t’UBank.Rtdf.
to low water mark;
signs ar in any other way under the said ing aaid last named course
A. W. Krsrn. President.
following low water mark northerly
Bucksport Savings Bank or persons unknown thence
be given by publishing a like copy in the and westerly to land of David P Friend, said
Ellsworth American three times, the first last bound being marked by a stake »nd Iron
Lvtilroabs cut) Steamboats.
bv said Friend’s land south 46
publication to be thirty days at least before hg>K; thence
said October term of this court: that the said degree* west sixteen rod* to a stake at end
by Mild Friend’s land
respondent and all persona interested may ! of stone wall: thence
then appear before said court at Ellsworth, north tEDy degree* weat ten rod* and twelve
bolt at said highway; thence
I in said county of Hancock, and show cause link* to an iron
continuing said Isit named course to the
against said petition.
centre of said highway; thence by tbe centre
Geo. M Hanson,
In Effect
Justice Supreme Judicial Court. of said highway south 64 degree* west eight
rods and fourteen links to the first mentioned
and
order
of
A
true
of
the
1012.
copy
petition
15,
bound and place of beginning, containing
court thereon.
eight ana one *ixteenth acres, more or less.
Attest:—John E. Bunker.
Eighth: That Harvey O. Conary by deed
Clerk Supreme Judicial Court.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
dated February 21,1877. and recorded in HanP M ( P M
AM
A M
cock registry of deed* in book ISA, page «*3,
GUARDIAN'S) SAl-K.
t
9
3
45
00
lv
t
ARBOR...
HARH
H. BRIDGHAM FERNALD. guardian conveyed a certain interest in tbe premises
4 15.
Sorrento.
hereinabove <Searthed to said Sscnuel Annear;
of Marcia B. Fernald and Caro A. Fer4 45
Sullivan.
♦
minors of Mount Desert, Hancock that aaid Samuel Annear by deed dated March
nald,
20
5
16
l
9
50
Ill
Desert
Mt
Ferry.
10. 1877. and recorded In said registry in book
been
the
Maine,
having
by
6 22
9 56
11 27
county,
probate 15A, page 481. conveyed a part of hi* said tnterWaukeag, Sullivn Py
court in and for Hancock county, Maine, on
11 30, 5 25 10 03
Hancock.
est to Wilford E. Grind !e and Albert R. ConFranklin Road.
til 40 * 5 33 10 14 the seventh day of May, 1912. licensed to sell
ary; that said Samuel Annear by deed dated
at public or private sale the real
Wash’gt'n June. fU 00 ;ll 50 * 6 41 10 45 and convey
12. 1877.and recorded In said regis11 06
6 47 10 52 estate of said minora hereinafter described do September
11 57
ELLSWORTH...
in book
page WO, conveyed another
5 52 *1$ 57
hereby give public notice that 1 shall offer for try of hi* said158,
Ellsworth Falls. {ill 10 12 02
interest to William H. Darling;
part
at
at
sale,
the
house
sale,
formerly that said Samuel
public
Nicolin. ill 22 *12 15 6 07 Jll 10
Annear
by deed dated Sept• 17 Jll 19
occupied by Walter L. Fernald, deceased, said ember 12,1877. and recorded
Green Lake. ill 80 12 24
in *»td registry
being on the west side of the highway
Phillips Lake. ! {11 37 *12 Slit 6 25 *11 26 bouse
book 159. page 802, and by deed dated Sepin
Mount
in
the
in
said
town
of
Desert,
of
village
Kgerv’s Mill..,.I « 28.
tember 19. 18*7. and recorded in add
Holden.4- §U 43 12 39 6 33 *11 34 Somesville, next north of the bouse of Charles in boo* 159, page 301. conveyed other registry
part* of
6 53
11 53 brown, formerly of Samuel N. Nash, on Sat12 00 12 59
Brevrer Jane.*
said ini' rest to Joseph O. B. Darling; that
7 00 11 50
urday, July 18. 1912, at two o'clock in the af- bis
12 05
1 06
ar.
BANGOR..
R. Conternoon, certain real estate situated in said said Willord E. Grindle and Albert
AM
AM
PM
PM
Mount Desert, and certain real estate situated ary bv deed dated September 12, 1877, and
Portland.ar.\ 4 50 5 50 *12 50 & 4 50 in
the town of Cranberry Isles. Hancock recorded in said registry in book 159, page
8 05 11 12 .° 8 80
Bostoujvia Dover ar
said real estate being more i 292. conveyed a part of their said lnterc*t to
9 05 • 5 15.i county. Maine,
Boston via Ptsmth ar
bounded and described as follows: said France* G. Putnam.
particularly
The »a!d defendants claim
or
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Nineth:
Two certain lots or parcels of land situated
PM
'AM
in said town of Mount Desert, bounded and may claim as heirs, devisees, or assigns of amid
AM
Samuel Annear. Joseph O. B. Darling. Wil8 00
Boston via Dover lv * 7 80
8 56 described as follows:
9 00
Firstlot: Beginning on the north side of Siam H. Darling and Frances M. Putnam,
9 00
Boston via Ptsmth lv *10 00 ...•.
! A M
the countv road at Somesville at the northeast some right, title, interest, or estate in tbe
AM
P M
Portland.lv.. • 1 20 .*10 57 fl2 36 corner of land now or formerly of Samuel N. premise* hereinabove described; that their
AM
PM
AM
PM
Nash; thence following said road north fifty- claim cannot be met bv the plaintiff without
BANGOR.lv.
t 6 00 tlO »!* 3 10if 5 16 three degrees east five rods to a stone post; the production of evidence.
Tenth: That said claim, or possibility of
6 07 10 »
3 16
5 21
thence north forty-one and one-half degrees
Brewer June.
Holden. : 6 29 10 56 ; 3 35 5 40 west, fourteen rods to a stone post; thence claim, creates a cloud upon the title of the
to «aid real estate and depreciates
Egery’s Mill.*10 59..I south fifty-three degrees west parallel with plaintiff
* 6 38 *11 02iJ 3 41 * 6 47 said road five rod* to a stone post; thence the market value of aaid property.
Phillips Lake.
Wherefore the plaintiff pray* that this hon6 44i 11 10j
3 48
south forty-one and on*-half degrees east
Green Lake.
5 66
court may:
Nicolin.
* 6 53 11 22 J 3 58,J 6 07 | fourteen rods to said road and place of begin- orable
1. Order such notice as shall seem meet;
7 06. 11 37! 4 09
Ellsworth Falls.
6 20
ning, containing seventy rods more or less.
a decree establishing and declar2.
Enter
7 18i 11 42 4 14
on
6 25
above
lot.
ELLSWORTH.
Including buildings
7 25. 11 50: 4 20 * 6 31
Second lot: Beginning at the northeast ing tbe validity, nature and extent of the
W'ash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. * 7 831*12 00
6 40 corner of the above describee lot; thence north plaintiff's titl*:
3
Grant such other and further relief In the
Hancock. *7 41,12 10!.
8 49
forty-one and one-half degrees west, fourteen
7 44 12 13;.
6 58
rods to a stone post; thence south flftv de- premises as the nature of the case may reWaukeag, Eullirn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry. j 7 50 12 »i.
7 00 grees east eleven rods and four feet; thence quire. or to this honorable court may seem
Sullivan. j 8 15. ,. south thirty five degrees east two rods and meet and just.
Dated this fifteenth day of May, a. d. 1911.
8 40
fourteen feet to the road at the place of beginSorrento.
Josiah N. Davidson,
BAR HARBOR.... ar ! 9 20 1 10
7 45 ning, containing three rods more or less.
Forrestt B. Snow.
I
I
Being same land described in a deed from
Solicitor for plaintiff.
8.
Holmes
et
als
to
Fernald
Walter
L.
et
leave
7
Myra
Ellsworth
am,
Sundays
Bangor
dated
and
al,
October
recorded
in
the
25, 1*89,
8 11am, arrive at Bar Harbor 8.4&. Returning
8TATE OF MAINE.
leave Bar Harbor 4 pm, Ellsworth 6.20 p in. Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds,
book 370^page 100. Subject, however, to any Hakcoci it.
arrive at Bangor fi.30 p m.
Bupreme Judicial Court. In
conditions
existing
affecting same.
equity.
•Daily, Sundays included.
Also one-seventh part in common and unJune 7. a. d. 1913.
* Daily except
divided of a certain lot of land situated on
Sunday.
Upon thg foregoing bill in equity filed in
Sutton's Island in the town of Cranberry Isles, our
°Daily except Monday.
court in equity for Hansupreme
judicial
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.^18 Hanoock county. State of Maine, being same cock county. Maine,on June 6,1912. application
described in a certain deed from Joseph Lanhaving been made lor an order of notice, it is
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.61 caster to William Moore, dated
May 18. 1849, ordered as follows:
p. m connect with Washington Co. Ry.
and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine,
1. That the usual subpoena returnable on
t Stops on signal to conductor.
registry of deeds, book 87, page 177. and being the first Tuesday of July,
1912, tsvue to each of
§Stops only to leave passengers from points therein described as follows: Beginning at the defendants named in said bill residing in
the north corner of the upper end of the our dtate of
on Washington County Railroad.
Maine, service to be made on
at my usual landing and
wharf,
running
each of sucb defendants by a copy of tbe subPassengers are earnestly requestly to pro- thence about N. 62 east or N. E.
by E. Vj east
and bill with this order thereon fourcure tickets before entering the trains, and
by compass about seventy rods to a stake and poena
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to •tones; thence E. 8. E. four anfi one-half rods teen days at least before the return day thereof.
Ellsworth.
to the corner of Isaac Richardson's lot (the
2. That the defendants Charles H. Taylor
H. D. WALDRON.
N. W. corner) thence by said Richardson's lot and Florence H.
General Passenger Agent.
who reside out of our
about S. 23 west, forty two rods and nine State of Maine,Taylor,
to wit, in Chicago, Cook
MORRIS MCDONALD,
links, thence N. 73^ west by saicf Richardson's
state of Illinois, each be required to
Vice President A General Manager.
county,
land twelve rods and one-ball; thence about
and answer the bill within one month
Portland. Maine.
8. 23- west fifteen rods to the shote; thence appear
after the date of the personal service of this
following said shore westerly to the first- order upon them respectively
as
hereinafter
named bounds, containing eight acres, more
provided for; and it la funner ordered that
or less
notice of the foregoing order be given to the
with
all
and
the
same
easeTogether
rights,
said Charles H. Taylor and Florence H.
Tayments and privileges described in said deed
lor by causing a copy of the bill and this
and subject to any now existing eaaetuenti order
thereon attested by John E. Bunker.clerk
the
same.
affecting
of this court, to be served personally upon
Mount Desert, Maine, June 5,1912
each of them, the said Charles H. Taylor and
R. H. Bridoham Fernald,
Florence H. Taylor, within three months from
Bar Harbor and Boxton $4.75
Guardian.
tbe date of this order, by some officer qualified
One
to serve civil processes in the place where
$8.50 Round
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
they may be found at tbe time of raid service.
undersigned hereby gives public Tbe return of said service shall he verified by
notice that she has a claim by
the affidavit of the officer making the service
Bluehill and Boxton
One upon a certain lot or parcel of land, mortgage
situated and hia authority certified by the clerk of a
in Biuehill, Hancock county. Maine, de- court of record.
Round
Way. $8.00
Trip.
scribed in said mortgage as follows: Begin8. That service be made upon the Bangor
on the westerly side of the highway, on
and Bluebill Copper Mining
Boxton
$4.00 ning
Company, a corSedgwick and
Biuehill Neck, so called, by land of Rufus E.
poration named as a defendant in said bill by
Morse; tbence north 86° west by land of said giving in band to Albert K.
Round
One
Conary of said
Morse and land of John F. Partridge, to the Bluebill a copy of the
and bill with
Salt pond, so-called, being about two hundred this order thereon, it subpoena
having been
in
and seventy-five rods; thence southerly by said bill that no officer or agent of alleged
said corSteamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00 said Salt pond fourteen rods; thence easterly poration can be found within the
county
p m dally except Monday for Seal Harbor, parallel with the first line to the highway; where sucb corporation is established or
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stoning, thence northerly by aaid highway, fourteen where its records or papers are
by law reton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting rods to the place of beginning, containing quired to be kept, and that said Albert R.
with steamer for Boston.
twenty-four acres, more or less.
Conary is a member of said corporation.
Said mortgage is from Augustine W. Eaton,
4.
That a copy of the bill and ibis order
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehill 1 00 p m
of Biuehill. in the county of Hancock and thereon, attested
daily exoept Monday for South Bluehill. Brook State
by John E. Bunker, clerk of
of Maine, to Wilford E. Grindle, of this court be published
in the
lln. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
Ellsworth
Biuehill, aforesaid, is dated January 2. 1889, American, a newspaper published in Ellawith
steamer
for
Boston.
Rockland, connecting
and recorded in Hancock county. Maine, worth in said county of Hancock for
two
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 3 00 p m
registry of deeds, in book 238. page 25, and is weeks
for Herrick’s Landing, South BrootsvllJe, Egge- assigned by said Wilfred E. Grindle to Alice at leastsuccessively, the last publication to he
seven days before the first Tuesday of
moggln, Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting with U. Eaton, of aaid Biuehill, by inatiument July, 1912.
steamer for Boston.
dated March 28, 1899, and recorded in said
5.
That a copy of the bill and this order
RETURNING
registry of deeds, April 16, 1899, in book 334, thereou. attested
by John E. Bunker, clerk of
page 342.
this court, he posted in a conspicuous place on
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast or
The conditions of said mortgage have been the land described in the bill and in the
postCamden
broken, by reason whereof the said Alice U. office at Bluebill, Maine, said notices to
t>e
Leaves Boston 5pm dally except Sunday Eaton claims foreclosure of the same and nested at least fourteen days before said first
this
notice
for
that purpose.
for Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving gives
aknu W. Kino,
Tuesday of July, 1912.
Alice U. Eaton,
June 3,1912.
kockiami. 5.15 a m, df ily except Monday for Bar
Justice Hupreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the bill in equity and order
Wiley C. Conary, her attorney.
Harbor, Bluehill, S>dgwick and Intermediate
of court thereonlandings. E. L. Smith. Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkhkjck. Agent, Bluehill.
Attest: John E. Bcnker,
iubsCI'lDc lor 1 HE AMERICA!.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.
Clerk 8. J. Court.

get

***

__

Ergal Xotitn.

legal Notice*.

Etgal Nature.

auuntustnwHM

a

mourn

Trip.

$4.50

Way. $7.00
Trip.

THE

STATE Or MAIN ft,.
Cotnrnr

or

Hakcock,

as.

this twelfth

diy of Jane.
tion dated April 26,
d. 1812, iasard
TAKEN
Judgment rendered by the supreme

on execuon a

a.

Judicial

coon for the coonty of Hancocs, at the lerm
thereof begun snd holden on the second Tuesday of April, 1812, to wit. on the twentieth day
of April, 1912, in favor of Lnton Trust Company of Ellsworth, against Herbert W Grindle, of Biuehill, iu said county, for three hundred and seventv-one dollar* and eighteen
cents, debt or damage, and twelve dollars and
tiftv seven cents, costs of suit, sod will be
sold at public auction on the premises, in said
Biuehill. to the highest bidder, on the mventre th day of July. 1912. at eleveu o'clock in the
forenoon, the *oliowing described teal estate
and all the righ*, title anc interest which the
said Herbert Mr. Urindle has in and to the
same, to wit:
The house in which the said Herbert W.
I
Grindle now lives and one acre of land around
said house; also the right to use water from
the spring and a right of way one rod wide
from bis land to asid spring; also a right of
way one rod wide beginning at the
town road near the house or tne laui"
K Grindle and thence .uuning
along the westerly line of land of John M
Snow to the shore near the brook. Bel** the
same
property devised to the said Herbert W.
Grindle bv Wilford K. Grindle, late of said
Biuehill, by hia will which was duly proved
and allowed in the probate coart of said
county of Hancuck at a term thereof holden
at Ellsworth in aaid county on the first Tuesday of April. 1911.
Biuehill, Maine, June 12,1912.
W. G. Gum,

w?iior

^h.rlv

Deputy Sheriff.

subscriber, J. Henry Russell, of Cambridge, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts. herebv gives notice that he ha« been
duly appointed administrator with the will
annexed of the estate of
LORENZO N KETTLE, late of

THE

WESTON.

MASSACHUSETTS,
leaving eatw’e In the coauty ot Hancock ,i»?.'V'd'„,nd
l1'*11 bonds, and appointed
Rob«r. H. Gardiner, jr., of Gardiner. hfi
agent
« tba law direct a.
All person, haring dcmanda againat the mate of said decease?
ire
dear red to
present the same for
and all indebted thereto a.e
make payment Immediately.

aettlrmJn.

truestJT,'io

1. H stray Romsii.
(Address:! 18 Tremont at. Boston.
Mass
or cars of Robert H.
Gardiner

jr

Junes,

1812,«»rdlner. Maine.
^

AMERICAN ADS

PAY BEST

w-HUB RUBBERS
K-warn

'Abbrrtitrmrmc.

SbbfTttsrmtnt*.

3&brrtigcmrotg.

Beginning at the Break of Day

Saturday, June 22,
that has

we will commence the

Greatest Necessity Clothing and Furnishing Goods Sale

been engineered in Hancock County. We have slashed the profits, and in many innot because we want to
stances cut right into the cost
but because the cold weather has forced
us to.
ever

—

—

is the mother of invention,” and that just hits our case exactly, for it’s necessary that we invent
We have a large stock on hand and we must reduce it at
some w ay of raising $5,000 in the next twelve days.
once.
Nobody is to blame but the weather man. He handed us such a cold backward spring that it has left us
with a large stock of goods on hand that we cannot afford to carry over. It simply means that we must turn our
stock into money in the next Twelve Days.

“Necessity

■

Get in line with the
who wear

[A

men

A million men in the United States wear
the Dutchess because no better values
in trousers can be had. Every pair
backed by a money warranty.

The shoe of

quality.

This is the best shoe made, we
have them in all the new lasts
in both black and tan.
Our prices during this
Sale will please you.

necessity
I

Young Men’s

Men’s and

KS IT IS SO! that every man in town or in any other town can for twelve days purchase
one of the best Clothing Manufacturers
one of the famous “Boston Special” Suits, made by
This means you
in the country, at prices only made possible by our urgent need of CASH.
Makers as well oura “i>i<>* in a bag”, but clothes that are guaranteed by
are not buying
*
81
Everything will be
selves and are the best possible values to be had.
included, even our black suits which are always consiuereu as siapie
and are not usually included in a sale.
v

I

Spring Suits

New

$20 00, $22.00 and $25.00 Suits for

-

-

$15.95

Clothing News

Some More Good

Most of you have bought Suits and Overcoats of “Parker”. You
know the kind we sell.
Nothing but the very “best quality”—the very
arid the kind that fit. You know at regular prices
latest in style
BUT LISTEN! For twelve
they are tlie very best possible values.
and offer these
days we are going to forget all about regular prices, for months to
goods at a “Necessity Price” that will be remembered
And remember, we will take just as much pains in giving you a
come.
as though you paid regular prices.
perfect fit and the pattern you like,
—

A few lines of men’s spring suits in
values, while they last,
$13.50 suits, and
All of our

Fancy Worsteds,

different

values at that price,
this sale.
One line of Suits worth every cent of $10, for

$12,and

good

patterns, GUARANTEED $15
Necessity

1 rice,

....

and

$16

8NU5
SC>.45>

YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING
BOSTON

SPECIAL

CLOTHES

SHOP

CO.,

W. A. ALEXANDER, MANAGER.

ELLSWORTH,

*

MAINE.

BUCKSPORT.
The

were

Esther; M. Jocyten returned from
Brookline, Mass., last;week.
Mrs. Benjamin P.f'Blodgett returned
Sunday from a visit in Albany, N. \*
Miss

Miss Florence Homer is home from Boston, when|she {has been studying music
with Miss Lillian B. Ames.

Bright,

!

J

her

with

summer

the

change
that she may be
H.
Mrs.
A.

I

J. Raymond Dwelley

was

in

town

exercises

week.
Howard Card is

visiting

his

parents,

Will H. Card and wife.

the

Bunker, essay; Vera

re nee

L.

poem; Douglass M. Milne, essay;
W.
Bragdon, class history and

in

a

creditable

her

Mrs.

is

Higgins.

Mrs. Aurilla

grandmother,

Gordon,

A.

Stewart, who was a'student at the seminary in 1887, was listened to with"much
interest! by a large audience. ^Special
music by a chorus choir under the direction of Miss Ethyl Gertrude Taylor was a
pleasing feature. Monday evening the
prize declamation contest was held.
June 17
J.

!

are

at

They

have

Henry’ 1 Ain bar

Kent,

Mrs. Susie

Mills,

her

for the

father, Mr.

Noyes and baby, of Cooper’s
parents, James
wife, returned home this

who bas visited her

N. Swan and

summer.

\

ondell

Flye,

week.

Bangor,

W'as

in town

The

Kimball house and the Rock End
and Clifton hotels will
open June 20.
There was service at St.

Mrs. Jennie Dyer left Saturday for Alton, where her daughter, Miss Eleanor,
has taught.
They will return home

church

Wednesday.
.tf, G. wbrcester, of East brook Lumber
Co., was unfortunate at their lumber
landing last

in

week

Lester

having his right

to

badly jammed.
Mrs. Lucretia Downing, of Sullivan

Lurvey left Monday

attend

£Misa Julia Murphy, who has been
tant in Gilman high school the
past

Dwelley and Freda
Bagdon were guests of Miss Haycock,
assistant high school teacher here, at her
during
home in Cherryfleld last week,
graduation and class reception there.
Miss Lola Dyer closed a term of school

has returned to her home in

JUNIOR EXHIBITION.

The junior exhibition of Gilman
high

school

was

held

The common schools close Friday.

will open

Mrs. John Shaw, of West Gouldsboro,
was a recent guest of Mrs. Davis.
Lela Gordon is employed in the post-

James Preston Bunker
Solo.Lucy Ames Bain
Essay, The Liquor Question in Maine.
•Samuel Orman Smallidge
Music
The
Essay,
Holy Gitoil,

office.
Henry Urann and wife, of Dorchester,
Mass., are at the Bristol.
Henry Hawkins and wife, of Boston,
guests of Mrs. Moses Hawkins.

Dr.

Miss Belle Lawrence is home

Evelyn May Manchester
Reading.Parker Winsor Fennelly
Essay, Oberammergau and the Passion Play,
Cora Mae Phillips
Solo.. Bartlett Wallace Dyer
Senior part, History of Class of 1912.

from Bos-

ton.

M.-s. Charles Allen and Miss Wilson
have gone to Farmington to be present at
the graduation of Ruth Allen from the
normal school.

Ada Crockett Brown
Presentation of

diplomas,
Supt L E Williams

John Roach and family, of Quincy,
Mass., arrive Saturday, and will occupy
the Preble cottage as usual.

•Excused

Dancing followed, with
June 17.

X.
DEDHAM.

Mass.

The dwelling of A. G. Hooper, at PhUlips Lake, was burned Tuesday, with all
contents. There was but small insurance,
and tbe loss falls heavily on Mr. Hooper.

Russelland family leave
Windermere, where they

W. H.

this week for
have a cottage for the

toy Joy’s

orchestra.

Mrs. Andrew Howard and daughter and
Mr. Harrison have returned to Chelsea,

Principal

music

summer.

The eighty-seventh annual meeting of
the Penobscot association of Congrega-

gradcatiok.
of the inclemency of the
In spite
weather, there was a large attendance at
the graduation exercises Of the high school
The church was
Thursday evening.
tastefully decorated w ith the class colors of

tional churches

was

]

Mr.

Wood

Thursday

at the schoolbouse.

H.
ORLAND.

George A. Dorr, of Guild, N. H.,
ing his mother, Mrs. E. A. Dorr.

is visit-

were

Maria Higrecent visitors of Mrs. Aurilla

Ernest

Eastman is back at bis former
Orland, after eight years in Colo-

rado and

Washington.

He will not

re-

West.

turn to the

Gibbs, after a six-years’ absence
Washington state, is visiting bis parents, Daniel Gibbs and wife.
Arthur

Ivy Varnum, of

Bucksport, will soon
move his family here.
They will occupy
a part of the Mrs. Annie Gray house on
the Castine road, recently vacated by Mrs.
Sarah Blaisdell.
July Fourth

will be observed here

dance afternoon and

evening

hall, with music by

an

wife, who

are

by

a

at the town

Orono orchestra.

A concert program is also
The-affair is directed by

being arranged.
Daniel O’Hearn

working

hard to make

a success.

June 17.

D.
SEDGWICK.

Misses
are

I

Ruby Dority

and

Mary

L.

Paris

home from Hebron.

Neil Churchill, of Bucksport, spent the
with his uncle, Dr. Hagerthy.

league, district 2, will give
Saturday evening, June 22.
William Mosely and sister Grace, of
Needham, Mass., were in town Iasi week
Lincoln school

entertainment at Riverside hall

moving

their household effects into the

cottage they recently purchased.
Hattie
W.
Mrs.
Carter, widow of
was
Abram
Carter,
suddenly taken
ill on the way home from chnrch Sunday
evening, June 9, dying Monday. Funeral services

were

home of her

son

held

Percy,

Wednesday at
with

the

whom she

The deceased was a member of the
First Baptist church, and a most estimable
Two other sons survive her—
woman.
Capt. Fred, who is in Alaska, and George,
in the far West. She will be greatly
missed, especially by the little grand-

lived.

Dority

Charles

S.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Andrew

guests of their mother, Mrs. Matilda

Martin.

friends here of Miss Blanche
of Washington D. C.t were
sorry to hear of her serious illness. She
The many

McFarland,

has

purchased

an

Miss Jennie B. Grindal bas been visiting
friends in Hluebill.

j

Fred J. Sargent and wife
few days in Bangor.

are

spending

SEAL COVE.
Rev.

members

I

LAMOINK.
Mia* Olive
borne for tbe

Lawrence R. Baton, M. C. I.,14, is at

j

home for the

summer.

returned to

Charles

j

K. Foster and wife spent part of
itb friends in Brewer.

Mrs. William

Robbins,

of

Sedgwick,

re-

Black has gone to Marblehead, Mass., in a yacht for Rev. F. W.
Perkins, of Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Elmer E.
Cummings and Miss
Alene and Miss Lilia E. McIntyre attended the graduation at Castine Friday.
June 17.
Sim.

arrivals for the summer are Mrs. F.
M. Watson and grandson, Watson McRea,
of New York; Mrs. A. E. Wooster, Waltham, Mass.; Mrs. Annie Smith and
daughter Blanche, Newton, Mass.
June 17.
W.
OTIS.
Vernon Tibbetts, of Boston,
last week

at

tbe

of

home

was a

his

guest
uncle,

Wallace W. Tibbetts.

week.

Free Baptist quarterly meeting will
held in the church at East Hancock
June 21, 22 and 23.
C.
June 17.
Tbe

be

bas returned

North Brooksvltle, where she visited
her dsagbter.
from

•

Helen Clark

is

visiting

sermon

in

the

day

Mrs.
is

William

Schoppe, of Beddington,

visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. T. Silsby.
Alice

are

Silsby,

Doris

Fay

Mace and

home from the Maine

Mills

Central institute,

Pittsfield.
Howard

Crosby

and

wife

field last week to attend the
their

son

in Pittsgraduation of

were

Lewis.

Harold Jordan and Miss Hattie Avery,
of Brewer, spent Sunday with his parents,
George Jordan and wife.
Fannie and Mary Silsby, who are teaching in Clifton, spent Sunday with their
parents, H. T. Silsby and wife.
June 18.
C.

been

here abe

L.

airoct* Menem*

meat.

CHICAGO MERCHANT

has resumed her teach*

purchased

a

MAKES STATEMENT,

•

Spending Thousands of Dollui
Consulting the Xost Eminent
Physicians, He Wes Desperate.

Athtr

and

j
[
j

f

j

HALL QUARRY.
has

w

George Brimmer and wife, of Br* wer,
•pent Sunday in town.
Irvin Saltatory s at a guest at tbe home
of G. A: Frost Sunday.
S*
June 17.

her mother in

Mrs. Lenora Gas par left Tuesday for
Northeast Harbor, where she has employ*

Alonzo Hodgdon

village,

MARIA VILLE.

Mrs. Emeline Jarvis, of New York, is in
town, called here by the death of Mr. Milliken.

ol work horses of Fred

Russell Mace is home from the U. of M.
to spend his vacation.

from the

working for George Phillips.
June 17.

forenoon and at-

AURORA.

poorly.

Leach, who is working in Butksport, t» visiting 1. E. Lufkin.
Mrs. F. W. Blaisdell came home ThursAlvab

town.

Gray

WEST SURRY.

Mrs. Eliza Lufkin is

BURRY.

Miss Lizzie

tended Sunday school in the afternoon.
June 17
Davis.

H.

R.

O. P. Cunningham and w ife, of Buck*port, are at their cottage for a wee..
Miss Elizabeth Jeiliaon attend J the
:j last
graduating cxerciaca at Chari

Eben Salisbury and wife visited Martin ing at North Bend, after an absence of five
Salisbury and wife, of Ellsworth Falls, j weeks.
Saturday and Sunday.
Francis Smith and wife are receiving
Leslie Higgins, of Lamoine, has been congratulations on the birth of a
son, born
:
at
the
home
of
his
visiting
grandmother, June 14.
Mrs. Delia Lally, for a week.
Jay Gallison and wife are in town, called
E. Jordan and George McLaughlin, of i here
by the illness and death of Mr. Gal*
Clifton, were guests at the Salisbury j lison's grandfather, H. J. Millikeu.
cottage for the week-end fishing.
Sympathy ia extended to the family of
Rev. Mr. Brown, organizer of the Sun- ! the late
Henry Milliken, especially to the
day school here, drove from Holden last widow, who is an invalid.
He
an
interSunday morning.
preached
June 17.
AXOB.

esting

She

at home.

_

Valerious

classical institute.

lummer

MT. DESERT FERRY

parents.

Merchant.

Gertrude Coggins was called home
from Campbello, Mass., by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. W.'T. Coggins.

at the Cattiue normal echo

will spend the
June 17.

Miss Rom Henderson has returned from
visit with her parents at 8oulh Bluchill.
Habson

Lawrence have
Mr. I .each > .tn-

acta

Mi*m Flora Stratton has completed the
course

Miss Elizabeth Parker is at home from
Castine, where she is attending school.
Parker Hinckley, of Milton, Mass., is

Mrs. Charles L.

w

tbe normal school.

Fred J. Sargent.
Mrs. Koaella Baton, of Little Deer Isle,
visited Mrs. John Bennett last week.

his vacation with his

ft,

week to attend the

visited Mrs.

•pending

r

Mrs. Nellie Stratton went to Caaliue last
graduating ev r :*«• of

w

Leroy Cbalto, B. O. 8. A., ’13, Is spending his vacation with bis parents.
Mrs. J. B. Chatto spent Wednesday and
Thursday with her son at Bluehitl.
cently

Fox<

of

summer.

gone to Milton to live.
ploved there.

her home in

last week

Coolidge,

Mr*. Neil beach and

George B. Fuster has
Newton, Mass.

Mrs.

D.

Smith will address the
of the masonic order
Sunday,
June 23, st 10 30 a. tu. The three 1
edgesTremoot. McKinley end Mt. Desert- have
been invited to attend. A cordial levitation is also extended to tbe public
School closed June H, after s n; csefnl
term taught by Miss Eunice
Coggins, ol
lstmome. Pupils perfect in attendance:
Lurie no Rumill, Lorens Birch.
Marjorie
Murphy, Velma Murphy, Albert iiirch.
The attendance has been good, whole
number attending 24, average 21.
June 17.
;y.
O.

a

McCnllis. of Norway, is visdaughter, Mrs. C. S. Colwell.
Bert Miles, a student at the M. C. 1., is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Maria

Higgins’

Mrs. Mary Walls, of Pretty
Marsh, is
visiting her granddaughter. Mrs Annie

auto-

i

«

pair

Robinson.

CHICAGO, ILLS.—Mr. J. G.
Becker, of 134 Van Buren St., a
well-known wholesale dry goods
dealer, etetea aa follows:

I

|

“I have had catarrh for more
than thirty years. ’Have tried
everything on earth and spent
thousands of dollars for other
medicines and with physicians,
without getting any lasting re-

lief, and can say to you that I
have found Peruna the only rem-

Teddy Harkins bas returned from Ban-

employed.
Harold Grindle left to*day for Northeast
Harbor, where he has employment.

edy that has cured
manently.

Mrs. C. J. Hall has returned from California, where she spent the winter.
Milton Young and wife have returned
from Otis, where they have been visiting.
June 17.
Bbiab.

* “Peruna hat also cured my
4
wife of catarrh. She always keeps i
H ln*the house for an attack of I
cold, which it invariably cures io 4
*
• very short time."

gor, where he has been

NORTH LAMOUfE.
Miss Muriel Linscott, who has been ill,

HEALTH

me

per-

RESTORED

improved.
Elmer Merchant, of Bar Harbor, ic
moving into I. N. Salisbury’s camp.
After Years of Illness.
Miss Eunice Coggins, who has been
a
Mr. Hurd of South Orrington was
at Seal Cove, is home for the summer.
constant sufferer from biliousu-ss and
Miss Hope Norwood, of Southwest Har- indigestiou.
Head what he says:
At"I have used the True ”L. F.
bor, is visiting her grandparents, George
wood’s Medicine for teu years. I was
H. Coggins and wifo.
not
sick for a number of years, could
June 17.

is much

_

BLUEHILL FALLS.

June 17.

Little Bernice

Meservey

Harry Conary

has

has been

bought

a

ill.

power

cottage is open for the season.
Mrs. Carrie Chatto is better. Her sister
Grace is with her.
Mrs. Stephen Chatto, of Brooksville,
spent last week here, visiting her children.
Mrs. Esther Leighton and son, of North
returned home
week with

to-day,

Y.

boat.

The Wills

Sedgwick,
successfully operated on lor appendi- spending a
June 17.
citis last Tuesday. Her friends receive
was

recent

her

children.

end

were

Mrs. N. L.

iting

John darter, who has been
tesrhing at
Uott’a Island, is home.

NlHIU

a

week-end

an

son

guests at C. Y. Wooster’s.

in

it

and

Elizabeth Taylor has
employment
Northeast Harbor.

Miss
at

mobile.

Late

Higgins.
borne in

Eugene Havey

Miss

Mrs. D. R. Connor and Miss

gins

Mrs.

Mrs. Augusts

ill.

is

is with her.

Harvard Colwell spent a few days with
his brother Charles on his way home from

Martin, of Bar Harbor, and
Prof. Calvin M. Harvey Martin, of Houlton, were week-

held with the church

Dedham, June 13.
Clark, of Orono, acted as moderator.
Among tbe speakers were Rev. Edgar M.
and peonies. Cousins, Rev. Joseph B. Lynam, Prof. F.
gray and crimson, evergreen
Over the archway was the class motto in B. Denio, Rev. C. W. Collier, Rev. George
H. Gutterson, Leon 8. Merrill and Rev. H.
French, “To be rather than to be seen.”
were
Alton I D. French.
Those who graduated
J uue 17.
B.
Robertson, salutatory and essay; Law-'
at

Interment was in
The funeral was

June 18

ind

Prayer
Music
Essay, Mount Desert,
Henrietta Frances Gilpatrlck
Heading.Cora Livingaton Frost
Essay, The Development of the Steamboat,
William Eugene Reynolds
Oration, The Sacredness of the Sabbath,

for the

conducted by Rev.

afternoon,

Neighborhood

Music

summer

Boston,

the

House Wednesday evening.
AH the parts
were well taken,
reflecting much credit
upon students, teachers and the school.
The program:

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Newcome,
his cottage this week.

at

the very last leaf on the
husband, Ambrose Pettee, has

Mrs. R. W. Grant

Young

was

been dead many years.
Birch-tree cemetery.

year,

John Manchester attended the commencement exercises at Maine Central institute last week.

J une 17.

William

assis-

summer.

Friday. Miss Dyer, who is
the efficient organist at the Methodist
church, has regularly tilled her place.
The Willing Workers will meet with
Mrs. L. F. Springer on the afternoon of
June 25. That they are expert with the
needle was demonstrated at last meeting
with Mrs. Nettie Dyer, when 0 web of
cotton cloth was made up for their hostess.

She
Her

of

Auburn.
Prof. Charles E. Lord and wife have returned to their home tn Lisbon Falls for a
brief vacation before returning for the

at East brook

of

exercises

commencement

brain.
tree.

Houlton,

Rev. Charles F. Lee addressed the Odd
Fellows and Rebekahs at 8t.
Mary’a-bythe-Sea Sunday evening.

Evelyn

Ormand Joy has employment
at Bar Harbor.

for

Ricker classical institute.

Centre, is with her sister, Mrs. Eunice
Blaisdell, who is recovering gradually
from her prolonged illness.
Misses

Ignatius

Sunday morning.

The American express office has been
moved to Main street for the summer.

hand

are

of

last week.

HANCOCK.

SOUTH

Harper, of Center, is working
Ernest Richardson’s.

Lawrence

8 A KG ENT VILLE.

is

C.

A

BEECH HILL.

Btonington.

Smith, Christine Webb.
June 17.

June 17.

for several years, and this other
home, with all its comforts and kindly
Mrs. Pettee was
care, had been hers.
a woman of strong characteristics, who
never ate the bread of idleness until her
hands were no longer controlled by her
closed

Miss Josephine Bunker is
bookkeeper at
Hillcrest market.

of Swan’s Island.

some

June 17.

Mabel

IStonington,

last week of the death of

at

Fred

Herman I. Thomsen snd wife will arrive

8aiB(ZT

to

Eaton, who baa been ill of

Dyer and Edward Bragdon are
Music was furnished by the school from Baltimore June 19, to open their
Oscar Bowden and wife.
employed at Northeast Harbor.
chorus, under the direction of Mrs. W. H. summer home.
Willis Candace, wife and daughter, of
Principal M. C. Foss, with the graduat- Russell, with a duet
E. W. Hill, civil engineer, of Bar Harby Mrs. Russell and
are viaiting relatives here.
ing class, visited Bangor Saturday.
Ray Moon and a solo by Mr. Moon. Con- bor, was in town Thursday laying out a
Miss Ella Gnffen, of Brooklin, is the
Miss Florence Monaghan, of Whitney- sidering the short time music has been
piece of State road.
guest of MisJbs Katie and Berths Sylvesville, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Merritt taught in the schools, it is remarkable
Lydia Hill, of liar Harbor, was high-line
how much has been
ter.
Mrs.
Eldridge.
accomplished.
on
a
last
Russell has been
deep-sea fshing trip
week,
in her efforts,
Robert H. Blaisdell, of East Sullivan, and deserves muchuntiring
Edgar Bowdon is at home from Bluehili,
an
haddock.
credit. The diplomas catching
eleven-pound
where he ha* been attending the academy.
visited his brother, Frank E. Blaisdell, were presented by
Supt. A. W. Gordon
Misses Doris Hatch and Abbie Bragdon
with
appropriate remarks. The reception
He was one of the graduates.
last week.
and ball w as held Friday night at K. of I>. entertained tbcir Sunday school classes at
School closed Friday, after a successful
Maurice Fernald, of Oakland, was a hall. Joy s orchestra furnished music.
Miss Hatch’s home Saturday afternoon.
week-end guest of his parents, A. L. Ferterm taught by Miss Elizabeth Grindell,
June 17.
H.
Thirty were present.
nald and wife.
of Bluehili. Pupils perfect in attendance:
Mrs. Caroline Martin Pettee died at the
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Vera Bickford, Maynard Candage, Forest
Miss Geneva Bragdon returned Saturday
h'ome of her niece and nephew. Miss PruBishop Doane is at his cottage for the dence and Emerson Preble, June 11. Mrs. Eaton, Esther Eaton, Stanley Gray, James
from Guilford, where she has been sucseason.
Hall, Hoy Hall, Setb Hodgdou, Katie Sylcessful in her school.
Pettee would have been eighty-eight years
vester and Julia Spear.
Dr. C. B. Sni :h and family have arrived old
Mrs. Harry Havey received the sad news
August 13 next. Her home bad been
Dana

While burning brown-tail moth
ne«,
from apple trees with a torch,
Nellie tlrindle set fire to the A. P
Friend
house st the corner, damaging it to

Tbe high and grammar school had their
graduation Thursday. After the graduation, there was a social dance. The high

bss finished

improving.
Sylvester and wife are spending a
few days in Bangor.
Miss Bet tel, of Bluehili, is the guest of

Mon

day.

Page of Haltowetl, came
school
attend tbe high
Her niece, Mist
graduation exercise*.
Silver, was one of tbe graduates.

is laid at

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

grip,

Misses Hattie Orcutt and Edna
York
turned from Uaatine normal school
Hatur
day.
L. H. Billings, who has been
makLpaving blocks at Mt. Waldo, arrived
home
He
went to Long Cove
Saturday.

extent.

the cottage
that he was building at Patten pond,
and begun work for F. P. Mason, who I school
graduates have gotje on a trip to
will make extensive repairs on his hooae I Portland and Boston.
The graduating
and stable.
class of the high school numbered five.
June 17.
M.
Rosa Steele, Nellie Choate, Edith Silver,

Mrs. Sarab

EAST SULLIVAN.
Miss Eva Merchant and Fred Johnson
were married June 8, by Rev. Mr. Wood.

manner.

York,

*ummer.

..

Carter.
Porto Rico, ;
Mrs. Lucy
Abbott, of
Harry Latiy and wife, of West Tremont,
formerly of this town, will occupy the 8.
W. Fifleld cottage at Fifleld point for tbe spent the week-end with Mrs. Laity’,
summer.
Mrs. Abbott has written a i |»rents, E. D. Richardson and wile.
June 17.
jL
book, “Noami of the Island.” The scene

the Bell camp for the
as guests Mrs. Story’*
mother and cousiu, of California.
New

The

week.

this

sermon

and one sister
Mu c“
h
felt for them.

husband

BROOKSVILLE.

King Arthur lodge, K. of P., was invited
to be present at the Methodist church
Hunday morning, by Rev. A. B. McAlister.
They attended in a body, and listened to
an excellent sermon.

Mrs. Adelaide Perry, of Fort Fairfield,
infant daughter, is the guest of

s

ia

Miss Annie L. Hooper,
of, Beif,,t
visiting Miaa Emma Condon.

Hattie Billings are
at Northeast Har-

and

summer

cttmT

roarrtJ

June 17.

Mrs. L. C.

with her

Sunday evening in
Methodist; church, by" Rev! Mr. !

baccalaureate

prophecy; Hollis R, Bragdon, essay; Mary
M. Milne, address to
undergraduates;
Lawrence E. Orcutt, essay; Earl E.
Havey,
essay (excused); Justin O. Johnson, essay
and valedictory. The parts were rendered

last

This

leaves

sympathy

graduates.
Mr. McMann and family arrived Haturday to occupy the F. S. Small tenement.
Mr. McMann it overseer in tbe Lawrence
Canning Co.’s factory.

Thursday

Dr. Walter Clark, of New Yorkf-arrived
Carey’s first viaitfhome since her marriage
to Dr. James Carey three years ago. She Sunday, coming a little earlier than be inig warmly welcomed by her many friends. tended l**cause of the illness of his infant
There are many students and friends of daughter.
Dr. and Mrs. Story and two children, of
the seminary in town to attend jthc enm-

class

Ruth
FRANKLIN.

wife.

children
of her

for the summer, guests
Dr. and Mrs. Abrams.

William Folsom, of Newton, is making
his annual
visit^at F. A. Wentworth's.
He is accompanied by his father.

■Mrs. 8.1 sines Carey, *|of Colorado, arrived Monday for a visit with her parents,
R. B. Stover and

here

family parents.

and

summer.

Mrs. Mtbel Russell and three
are

ery there.

C. L. Morang, Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.

Dins more

pneumonia.

at home for the

leave~"*rhursday, for StT*Johns bury,
Vt., where they wiliyreside. Mr. Dinsmore’^superintendent of the fish hatch-

mcnceraent
—

many"friends" hope
wilfprove beneficial," and
fuily" reatored"tofhealth.

will

for two weeks.

Miss Gertrude Mason and Miss Marion
Gibbs have finished their schools and are

Mrs. Pierce’s

that the

of

daughter,

Frank 8. Pierce left Monday for

the

lh

lovabl
qualities endeared her to friends ln!
neighbors. She will be mlsned
by J1
She

Miss Florence Ellis, who has been
preaching for the Congregational society,
left Monday for Mechanic Falls.
David W. Fifleld and wife are in Caatine to attend t he normal graduation exercises. Their daughter Elvira is one of tbe

Dr. Alvah Abrams returned Saturday
night, called by the illness of his grand-

National
Md., is spending the summer witlT'bei
parents, R. B. Stover and wife.

A France Shoes cannot be judged by picYou must see them in our wintures.
dows to appreciate their beauty; you must
'wear them to realize their flexible softness,
their easy self adjustment to the lines of the
foot. It is because they fit the foot that they
give such general satisfaction. C. One of the
most beautiful models we carry is this 16button boot. Its lines are simple and perfect. We carry it in the popular white
iNu-Buck and in tan Russia calf.

bungalow

the Shaw

is-

bor.

of Sullivan, is the guest of
aunt, Mrs. Alice Gibbs.
A party of five from New York are at

Guy Davit,

P. Stover, « teacher in the
Park seminary, Forest Glen

Onawa.

Misses Carrie

spending

his

Miss Marion

Mrs.

»

Mrs. H. F, Webb has joined her family

Homer.

Dirigo

summer.

Mrs. Alfred Welch, of Prospect Harbor,
is visiting her father, Richard J. Colby.
Mrs. Granville Barbour, of East Boston, is the guest of Mrs. Stephen Barbour.

here for the summer.

Mrs. C. C.

mother,

summer.

ha* gone to

bowT^II

operation. For a time
of ber recovery,
but

disease bad too strong a bold.
formerly lived in Vlnalbaveo, but
tbl* place live years ago and was
to Oapt. L'slic Joyce. Her
many

Mr*. Noyes, of New Yotk, is tbe guest
G. B. Noyes and wife.
Miss Nellie Freethy, of Brooklln, is the
guest of Mrs. E. J. Under.

Miss Olive Farnham is at Dr. Story’s for

of

Mary Eaton

an

entertained

of

EAST ORLAND.

Franklin, Mass.,
formerly preceptress at »;the seminary,
is the guest of Mrs. Benjamin P. Blodgett.
tyrs. Harry I. Stevens, with little son
Homer, of New York, is spending the
Miss Edna

2214

Miss

land (or tbe

pupils
perfect in attendance: Martha
Marshall, Sumner McKay Christie McKay, Lucy Stewart, Irving Stewart,
Kenneth Stewart, Leon Stewart, Carlton
Stewart and Muriel Sabans.
8.
June 17.

summer.

WkUt Nu-Buck ond
Russia Tan

profitfollowing

Friday, after a pleasant
able term of ten weeks. The

Ward we 11 opened June 19 tor the

HTOjNINOTON.

and

here

for

COUNTY NEWS.

encouraging report* from her, and all
hope she will have a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Emogene Pea*lee closed her school

COUNTY NEWS.

after

relatives here.

Crumbs!"

ATLANTIC.
Miss

Joyce

Goldie Staples and Miss Bessie
home from Castine, where they

are

have been

to
get any relief until I commenced
use “J,.
F”. Atwood’s Medicine, it
I use it for
1 made a well man of me.
’most every kind of sickness in niy
lies*
family and consider It one of the
medicines that is made.”
,,
A. X. Hurd, So Orrington. Me.
A large bottle 35 cents at the nearu
by store, or a Bample free by mail,
you never used it. Address.

|

attending normal school.
community was saddened by the
death Saturday, June 15, of Mrs. Leslie
Joyce. Mrs. Joyce had been a sufferer for
six months from cancerous tumor. Eight
“L. F". MEDICINE CO., Portland,
weeks ago, in hope of help, she went to Me.
I
the Maine general hospital at Portland,
The

